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SECTION I

GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF THE SPECIFIC PROBLEM.



1-1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Terhaps one of the most outstanding characteristics of animals 
is their performance of the numerous short term movements and 
adjustments which constitute behaviour. The activities may be either 
apparently spontaneous or in response to obvious environmental stimuli. 
This net 'behaviour' can become extremely complex in even the simplest 
orders of animals. However, aspects of it frequently can be isolated, 
which seem to be whole within themselves. These usually are made up 
of definite, reproducible sequences of activity which can readily be 
elicited under given conditions. The study of these 'behavioral units' 
as they might be termed, constitutes one of the more fascinating 
aspects of Biology.

Such studies can be approached from many directions and with many 
goals. One approach however, is to try to push the definition to its 
limit - to try to get closer and closer to the nucleus of these 
behavioral molecules from which overt behaviour is built. One way of 
doing this is to attack simple systems which generate patterned 
activity, and attempt to untangle the underlying mechanisms involved. 
Perhaps if this can be achieved, the ideas and approaches evolved, and 
the techniques developed, may eventually allow the more complex 
systems to be broached.

In this approach, the study of systems which generate rhythmical 
stereotyped activity, offers obvious advantages. Thus, muoh of the 
progress in this line has been made on systems such as the flight 
mechanism in insects (Pringle, 1949; Wilson, 1961; 19641 Wyman, 1965; 
Waldron, 1967, and others), walking in insects (Wilson, 1965; Wendler, 
1966| and others), swimmerst beat in the Crustacea (Hughes and Wiersma; 
19601 Ikeda and Wlersma, 1964; Davis, 1968} 1969; and others), and the



control of respiration in arthropods (Miller, 1960; 1966; Mill and 

Busies, 1966| Fasztor, 1966; 1969; Mendelaon, 19711 Wyse, 1972).

Studies on more advanced animals undeniably have produced some 

interesting results and insights (Lorenz, 1950; Tinbergen, 1950; Weiss, 
1950; Taub and Berman, 1963; Taub, Bacon and Berman, 1965; Burns and 

Salmoirhagi, 1960; Salmoiraghi and Bums, 1960), but for an under

standing at the very basic, cellular level it seems clear that the 

simpler systems Involving fewer cells, as are found in the Invertebrate 

offer more possibilities.

The problem at this level is that although we know a relatively 

large amount about the characteristics of the units comprising the 

system (the neurones) and even something of their connectivity, we do 

not understand how they generate patterned activity. The argument 

between the reflexogenic (Sherrington, 1?95t 1950) and the purely

central dogmatists (von Holst, 1939) has largely resolved itself in the 

frequently seen dialectical compromise. It now seems quite clear that 

patterned activity frequently involves both systems to varying extents, 

perhaps depending partly on the probability with which a given course 

of activity can be correctly predicted over an extended period. Unis, 

activity that is prone to irregular unpredictable environmental 

disturbances might come to rely to a great extent on sensory reafferenoe 

at each stage to determine the subsequent course that should be 

followed. In the majority of cases, however, the basic pattern appears 

to be generated by endogeneous, central arrangements, sensory feedback 

playing only a modulating role (Wilson, 1966; Evoy and Cohen, 1971). 

Indeed, only one example comes to mind of simple rhythmic activity which 

i6 demonstrably patterned by sensory feedback only (Mellon, 1969).

A fruitful line of attack then, might be to try to understand the 

endogeneous production of patterned behaviour in its purest forms, as 

free as possible from dependence on sensory feedback (Wilson, 1966).



In thie9 the control of ventilatory activity in the Crustacea would 
appear in many respects, to provide a suitable system. Although highly 
specialized, this system is not nearly so unusual as some even more 
specialized examples (eg. the cardiac ganglion in the Crustacea) whose 
simplicity, although allowing for relative ease of study, simultaneously 
may prohibit a more general application of the findings.

The soaphognathite of the second maxilla in the decapod Crustacea, 
in effecting ventilation of the gills, repeats a roughly constant 
sequence of actions over extended periods. Lying enclosed under the 
branchlostegites as it does, it must need to make only infrequent 
adjustments for material changes in its environment. Hot surprisingly 
then, sensory feedback appears to have little effect on the pattern of 
muscular activity generated via the innervating raotoneurones, from the 
central nervous system (PaBstor, 196£| 19&9; Mendelson, 1971)* The 
system is not oompletely Independent of this reafference, and 
deafferentation does appear to cause a slowing of the rhythm (ibid). 
However, it represents one of the clearest examples of the purely 
central generation of patterned activity. But soaphognathite activity 
has not yet been subject to the detailed and comprehensive analyses as 
have been directed at flight and walking in insects for example.

This thesis therefore, intends to conduct a detailed study of the 
control of ventilation in some decapod Crustacea with a view to 
gaining a better appreciation, from the gross structural to the neuronal 
level, of how this unit of overt behaviour is generated, controlled and 
Integrated into the general functioning of the animals.

In the main, the studies will concentrate on the shore crab 
Carclnus maenas. but in some instances rortunus demirator and Nephrons 
norveglcus will also be considered. The approach will be to describe 
the system in some detail, firstly on the gross structural level,



secondly in terns of the nature and form of the mechanical activity, 
and thirdly in terms of the nature and form of the nervous output.
The relationship between the scaphognathite and heart rhythms and the 
linkage between the soaphognathites on either side shall also be 
investigated. From these descriptions a model will be proposed of a 
simple neuronal network by which euoh a pattern as the one described, 
could be generated, and linked into the total network.

It is hoped that this study will make some contribution to the 
understanding of how a simple 'unit of behaviour' can be effected by 
suitable Interaction of skeletal, muscular and neuronal elements.



1—2. IKE SPECIFIC PROBLEM

This study by no means constitutes the first investigation of the 
control of ventilation in the decapod Crustacea. Early studies, 
reviewed by Wolvekamp and Waterman (1961) concentrated on the factors 
which influenced the frequency and amplitude of the scaphognathite 
beat (Johnson, 1936 etc.). More recently, Larimer and his co-workers 
(Larimer, 1961; Larimer and Gold, 1961; Larimer, 1964t Ashby and 
Larimer, 1965) and others (McMahon and Wilkens, 1971; Wlikens and 
McMahon, 1972) have made significant contributions in this area.

Wolvekamp and Waterman (1961) also describe work demonstrating 
that the respiratory control centre in Aatacus is located in the 
sub-oesophageal ganglion, and is primarily autonomous (Kalmus, 1930; 
Segaar, 1934)* Segaar (1934) was able to show an absence of respiratory 
rhythm in the cerebral ganglion, and that ventilatory rate could be 
increased by ae much as 80$ by locally warming the sub-oesophageal 
ganglion. These observations have now been confirmed by Mendelson 
(1971) who was able to record persistent organised bursts of activity 
in the motor axons to the second maxilla, in the isolated ganglion in 
the hermit crab Pagurus. for up to 48 hours. Hs was also able to 
demonstrate in neuropilar processes in this animal and in Homarus. 
roughly sinusoidal oscillating potentials bearing a clear relationship 
to the discharge of the respiratory motoneurones. One set of 
motoneurones fired during the upper half only of the cyolic oscillation, 
and the antagonists fired during the lower half only. Hyperpolarisation 
of the impaled neuropilar process induoed continued discharge of the 
second group, and inhibition of the first, whilst depolarisation had 
the opposite effect. Various characteristics were cited as evidence 
that the oscillations were spontaneous and not simply being driven by 
the motoneurones. These included the absence of obvious underlying
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rhythmic input during periods of polarization, and the resetting of

the rhythm by injected pulses of current. One criticism of this

conclusion is that the hyperpolarization illustrated in the paper was

apparently not continued for more than 700 ms whilst the cycle time

was of the order of 750 to 1000 ras. The duration of depolarization

was not specified. In the case of the records taken during hyperpdariaaticn end

depolarization then, one may well not expect to see underlying cyclic

'membrane potential oscillation at the free running rate*, since one

full cycle has not elapsed. If the recorded oscillations were in fact

produced by periodic inhibitory and/or excitatory input from the

motoneurones, they might well be expected to disappear during periods

of hyper- or depolarization when the mo toneurones may no longer be

firing phasically, one group having taken over completely, firing

continuously. In addition to this, one wonders if the fact of

resetting of the rhythm by injected pulses is really a sound basis for

rejecting the possibility that the oscillator is actually being driven,

whilst still playing an important, though not absolutely controlling

role in the network.

Be that as it may, the oscillations were taken to be produced by 

a spontaneous oscillator neurone, governing the discharges in both 

agonist and antagonist motoneurone pools. The properties of such 

spontaneous oscillators have been most thoroughly studied in molluscan 

nervous systems (Chalazonitis, 1%3» Arvanitaki and Chalazonltls, 1968).

Many of their properties such as temperature sensitivity (Carpenter,

1967) and sensitivity to carbon dioxide and oxygen levels (Mathelu and 

Roberge, 1971) certainly are consistent with properties observed in 

the arthropod respiratory system. However, with our present under

standing of the components, it is difficult to envisage any simple, 

satisfactory system whereby such a single oscillator could be made to

v-,;v • , ' - • ' -f ' |



drive two reciprocally active motoneurone pools bursting at the normal 
ventilatory frequencies*

Mendelson's (1971) study, although moving directly to the area of 
central, overall control at the neuronal level, does leave unanswered 
many questions concerning the organisation at the motoneurone level or 
above, which produces the latencies and/or phasing of the bursts, 
essential to the proper functioning of the ventilatory mechanism. 
Significant studies in this regard are those of Pasztor (1968, 1969) 
on the crayfish Orconectes virilis. and Wyse (1972) on the Xiphosuran 
Limulus. An important fact of Pasztor's (1969) paper is the discovery 
of phasic reafference from the oval organ in Orconectes. Phasic 
sensory feedback is therefore possibly, but not necessarily of some 
significance in the organization of the respiratory rhythm. Wilson and 
Wyman (1965) have Bhown in the control of locust flight that phasic 
reafference in rhythmic systems may be treated in the same way as 
random stimulation, simply being averaged over a number of cycles. In 
the case of decapod custacean ventilatory activity, Kendelson'e (1971) 
study has certainly shown that no sensory input is required for the 
generation and maintenance of the rhythm.

Pasztor's (1968) study examined the skeleton, musculature and its 

fine innervation and to some extent phasing of activity in the 

different muscles, and the structure of the bursts of activity in 

individual muscles. Pasztor concluded that each muscle although dually 

innervated was activated by one motoneurone only, that the spike 

frequency and burst length in the motor output to individual muscles 

were not correlated with the burst interval, and that there was no 

peripheral inhibition of muscular activity. This latter was interpreted 

to indicate that in the scaphognathite, fine phasing and positional 

control of the individual segments is not so important as control of



amplitude and frequency of beating. This was contrasted with the 

situation in the swimmerets of the lobster Homarus (Wiersma and 

Ikeda, 1964? Davis, 1969), where numbers of spikes per burst and total 

duration of the muscles activity per cycle, are correlated with the 

cycle frequency.

These studies although of obvious value, seem not to have come to 

grips with the problem of integration of the activity between the 

motoneurones governing the ventilatory muscles. Wyse’s (1972) 

successful intracellular investigations indicate that in Llmulus the 

integration may well occur at a pre-motor level, and that the 

integrating oscillator whether single or raultineuronal, may influence 

the motoneurones at least in some cases, by inhibitory input. It 

therefore goes further than the previous studies in this respect, but 

it still allows no clear insight into the way the integration may come 

about.

The present work, by a relatively detailed description and 

analysis of the output parameters of the system, aims to clarify 

further the nature of the system concerned with generation and 

integration of the neural pattern governing ventilatory activity, in 

particular, in Carcinus maenas.



SECTION II
■:atsriaig and methods



II-1. .?: \?o-rlCAl

In the intact second maxilla in Carclnus the delicate and 

complicated skeletal arrangements tend to be obscured by the extensive 

musculature. Removal of the muscles in fresh specimens could not be 

effected without damaging the skeleton, and the use of potassium 

hydroxide solution tended to distort the more delicate sclerites.

However, in animals left to autodigest in a cool place for a few days, the 

muscles were easily pulled out of the appendage with a pair of fine 

forceps, nith this method there is little or no damage to the skeleton.

Vhe musculature was studied in both freshly dissected material 

and in specimens fixed in sea water Bouin's. Methylene blue staining 

added the study of the gross innervation of the appendage.

II-2. Hlectrophysiological

Q.« J
In recording from the ventral musculature, it was usually 

convenient to remove the walking legs as these tended to become entangled 
in the recording electrodes. The legs were therefore routinely auto- 

tomized in all the experiments concerned with recording from the 

soaphognathite muscles. After autotoraizing the legs the animals were 
allowed to recover for a half to one hour before proceeding. During 

this period ventilation appeared to be normal and the animals remained 
'alert* as judged by eye responses to movement.

The ventral musculature of the second maxilla could readily be 

approached by removing the ventral covering of the exhalent channel, 

and cutting away the more anterior mouth parts. Small perforations 

in the thin cuticle covering the appendage allowed the recording 

electrodes to be placed in contact with the muscles. The electrodes 

were usually placed close to where the muscles took their origin so 

as to minimize movement artefact, and to interfere as little as possible



with the movement of the appendage. In recording from the quintus 

muscle (Fig.III.3) and sometimes from the Bixtus (Fig.III.3) it was 

necessary to restrict the movement of the appendage in order to prevent 

excessive movement artefact, and to prevent the electrode from being 

thrown off from the intended recording site. For these experiments 

the animal was either clamped inverted in the experimental bath, or 

cemented with a drop of Kastman 910 adhesive on the dorsal carapace, 

to a metal baseplate.

The dorsal muscles were less accessible. In order to approach 

these muscles, the dorsal carapace on one side had to be removed, along 

with the hepatopancreas. These preparations were perfused with chilled, 

aerated and filtered sea water, via a small glass pippette inserted 

under the posterior border of the carapace. FerfVision was started as 

soon as the dorsal carapace was removed, and was continued at a 

relatively high rate while the hepatopancreas was being removed, and 

for a few minutes afterwards. This helped to wash away digestive 

Juices spilled from the ruptured hepatopancreas. The rate of flow was 

then reduced to a minimum. The animals seemed to survive best under this 

protocol. Perfusion with Carcinus saline (Pantin, 1948) instead of sea 

water did not seem to improve the survivability. Pre-dissection 

anaesthesia by chilling also did not help significantly. The survival 

rate of these preparations was poor. Although in the best preparations 

rhythmic beating of the scaphognathlte continued for up to six hours, 

the average survival time was of the order of one hour.

In recording from the nerve trunks to the second maxilla, an 

equally drastic ventral dissection was necessary. The anterior stemites 

and the hepatopancreas had to be removed carefully, and in order to get 

at the nerve trunks it was usually necessary also to cut away some 

major blood vessels. Perfusion technique was as in the dorsal prepara

tion. The survival rate was similar to that in the dorsal preparation.



11.2.2 , Recording tochnirues

The electrical activity in the muscles, and as a rule in the nerve 

trunks also, was monitored using polythene suction electrodes 

constructed from PF55 gauge tubing drawn to a fine tip. The signals 

were led off by means of fine gauge silver wire threaded through the 

wall of the polythene tube, into the tips of the electrodes. This 

lowered the resistance of the electrodes and improved signal. 

Indifferent silver wire electrodes went to the bath, which was earthed. 

The signals were fed via AC differential preamplifiers filtered to 

pass To Hz to 1 KHz waveforms, into respective channels of a four 

channel cathode ray oscilliscope. Three recording electrodes could 

be used simultaneously. The fourth channel carried a time marker.

Time pulses normally of 5^ o r 500 ms were obtained from a Tektronix 

161 pulse generator triggered by a type 162 waveform generator. The 

timing of the pulses was calibrated against the Tektronix type 3B4 time 

base on the cathode ray oscilloscope. The stationary beams were 

photographed on Ilford NS6 oscillograph paper with a reodel 1428 Kk II 

Coeftor camera with a model 1431 drive unit. Film speeds were varied 

to suit the particular requirements, between 0.63 and 12.5 cm per 

second.

11.2.3. Movement of the scapho/oiathite.

Three different methods were used to monitor the movement of the 

soaphognathite, depending on the type of information required. The 

first method allowed monitoring of the rate of beating in the intact 

animal without disturbing the activity of the scaphognathite. It gave 

no information concerning the incidence of reversals. The second was 

designed to allow the fine movements of specified points on the 

scaphognathite to be monitored accurately. And the third was devised 

in order to gain information concerning the linkage between the ri^it



and left scaphognathites, not Just in regard to rate and phasing, but 

also with respect to the incidence of reversals.

(a) The photodiode method

This method was used to monitor soaphognathite rate in the intact 

animal in the experiments on Nephrons norvefllcus described in Section

VI. The maximum dorsal excursion of the soaphognathite was located by 

directing a beam of light into the exhalent channel of the branchial 

chamber. At this point, a small depression was made in the carapace by 

means of a pneumatic drill. The depression was just large enough to 

accomodate the tip of a minature photo~duo~diode (0.8 mm diameter) powered 

by a 9 volt dry cell battery. The animal was held gently about the 

thorax by means of a clamp lined with foam rubber, in a bath of running 

sea water. The photodiode was sealed by slipping it into a tightly 

fitting length of polythene tubing, and the tip was micromanipulated 

up against the depression in the carapace. A beam of light from a DC 

powered source was then directed into the exhalent channel, from below 

the water level. The leads from the photodiode were taken directly 

to the cathode ray oscilloscope for recording as described previously.

This arrangement produced a single, biphasio deflection on the monitor 

trace for each beat cycle. Occasionally, the movements of the firBt 

maxillipeds introduced artefacts by interrupting the light beam, but 

this was easily distinguished from the wave produced by the 

soaphognathite movement. There was normally no difficulty if the light 

beam was optimally adjusted.

(b) The capillary tube method

This method was used in order to determine the relative movements 

of the different parts of the soaphognathite in relation to the 

muscular activity in Carclnus. A length of glass capillary tube was 

held with plasticine in front of the photosensitive element of a small
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photocell. The sensitive element consisted of a narrow (2 mm width) 

vertical strip of photoresistive material. The plasticene occluded 

the remaining surface of the photocell co that only light passing 

through the capillary tube could strike the element. A small, headless 

pin, about 2 rag in weight, was then inserted into the capillary tube 

co that the lower end rested on the scaphognathite at a predetermined 

joint, while the upper end was free to move in the capillary tube 

between a DC powered light beam and the photocell. The photocell and 

capillary tube assembly was mounted on a micromanipulator. It therefore 

could easily be racked into position and adjusted, so that as the 

scaphognathite moved, the tip of the pin oscillated about the centre 

of the photosensitive element, thus affording maximum linearity of 

responee. The photocell was powered by a 9 volt dry cell battery, and 

the output was fed directly into the oscilloscope and recorded in the 

UBual manner. The most reliable recordings were from the dorsal 

preparations. Accurate placement of the monitor in the ventral 

I>reparation necessitated removal of the covering branchioetegites, and 

of the more anterior appendages. This disrupted the normal movement of 

the appendage. Dorsally, hovever, the scaphognathite abuts against a 
thin walled, transparent covering which allowed accurate placement of 

the monitor through small perforations without disturbing the normal 

restrictions placed on the excursion of the scaphognathite. Dissection 

was kept to a minimum. Just enough of the dorsal carapace and 

hepatopancreas were removed to allow access to the scaphognathite 

through the thin-walled, covering endopleurite, and for a suction 

electrode to be positioned on the promotor muscle (mpllm), the most 

dorBal muscle, where it enters the base of the second maxilla.

(c) The resistance method 

This method was used to monitor bilateral scaphognathite activity

i ^



in experiments with Carclnus on the phasing of the beats in the right 

and left scaphognathites. It placed minimal restriction on the 

movementb of the animal and disturbed only minimally, the normal 

activity of the scaphognathite. It utilized as a signalling device, 

the change in resistance to earth in a fine, insulated copper wire, as 

the scaphognathite moved across the bared tip. Two pairs of insulated 

copper wires, bared at the tips were connected via suitable resistors 

to a 9 volt dry cell battery, so that a small current (a few micro-amps) 

would flow when they were connected to earth. The two wires to each 
were inserted into small holes in the lateral aspect of the ventral 

covering of the exhalent channel, so that at the ventral extremity of 

its movement, the scaphognathite would come into contact with the bared 
tips. One of either pair was located near the anterior tip of the 

scaphognatliite, and the other, near the posterior tip. The wires were 
held in place with Eastman 910 adhesive. They were then run over on to 

the dorsal carapace, and led off through a length of insulated sleeving 

attached with Eastman 910 adhesive to the centre of the animal's back. 

The animal was free to move about normally without disturbing the 

connections. It was hoped that reversal could be detected by a change 

In the relationship between Bignals in the anterior and posterior leads 

in each pair. This did not work as well as expected since it turned 
out that one of the pair frequently did not give a reliable signal.

This is discussed further in Section VI.

il-l. Analysis of data

II.3.1. Definitions of parameters concerning temporal relationships

(a) laraaeters related to frequency dependence analyses

Two temporal characteristics of the bursts were investigated in 

terms of their dependence on period length. Firstly, the relative 

latencies were defined as the times of the first spikes in the test 

muscle with respect to the tines of the first spikes in a reference



muscle in the came cycle. The start of the cycle was arbitrarily taken 
to be the start of the burst in the flexor muscle (Fig.III.3). Routinely, 
the times of the starts of the bursts in the different muscles were 
measured with reference to the time of the start of the burst in the 
flexor, since this was the only muscle that was readily accessible from 
both the dorsal and ventral aspects. Period length was generally 
defined as the time from the start of a given burst in a particular 
muscle, to the start of the next burst in that muscle. In analyses 
involving relative latencies, the period length was taken to bo the 
mean of the corresponding period lengths for the test and reference 
muscles. The two estimates were usually not very different. The 
relative latency with respect to the flexor was designated and with 
respect to any other muscles, simply as L. L}, was usually determined 
then, as the time from the first spike in the flexor, to the time of 
the first spike in the succeeding burst of tho test muscle. These 
relationships are shown in Pig. II.1C. These data then, were analysed 
in terms of the regression of relative latency on mean period length.
The data were alao expressed as the phase position in the cycle of the 
start of the test burst with respect to the start of the reference 
burst. This was designated 0 j and was computed simply as

0^ - L/mean period.

Analyses of the regression of 03 on period were also performed. The 
data were expressed in addition, as phase histograms.

The second parameter investigated was burst duration. This, 
designated L^, was defitfed as the time from the first spike in the 
burst to the last spike in the burst in a given cycle. The period 
length here was taken simply as the time from the first spike in the 
burst to the first spike in the succeeding burst. These data also.



were expressed as phase angle of the burst duration, 0 ,̂ defined as

h  ** h -J period.

Analyses were done on the regressions of both and 0 } on period.

(b) Other analyses

Post of the other analyses were done on sinilar lines. Most 

involved the time of occurrence of a recurrent event with reference to 

another recurrent event. In these cases, latency was defined as the 

time to a test event, from the occurrence of the last reference event 

preceding. Phase position was usually defined as the latency divided by 

the time from the specified reference event, to the next reference 

event. Coincidence between reference and test events was normally 

assigned to phase 0.0 rather than to phase 1 .0.

II.3.2. Techniques of analysis

Recorded film strips were an&ysed with the aid of a film * reader* 

(Fig.I1.2) designed and built in conjunction with Mr. P.P. Balch, a 

fellow doctoral research student at the Gatty Marine Laboratory. The 

film strip to be analysed was passed over the central roller, to which 

it was held tightly by a pair of pinch rollers. By turning the central 

roller, which was covered with a rubber sleeve in order to prevent 

slippage, the film oould be guided past a vertical, no-parallax cursor, 

which was graduated to facilitate sorting of spikes according to height. 

The central roller was so mounted as to be virtually free from 

backlash. As the film was moved along, the turning of the central 

spindle unwound a precision 10 turn linear hellpot. The helipot which 

had a resolution of 1 degree in 3600* was powered by dry cell batteries 

with a stabilising circuit to ensure absolute stability of the input 

voltage. The circumference of the roller was such that the lower limit



of resolution of the hellpot corresponded to about a 0.2 am advance of 
the film strip. This, at the usual film speed of 2.5 cm/eecond for 

recording muscle activity, would correspond to a resolution of about 
8 ms. At the higher speeds used for experiments concerned with spike 
to spike events, this would be equivalent to a resolution of about 3 os, 

and at the maximum filn speeds used, of about 1.5 ras. The output of

the helipot ranged from +6.9 to -6.9 volts roughly, so that the

accuracy of the reading was balanced over the whole range.

As the film was turned past the cursor, the times of the

succeeding events then, were converted into equivalent voltages at the 
output from the helipot. This output was led into a digital voltmeter/ 
tape punch machine, designed by Drs. M. Shepherd and C. Vincent of the 
Physical Chemistry Department, to convert continuotisly varying DC 

voltages into digital output punched on paper tape (Shepherd and 

Vincent, 1973)* The events of interest were sequentially aligned with 
the cursor and, by depressing a foot pedal triggering device, the 

corresponding voltages were punched sequentially with differing code 

numbers for the respective series of events, on to the paper tape. The 

voltages at given time marks were simultaneously entered to allow 
conversion from the voltages into milliseconds.

If the helipot reached the end of Its range before the end of the 

strip being analysed, the final voltage was entered with a specified 

code number. The clutch (Fig.II.2) was released and the helipot turned 

back to the starting point without moving the film. The starting 

voltage was entered, and then the usual entries continued. In 

subsequent computations, the difference between the voltages before and 

after the turnback point was added to all succeeding entries.

Appropriate programs were written to convert the times of the events 

to the parameters described previously, and to plot appropriate graphs 

and histograms. The programs allowed the graphical data to be punched



when necessary, onto data cards as respective pairs of values, for 
subsequent statistical analyses. The main statistical analyses were 
done using the computing laboratory’s * statistical package* designed 
by Dr. C.P. Lakeena of the computing laboratory.

J 1.2.4. Lome preliminary Investigations

The muscles of the second maxilla lie close together in a some

what confined space. The likelihood that there might be some amount 
of cross-talk between the muscles seemed hi^i. As will be seen 

(Lection IV) a number of the muscles are active at the same time in 
the beat cycle. In the initial experiments, it was difficult to 

decide whether or not this coincidence was merely cross-talk. Two 
criteria however were used to decide whether the reoords were reliable. 
Firstly, records which showed two sessions of activity per cycle were 
immediately open to suspicion. Secondly, by observing the muscular 
activity with a pair of binocular microscopes while listening to the 
signal on an audio amplifier, one could usually tell whether or not 

the signal corresponded with the active contraction of the muscle.

Cnee the relative positions of the different bursts in the beat cycle 

had been roughly determined, it became easier to distinguish between 

genuine activity in the muscle and cross-talk. In only two muscles, 

the eixtus and the tertius (Fig.III.3) v.aa there a marked indication 

of cross-talk. In the tertius signals from the remotor were 

occasionally superimposed, and in the sixtus, some activity from the 

quintun was sometimes seen. Equivocal records were not analysed.

It would have been useful to immobilize the appendage when 

recording from two of the ventral nuscles, the quintus and sixtus.

It seemed necessary therefore to first see if immobilisation could 

affect the frequency dependence of the characteristics of the muscles. 

To test this, the dependence on frequency of three character!sties 

were examined whilst the appendage was held and while it was free to



move. The three charaoteristies were the dependence on period of the 
duration of the flexor burst, and of the burst in the quartus (Fig.III.3) 
and the lag between the starts of these two bursts in the beat cycle*
The results are summarized in Tables A - D. There were significant 
changes in some cases, but in no case was there absolute consistency. 
There may be a tendency towards increased slope in the regression of the 
duration of the flexor burst on period when the appendage is held. To 
be on the safe side, the scaphognathite was not immobilized, but the 
range of the ventral movement was usually restricted by means of a stop 
when recording from the quintus and sixtus muscles. In view of the 
variability found in later experiments, it is probable that the changes 
seen in the tables were not a direct result of immobilization. Davis 
(1969) found that similar parameters for the musoles controlling 
swimmeret beat did not remain constant for more than about twenty 
consecutive cycles.



Figure II.1,



Figure H.1 • Parameters uaed in investigating the temporal 
relationships for the bursts of activity in the muscles of the Bcaphogn&thlte•
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Figure II.2. Diagram of the film * reader' used to transfer 
data from oscillographs to paper tape for computer analysis* 
The £ reader' vas designed and built in conjunction with 
Mr. F.R. Balch, a fellow doctoral research student at the 
Gatty Marine Laboratory.
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Comparison of some of the temporal relationships for 

activity in the scaphoc;nathite musculature when the 

soaphognathite is first immobilized and then abruptly 

freed. The data pertain to analyses on plots of the 

parameters in the left hand column against period 

length.

TABLE A

HELD FREE
Significance of the 
difference between the

Duration bfcSE 0.155*0.031 0.171+0.034 t =* 1.906
ox ilexer *
burst r 0.609 o ? i  7 NS

Sy.x 26.587 W ' l U

P 0.01 P ^ o O [

K 47 54 HI LJ s

Juration bfcSE 0.328+0.046 0.520+0.060 t * 2.545
of quartus * 
burst r 0.730 0.770 0.01 < p <  0.05

Sy.x 40.368 27.269 'FEES >  KFLD

P <0.01 <  0.01

N 47 54

Latency (L.) bfSE 0.708^0.088 0.480+0.095 t . i •
uebnewi writ? 
starts of
the flexor r 0.765 0.572
and quartus 
bursts Sy.x 70.302 38.894

P <  0.01 <  0.01 HELD FEES

N 47 54



Comparison of some of the temporal relationships for 

activity in the scaphognathite musculature when the 

scaphognathite iB first freely moving and then 

abruptly immobilized* The data pertain to analyses 

in plots of the parameters in the left hand column 

against period length*

TABLE B

HELD FREE
Significance of the 
difference between 
b values . ...

Duration btSE 0.19Qtp.021 0.102+0.022 t « 2.908
or rxexor ** 
buret* r 0.776 0.554 P <0.01

Sy.x 11.516 28.612 HELD > FREE

P <0.01 <£0.01

H 57 53

Duration bfSE 0.27if0.030 0.102+0.020 t - 4.735
of quartus • 
burst* r 0.771 0.600 P <0.01

Sy.x 20.854 32.159 HELD >  FREE

P <0.01 <0.01

K 57 57

Latency (L) WSE 0.68^0.045 0.80^0.099 t « 1.166
of the 
quartus r 0.897 0.757 NS.
burst with 
respect to Sy.x 27.095 112.481 HELD *=* FREE
xne 8vari * 
of the 
flexor P <0.01 <0.01
burst

N 57 52



t a b u : c

Comparison of some temporal relationships for activity 

in the scaphognathite musculature* The scaphognathite 

was immobilized for about 5 coins* before the first set 

of data were recorded* It was then freed and the second 

set of data taken about 5 nine, after release*

HLLD FREE
Significance of the 
difference between 
the slopes (b)

Duration bfcSE 0.147+0.021 0.00^0.034 t * 3.619
oi ilexor ~ 
burst r 0.657 0.012 < 0.01

Sy.x 34.164 50.969 HaLD >  FREE

P < 0.01 BS

N 67 45

Duration WSE 0.422+0.035 0.239*0.039 t s 3.479
of quartus “ 
burst r 0.833 0.679 r < 0.01

Sy.x 56.534 70.165 Hr ID >  TIES

P < 0.01 < 0.01

N 67 45

Latency of bfcSE 0.565>i0.063 0.70410.228 t . 0.571
tne lirsv 
spikes in
the quartus r 0.748 0.426 NS
with
respect to Sy.x 94.543 230.528
iirst spliceer
in the 
flexor P < 0.01 <  .01 HELD « FREE

H 67 45

J



CompariBon of some temporal relationships for activity 

in the scaphognathite musculature* The date for *FHEE* 

were taken initially while the appendage was freely 

moving* The appendage was then immobilised, and after 

about 5 mins*v the data analysed tinder 'HELD* were 

recorded*

TABLE D

HELD FREE
Significance of the 
difference between 
the slopes

Duration 
of flexor 
burst

USE 0.150+0.029 0.023+0.016 t * 3.780

r 0.721 0.210 P <0.01

Sy.x 70.180 27.330

P < 0.01 NS. HELI >  FREE

N 26 47

Duration 
of quartus 
burst

bfcSE 0.451+0.034 0.422*0.024 t - 0.696

r 0.721 0.210 NS

Sy.x 70.180 27.330

P < 0.01 NS HELD - FREE

N 24 47

Latency of 
the start 
of the 
nuartus

bj£E 0.737 0.061 t * 5.929
r 0.931 0.806 <  ".01

burst with 
respect to 
the start 
of the 
flexor

Sy.x105.671 66.722 HELL >  FREE

P < 0.01 < 0.01



SECTION III 

FUNCTIONAL ANATOMY



III-1* INTRODUCTION

The second maxillae in the Crustacea are highly compressed 

appendages, lying on either side, in the anterior exhalent channels 

of the branchial chambers* The appendage is antero-posteriorly 

compressed, but is tilted backwards on its radial axis so that the 

morphologically anterior surface lies on the dorsal side, and the 

internal angle points anteriorly* The appendage is composed of two 

(Pasztor, 1969) or more (Borradaille, 1922; 1926) protopodal segments, 

two bilobed endites, an endopodite, and a broad, blade—like expodite, 

the scaphognathite* The scaphognathite forms the most obvious part 

of the appendage* It lies across the exhalent channel of the branchial 

chamber, in which it fits snugly, aided by a fringe of short, simple 

hairs along its distal border* By its movement it pumps a current of 

water either forwards or in the reversed direction through the 

branchial chamber and over the gills*

Pasztor (1969) described in detail the skeletomuscular system of 

the scaphognathite in the crayfish Orconectes virills* The general 

plan of this organ in the Brachyura is very similar but there are a 

number of obvious differences* For example, the division of the 

brachyuran scaphognathite blade into two distinct, articulated segments, 

appears to contribute greatly to the seemingly more effective action 

of the brachyuran appendage*

Cochran (1955) gave a detailed description of the musculature of 

the second maxilla of the crab Calllnectes. and Maynard (1961) 

extended this description, adding two new muscles to the thirteen 

described by Cochran* Neither of these studies were concerned with 

the skeletal system of the scaphognathite in a more than cursory 

fashion, and so do not permit a clear understanding of the way in which 

the muscles transmit their forces to the skeleton to produce the smooth,



undulating movement that can be seen in the exposed organ*

A detailed analysis of the skeletomuscular syBtera of the soap

hognathite of Carclnus will therefore be attempted here, as a prelude 

to the investigation of the nature of the nervous input into the 

appendage* It is hoped that this will allow an appreciation of the 

significance of the basic pattern of the normal motor input, as well 

as the significance of deviations from this, for example, during 

reversed beating.

It was considered worthwhile to describe also the gross anatomy 

of the innervation as this could prove helpful in subsequent 

discussions of electrophysiological techniques used*

III-2. The Skeleton

III.2.1* Results

FigB. III. 1a and 2a illustrate the skeletal elements of the 

second maxilla from the dorsal (morphologically anterior) and ventral 

(morphologically posterior) aspects. The portions of the head apodeme 

with which it articulates, and which bear the origins of some of the 

extrinsic muscles, are also shown. The ten discrete calcified units 

which are discernible are displayed more clearly in an expanded scheme 

in Fig. III. 2b. The diagrammatic inset (Fig. III. 2c) attempts to 

clarify further, their structure and linkages.

The first two sclerites (PrBS/PCS and ACS/ECS - Fig. 2c) together 

form an irregular annulus, proxiraally articulating with the head 

apodeme. Internally they bear two bilobed endites and a broad, flat 

endopodite. Externally there is an expanded, roughly conical sclerite 

which bears one of the proximal articulation points. Distally, the 

sclerites forming this annulus are linked to the proximal border of



the scaphognathite blade by four sclerites: a thin, V-shaped (FBS1) 

and a stout hatchet shaped (RBS2) sclerite internally, and externally 

by an extended three pronged sclerite (Pr6) and another, heavier 

inverted V-shaped sclerite (DBS). This second roughly V-shaped 

sclerite is intercalated between the three pronged sclerite and the 

more proximal conical sclerite. It is hinged at the proximal tip of 

its ventral arm to the ventral lip of the half cone (ECS), and along 

the dorsal arm, is Butured to the dorsal prong of the three pronged 

sclerite. The apex of the cone forms an articulation point with the 

angle of the V. The tip of the dorsal arm is also hinged to one of 

the angles of a small triangular sclerite (CIS). The other two points 

of this sclerite are hinged between the dorsal lip of the half cone, 

and the distal edge of its internal prolongation (ACS)•

The scaphognathite itself is composed of two segments, each having 

a central area of calcification (ICG; LSG)• The segments are linked 

along the radial axis of the appendage by a flexible hinge. Distally, 

a narrow, sclerotized arc (HS) links the two segments across the Hinge.

Ill.-2.2. Interim Discussion

Homologies and Nomenclature

The second maxilla might best be regarded primarily as a thin 

walled structure in which areas of heavier classification have been 

laid down to form a system of articulated sclerites which serve as 

points of attachment for the muscles, and as levers and axes about 

which suitable movement of the appendage may be effected.

As a result of the extreme specialization of the brachyuran 

second maxilla, it is almost impossible to identify unequivocally 

the structures homologous with those in the generalized crustacean



appendage* Cochran (1955) suggested that it was useless to attempt a 

separation of the elements of the basipodite from those of the 

coxopodite. An attempt at such a characterization may be worthwhile 

so that the skeletal elements may be named on some logical basis 

rather than referred to by arbitrary letters or numbers*

Throughout the following discussion, the functional rather than 

the morphological terminology will be used when referring to the 

dorsal and ventral aspects of the maxilla* The sclerites will however 

be named on the basis of their morphological positions* Where 

confusion might arise, the morphological equivalent is noted in 

parenthesis after the functional usage* The functionally anterior 

and posterior aspects will always be referred to subsequently by their 

morphological positions, i.e* internal and external*

The cone shaped Bclerite (ECS) capping the external edge of the 

maxilla, and articulating proximally with the head apodeme is arguably 

a part of the coxopodite (Pasztor, 1969)* although Borradaile (1922, 
1926) suggests that it may also contain elements of the basipodite and 

a pre-coxal segment* An extension (ACS) of the internal base of this 

sclerite curves across the dorBal (morphologically anterior) base of 

the appendage to form a second, internal articulation with a 

protrusion of the head apodeme. Across the ventral (posterior) 

surface, in a roughly corresponding position, another narrow, 

calcified band (PCS) runs from the base of the cone near its articula

tion with the head apodeme, to fuse with the external and proximal 

edges of a cup-shaped sclerite (PrBS) lying at the base of the internal 

edge of the maxilla* The band continues under the proximal edge of 

the oup-shaped sclerite to enter the base of the more proximal pair of 

endites (Cnd) which are associated with the coxopodite (Cochran, 1955)• 
This whole sclerite, excluding the cup-shaped portion, will be termed
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the coxopodal sclerlte (CS), and the subdivisions referred to 

respectively, as the external coxopodal sclerite (KCS), the anterior 

coxopodal sclerite (ACS), and the posterior coxopodal sclerite (PCS)•

If the more distal bilobed endite (Bnd) as well as the endopodite 

assigned to the basipodite (Brooks, 1882) then the cup-shaped sclerite 

(PrBS) might be regarded as a part of the basipodite. It curves round

the internal edge of the appendage at the bases of the endites and

endopodite, and is flexibly attached by its external edge on the dorsal 

(anterior) side, to the internal articulation of the CS. It will be 

referred to as the proximal basipodal sclerite (PrBS)•

The inverted V-shaped sclerite (DBS), by virtue of its articulation 

with the ECS might be taken also, to be part of the basipodite, and will 

be termed distal basipodal sclerite (DBS). The ventral (posterior) arm 

will be designated the posterior distal basipodal sclerite (PDBS), and 

the dorsal (anterior) arm, the anterior distal basipodal sclerite (ADBS).

The juncture of the three prongs of the three pronged sclerite (PrS)

coincides with the angle of the DBS, with which it is fused. The

external prong runs along the free, proximal border of the external 

soaphognathite segment. The two internal prongs run along the proximal 

border of the soaphognathite blade, across the hinge between the 

internal and external segments. This sclerite must therefore be 

assigned to the soaphognathite, and will be referred to as the proximal 

soaphognathite sclerite (PrS). The prongs of the PrS may be identified 

separately as followst

i) The anterior proximal scaphognathlte sclerite (APrS) - the prong which 

arches along the proximal border of the soaphognathite on the dorsal 

(anterior) side of the blade, and crosses the hinge, to articulate with 

the proximal edge of the internal segment. This prong is sutured for 

part of its length to the anterior limb of the DBS (ADBS).



ii) The posterior proximal Bcapho#nathlte Bclerlte (PPrS) - which 

traces on the ventral side a path similar to that of the APrS on the 

dorsal side, but after crossing the hinge, turns proximally to form a 

narrow, flexible connection at the juncture of the PrBS and the PCS.

This prong is in fact composed of two parts, sutured together at the 

angle where it turns proximally. It seems likely that the more 

proximal portion constitutes a part of the basipodite, whilst the more 

distal part only, belongs to the scaphognathite. With this in mind, 

the sclerite will none-the-less be treated as a single sclerite since 

it behaves functionally as such, and it will be regarded as part of 

the scaphognathite.

iii) The external proximal scaphognathite sclerite (EPrS) - which runs 

in an arc along the ventral (posterior), internal border of the external 

scaphognathite segment.

Distally, at the juncture of the three prongs, the PrS forms an 

articulation with the central Bclerlte of the external scaphognathite 

segment.

The figures were drawn from dried skeletons and so do not show 

clearly that where the PPRS runs opposite the articulation of the APrS 

with the ISG, it also abuts on the ISG on the ventral side. In an end 

on view in fresh preparations, the external border of the ISG appears 

to be loosely held between the two sclerites as by a pair of tongs.

Two of the three sclerites noted previously in the blade of the 

scaphognathite have been termed the internal scaphognathite segment 

(ISG) and the external segment (ESG). The third which links the two 

segments distally across the flexible hinge, may be referred to as 

the hinge sclerite (HS). The scaphognathite therefore contains four 

sclerites altogether, the most proximal, the PrS having three 

subdivisions, the APrB, PPrS and the LPrS•



Allocation is more difficult for the two internal sclerites which 

lie parallel to the radial axis of the scaphognathite, articulating 

proximally with the rim of the dorsal segment of the PrBS and distally 

with the proximal edge of the internal scaphognathite segment (ISG). 

From their position, parallel to the basipodal (?) element of the PPr6, 

they shall for the present, be assigned to the basipodite* They shall 

be referred to as:

i) The radial basipodal sclerite 1 (HBS1) - the more internal, pronged 

sclerite, and,

ii) The radial basipodal sclerite 2 (KBS2) - the stout, hatchet shaped 

rod articulating distally ?/ith the ISG, just internal to the articula

tion of the APrS*

The basipodite therefore, is represented by four sclerites, the 

RBS1, RBS2, PrBS and the DBS, of which the DBS has two subdivisions, 

the ADBS and the PDBS. The proximal portion of the PPrS in addition, 

possibly constitutes a basipodal element.

The axes for movement

From the structure of the skeleton, it is clear that the second 

maxilla can move about three axes. Protraction and retraction 

(levation and depression) can occur about a line through the internal 

and external articulations of the CS with the head arthrophragm* This 

has been termed the P-R axis (Pilkington and Simmers, 1973). The 

other two axes lie along a radial line and are more complicated* The 

more dominant of the two is associated with the articulations between 

the DBS and the ECS. It involves turning of the DBS about the apical 

pivot, so that the PDBS swings on its hinge with the lip of the ECS*

At the same time, the triangular sclerite (CIS) turns on its hinge with 

the CS, and about its articulation with the ADBS. The result of this



ie that the ESG and PrS effectively pivot about the apex of the DCS, 

along an axis at about 45° to the P-R axis. This twisting movement 

of the ESG is transmitted to the ISG via the Hinge, and the articula

tions of the APr£ and FPrS with the proximal, external edge of the 

ISG. The ISG therefore tends to be raised and lowered as the ESG/PrS 

complex twists. This causes the ISG to turn about the dual axes along 

the RBS1 and the PBS2 which form the second radial axis. The net 

result is that as the hind (external) tip of the soaphognathite is 

lowered, the Hinge is raised, and the whole ISG simultaneously elevated, 

the external portion to a greater extent than the internal tip. This 

movement can be superimposed on the protraction-retraction movement 

about the CS articulations.

The click mechanism.

As the ADBS moves from one extreme of its range to the other 

rotating the CIS about its hinge with the CS as it turns (see Fig.III.1

(b)), the angle between the ABBS and the dorsal lip of the ECS 

increases to a maximum near the centre of the range, then falls 

slightly once more. At the maximum angle of separation, a strain is 

placed on the hinge between the ECS and ABBS. This is transmitted 

to the CIS so that it tends to turn about a dorsi-ventral axis 

(antero-posterior) through its distal articulation with the ACS. The 

resulting effect is an instability at the centre of the range of 

movement on the radial axis through the apex of the ECS. Thus as the 

centre is passed, the sclerites tend to snap gently into the more 

extreme positions. If the ACS is cut internal to its articulation 

with the CIS, the softer cuticle (Fig.III.1b) at the external end of 

the ACS does not resist the turning of the CIS about its joint with 

the ECS, and the instability, along with the ’click* that normally



accompanies the movement, is distinctly reduced. It does not however, 

disappear, even if the whole CIS is removed. It appears that the 

articulation of the PDBS with the ECS also plays a role.

As in the case of the ADBS it appears that the tip of the PDBS, 

during the rotation of the DBS through its range, is forced by virtue 

of its articulation with the ECS (Fig. 1c), to follow a path that it 

would not normally trace. Again, it appears that the stress placed 

on the sclerite by this linkage is greatest near the centre of the 

range of movement, and least at the extreme. If the tip of the PDBS 

is freed from the CS with the CIS intact, the 'click' is again 

reduced, but not abolished. If both joints are transected, the 'click* 

disappears. Surprisingly however, there still remains some instability, 

so that if the appendage is pushed dorsally just past the centre of 

the range, it will gradually settle into the most dorsal position.

The same is true of ventral movement but to a lesser extent. It appears 
that this residual instability is associated with the articulation of 

the APrS with the ISG. It seems that near the central position when 

the APxS, RBS1 and RBS2 lie close to a straight line, the RBS1 and 

EBS2 articulations are strained, whilst this does not occur at the 

extremities of the movement.

III.-2.3. Conclusions

Of the ten main sclerites found in the second maxilla, one has 

been assigned to the coxopodite (ACS/ECS); one has been divided 

between the coxopodite and the basipodite (PCS/PrBS); three others 

have been fully allocated to the basipodite (KBS1, RBS2 and DBS); four 

have been assigned to the scaphognathite (HS, ISG, ESG, PrS). One 

(CIS) has not been allocated, but may be a part of the coxopodite.

One element of the PrS is considered to represent, in part, a residue



of the basipodite. In some cases, subdivisions to these main sclerites 

have been separately identified in order to facilitate later discussions, 

and to enable points of articulation, and later, the insertions of the 

muscles, to be clearly indicated.
A click mechanism associated with the pronation—supination movement 

of the 2SG about the ECE, has been described, whereby the two extremes 

of the range of the movement are made more stable than the central 

region as a result of a peculiar skeletal arrangement. During normal 

beating of the scaphognathite, the expulsion of the exhalent current 

occurs at the extremities of the beat. The twisting movement of the 

ESG also is associated with the pulling of water into the branchial 

chamber. The * click* mechanism is therefore so designed as to 

contribute to the force with which water is pulled into and expelled 

from the branchial chamber. In the passively moved appendage the force 

generated by the 'click* is minimal, and would appear to be able to 

contribute but little to the muscular forces. In a later section, 

a mechanism will be described whereby the contribution of the * click* 

may be enhanced somewhat during active movement.

The existing condition of the appendage may be regarded as the 

result of selective sclerotization and a degree of fusion along certain 

lines, in a primarily thin—walled generalized limb. This produces 

suitable pivotal points and lines, and the necessary degree of 

flexibility and room for muscular activity, so as to permit the 

generation of an effective undulating movement of the scaphognathite.

The musculature involved in the production of this movement will now 

be dealt with.

III-l. The Musculature

III.-1.1. I.esults and Discussion

The muscles of the second maxilla of Carcinus are illustrated in



Fig.III.3, as they can be seen in a dorsal preparation when the more 

dorsal muscles are progressively removed. The muscles are divided 

into two groups dorsi-ventrally (morphologically anteroposteriorly) 

by a strong ligament (lig) running along the P-B axis between the 

internal and external articulations of the CS with the head apodeme. 

The dorsal (morphologically anterior) set is concerned with levation 

(promotion), and supination, and the ventral (posterior) set with 

depression (remotion) and pronation.

Where possible the nomenclature of the muscles follows that of 

Cochran (1955)• Three muscles not described by Cochran are given 

the names assigned to them by Maynard (1961).

Two additional muscles were discovered in Carclnus in this study. 

They probably function as accessories and are given the names of the 

previously described muscles with which they are associated. The 

first, the accessory scaphognathite flexor muscle (fsllm*) has not 

given any successful electrical recordings, but from the scarcity of 

motor input to this region, it might be assumed to receive the same 

innervation as the scaphognathite flexor muscle (fsllm). Only two 

phasic units have been recorded in the nerve to this region, and both 

go to the fsllm. The second,.the accessory promotor muscle (rapllra') 

at first sight might appear to be an integral part of the main muscle 

(mpllm). There are at least two gross anatomical differences

however. Firstly, the mpllm* has its origin more distally and

dorsally as a separate bundle on the side wall of the branchial

chamber, and secondly'', it has a direct insertion more distally than

the mpllm, on the distal expansion of the KBS 2. Contrary to the 

observations of Pasztor (1969) in Crconectes and Cochran (1955) in 

Calllnectes. as well as Filkington and Simmers (1973) in Cancer, the 

mpllm in Carclnus has been observed in this study to insert indirectly



on the KBS 2 via a number of tough, tendinous strands. This has also 

been observed in Portunus deourator but not in the masked crab 

Corystes. The indicated studies have reported an absence of tendons 

in the muscles of the second maxilla. Bearing in mind the small size 

of the BBS 2, the condition found here in Carcinua and in Portunus has 

the obviouB advantage of allowing the massive mpllm to transmit its 

foroe to a very localized region of the appendage.

Electromyograms reveal that the activity in the mpllm1 is quite 

different from that in the mpllm, although the two muscles may act 

synchronously. Phasic activity in the mpllm' is most marked during 

reversed beating, and tonic activity of the same sort frequently 

continues during pauses when the mpllm is silent. This will be 

diecuesed more fully at a later stage.

The mplla/mpllm' complex forms the most dorsal muscle involved 

directly in ventilatory activity. The mpllm takes its origin on a 

broad, reinforced intrusion of the endopleurite which is continuous 

distally with the thin walled covering of the branchial chamber. It 

inserts after crossing the radial axis, on the distal expansion of the 

2iBS2. Its oontraction might be expected to raise the ISG, 

simultaneously pulling it backward, and to cause twisting about either 

the Hinge or the RCS/bBS articulation.

Below this, originating on a more mesal expansion of the arthro- 

phragm, the musculus respiratorius Becundus II maxillae (mr2IIm) rune 

forward to cross the radial axis in the opposite direction to the 

mpllm, and insert on the proximal lip of the ECS just external to its 

junction with the ACS. Its contraction would tend to raise the whole 

maxilla, and in particular, the ESG, about the P-R axis, pulling it 

slightly forward at the same time.

Alongside the mrllm and posterior (external) to it, the musculus



respiratorius primus ferlllm) runs roughly parallel to the radial axis 
of the appendage, from an origin just mesal and ventral to that of the 
apllm, to insert on the base of the ECS just external to the insertion 
of the mr2IIa. Its effect would be primarily to raise the whole 
appendage, in particular, the ESG in an action very similar to that 
effected by the a2IIa.

Below and between these, lying roughly along the radial axis the 
musculus reootorius II maxillae (arlla) originates on a no re distal 
platform where the apodemes bearing the more dorsal musoles meet. It 
runs outwards and forwards to insert on the dorsal lip of the APrS 
where it crosses the Hinge. Sinoe this muscle lies so close to the 
P-JR axis, the effect of its contraction might be expected to depend 
upon the position of the liab when it is activated. It probably 
induces little movement about the P-R axis. Its major effect would 
probably be to swing the PrS about its articulation (through the DBS) 
with the ECS. It would therefore cause the external tip of the 
scaphognathite to be depressed, raising the hinge, and to a smaller 
extent, the internal tip of the scaphognathite (see Fig. H I .3).

Immediately opposite the mrllm, the musculus respiratorius 
tertius (mr3IIm) takes its origin ventrally, and more dis tally on the 
same skeletal platform as the mrllm, from which it is separated by 
the ligament running between the CS articulations with the head 
apodeme. It inserts, like the mrllm on the APrS where it orosses the 
Hinge, but on a ventrally projecting flange of the sclerite. It 
appears to be a natural antagonist of the mrllm, and if it becomes 
active when the APxS is in the dorsal part of its range, oould well 
produce the opposite effect to that proposed for the mrllm. Thus, it 
would pull the PxS down about the ECS, depressing the hinge and the 
internal tip of the scaphognathite, and causing the external tip to



rise. Indeed, the arrangement of the articulation of the FPrS with 

the juncture of the PrBS and the PCS - deeply invaginated so that it 

lies on a dorsi-ventral (antero-posterior) plane through the middle 

of the mrllm - would seem to be designed to ensure this. This 

arrangement also places the PrBS/PCS articulation slightly dorsad 

(interior) to the fsllm (see below) so that activity in the fsllm 

will tend to pull the ISG down about a hinge formed by the 

articulations of the RBS1, BBS2 and PPrS with the PrBS.

The rausculus respiratorius quartus (mr4IIm) originates on the 

head apodeme just below the mr3IIm. It is a much larger muscle than 

the mr3IIm, its origin extending from the external extremity of the 

base of the appendage for about three quarters of the total base 

length. It inserts on the dorsal (anterior) wall of the semi-conical 

ECS. Its contraction would tend to depress strongly the whole 

appendage, in particular the ESG.

The remaining muscles of significance in ventilation are 

intrinsic.

The musculus respiratorius quintus (mr^IIm) originates on the 

proximal tip of the PDBS and inserts on the ventral (posterior) side 

of the RBS2 slightly proximal to the insertion of the mpllm. It would 

tend to oppose the ' Bupinating' action of the mpllm by depressing the 

internal scaphognathite segment (ISG). The Hinge would simultaneously 

be depressed, and the external tip of the scaphognathite raised.

Originating on the hinge of the PDBS just below the origin of 

the mr5IIm are two small muscles, which insert at the angle of the 

PPrS. These are the musculuB respiratorius sixtus and septimus (mr6llra 

and mr7IIm)• No difference could be found in the electromyograms of 

these muscles. With their similar origins and insertions, these may 

therefore be treated as a single muscle. The main effect of these
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muscles would be to twist the DBS downwards about its articulation 

with the ECS (supination)•
The flexor scaphognathitis II maxillae (fsllm) is a diffuse 

muscle originating on the inner walls of the cup-shaped Pr3S, and 

running outward, spreading across the ISG and inserting largely on 

the dorsal (anterior) side along the distal extremity of the sclerite. 

Its action is to curve the internal tip of the scaphognathite down

wards and backwards as described previously.

The accessory flexor muscle (fsllm*) first described in this 

study, originates at the base of the KBS2 and runs slightly distally 

to insert on the base of the dorsal prong of the K3S1. Its activity 

could conceivably reinforce the effectiveness of the fsllm, with which, 

as described earlier, it is probably synchronous. It could also, 

however, quite conceivably serve to stabilize the RBS2 during the 

contraction of the mr^IIm, since the activity in this muscle overlaps 

to some extent with that of the fsllm.

There is one other muscle, the musculus depressor II maxillae 

(mdllm) which might play a role in ventilation. It originates 

ventrally on the endostemite, one head inserting at the base of the 

PrBS where the PCS passes below it, and a second on the proximal edge 

of the ventral lip of the PRBS. Ko electrical activity was ever 

recorded from this small muscle, and its removal seems to have no 

obvious effect on the ventilatory movements. It is well situated 

however, to cause depression of the appendage about the internal 

articulation of the CS. It is interesting too, to note that gentle 

pressure on the ventral side of the PrBS just distal to the insertion 

of the mdllm results in the discharge of a strong, slowly accommoda

ting sensory unit. Contraction of the muscle may have similar results, 

but there is no actual evidence to support this.



Cther muscles figured here, but thought not to play a significant 

role in ventilation are:

i) The musculus proximalis coxopoditis II maxillae (pcllra)

ii) The musculus dorsiventralis posterior (radp)

iii) Musculus dietalis cosopoditis II maxillae (dcllm) 

l one of these three muscles is figures by Cochran (1955)# but they 
are described by Maynard (1961),

iv) The ousculi8 adductor endopoditis II maxillae (aellm).

*?ith the exception of the mdp, these are very small muscles 

associated vith the bilobed endites.

Ill 2. Conclusions

Twelve muscles have been described which appear to play an 

important role in the ventilatory movement of the second maxilla.

They are so disposed as to effect movements about the axes described 

previously. Those on the dorsal (anterior) side of the P-B axis form 

two pairs. The mpllm and the mrllm appear to be largely concerned 

with movements about the radial axes, whilst the mr3IIm and the ar4IIm 

would be largely involved in movements about the P-E axes.

On the ventral (posterior) side of the P-E axiB, moBt of the 

muscles appear to effect movements about the radial axes. Only the 

massive quartus («r4IIm) seems to be strictly involved with movements 

about the P-Et axis. The reraotor (mrllm) and the tertius (mr3IIa) 

which by their positions might be expected to be antagonists in the 

levation and depression about the P-E axis, in fact appear to be 

antagonists, but not in movement about this axis. By virtue of their 

attachment to the PrS, they would tend to effect movements about the 

radial axis through the apex of the CS.

Of the other ventral musoleB, the quintus (ntr^Hm) seems to 

serve as an antagonist to the mpHs/mpUm* complex, whilst the sixtus



and septlmus together could aid the tertius as antagonists to the 

mrllm. The fsllm appears to have no antagonist.

III-4. The Gross Innervation Pattern

III-4.1. Insults

A single nerve trunk leaves the anterior lobe of the ventral 

ganglionic mass ventro-laterally, ventral, and slightly anterior to 

the large nerve to the chellped. It quickly bifurcates, and at a 

variable distance, one-half to a quarter of the way to the second 

maxilla, one of the branches divides again. Three roots thus arrive 

at the second maxilla, one large, and two smaller. Close to its 

entry into the maxilla, the larger trunk divides unequally, the smaller 

branch (K1, Fig. III. 4) turning dorsally between the two expanded 

apodemes which bear the dorsal (anterior) muscles of the second 

maxilla. Here, this branch divides again sending one branch externally 

and one internally along the mrllm, a third continuing dorsally to 

innervate the other dorsal muscles. This branch is apparently composed 

of motor axons only, so sensory discharges ever having been recorded in 

it in response to many varied stimuli.

The larger branch of this nerve along with the two smaller trunks, 

enters the second maxilla at its internal angle. The large trunk (SM) 

gives off a small branch at the base of the PrBS. This innervates the 

mdllm and the ventral muscles to the endites. The main trunk continues 

distally, then divides, the internal branch splitting up to innervate 
the fsllm and continuing on to innervate the ISC. The external branch 

runs between the APrS and the PPrS close to the insertions of the 

mr6llm and mr7IIm, apparently without branching. It continues on to 

the junction of the three prongs of the PrS where it gives of a small 

branch, which splits up in this region, then turns distally into the
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ESG, through which it ramifieB.

Cf the two small nerve trunks the more internal innervates the 

endites, and is apparently purely sensory (SN). The more external 

(MS) runs distally through the mr4IIm along its internal edge giving 

off small branches to innervate it* It continues to the apex of the 

ECS, then turns internally along the PPrS, to the insertion of the 

mr6llm and mr7IIm. A more dorsal branch runs proximally along the 

mr3IIn, innervating it* This branch apparently carries a few sensory 

units in addition to the motor units to the external ventral 

musculature. The sensory units may be associated with a small patch 

of hairs lying Just proximal to the origins of the quintus, sixtus 

and septinrus muscles*

111-4,-2, Discussion and Conclusions

The second maxilla is innervated by four separate nerve trunks, 

one purely sensory, two sensori-motor, and one purely motor* The 

innervation to the dorsal musculature is carried in a single, separate 

trunk (tfl)• The ventral muscles form two groups, an internal group 

including the muscles of the dndites and the fsllm, and an external 

group. These are innervated by separate nerve trunks* The trunk 

innervating the internal group (SM) carries numerous sensory units, 

and innervates the general cuticle of both the ISC and ESG.

It is becoming more and more clear that anatomical arrangements 

Buch as the grouping of neurons, and perhaps their peripheral processes, 

is not a hap-hazzard process* Purely logistic considerations are 

undoubtedly of great importance. Thus, axons going to a common 

destination might be expected to be grouped together* It is interest

ing to speculate however, whether as with the central neurones (Xandel, 

1969) functional considerations might govern peripheral axonal 

groupings. It is of course impossible at this stage, to say, but one



might well wonder if the innervation of the fsllm, independent of the 

other ventral muscles controlling ventilatory activity, may not be 

associated with a certain degree of independence in the properties of 

its motoneurones. This speculation may be answered by the subsequent 

analyses of the phasing of the muscles, their frequency dependencies, 

and of the fine structure of the motoneurone bursts.

TII-Sr Summary

The second maxilla in Carcinus is composed of a complex system 

of articulated sclerites, separated by very thin walled cuticle, and 

which provide insertions, and in some cases origins, for ten muscles 

which are directly involved in ventilatory activity. Because of the 

small separations of the pivotal points of the sclerites, and the 

insertions and origins of some of the muscles; compared to the 

relatively large excursion of the appendage, the exact point in the 

movement cycle at which a muscle becomes active may be important in 

determining the movement produced.

The skeletal system has been described in greater detail than 

hitherto, and an attempt has been made to reconstruct its homologies 

with the plan of the generalized crustacean appendage. From a 

consideration of the scheme of articulations between the sclerites, 

three major axes for movement have been identified. One lies along 

a longitudinal axis, and allows levation and depression (promotion 

and remotion) of the whole appendage, and in particular, of the 

external portion. The second lies along a radial axis in the internal 

scaphognathite segment, and has two foci, through the KBS1 and the 

KBS2. This allows the internal scaphognathite segment to twist about 

a double radial axis composed of the RBS1 and KBS2. The third allows 

twisting of the external scaphognathite segment about an axis running



through the apex of the ECS at about 45° to the P-F. axis.

All these movements are linked, so that activity about any one 

of the three axes produces associated adjustments about the others.

It is thuB difficult to deduce on an a priori basis from the three 

permitted axes of movement, what the net movement might be. In the 

next section therefore, the movement of various points on the 

scaphognathite will be monitored in relation to the cycle of activity 

in the muscles. The individual movements will then be superimposed 

in an attempt to reconstruct the total movement in relation to the 

activity in the participating muscles.

In the present section also, the musculature of the second 

maxilla has been described in detail, and has included two muscles 

not previously figured. The gross innervation has been described and 

the anatomically separate anterior (functionally dorsal) and posterior 

(functionally ventral) muscle groups found to receive their innervation 

from two separate nerve trunks, with the exception of the more 

internal, ventral muscles, including the fsllm, which are again, 

separately innervated.

The detailed analysis of the skeleto-muscular system has allowed 

a greater understanding of the movements involved in the pumping 

activity of the scaphognathite, and has allowed some inferences to be 

drawn concerning the phasing of the activity in the muscles involved.
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Figure IXI.1. The skeleton of the second maxilla. Dorsal 
(morphologically anterior) view. The inset (b) shows more 
clearly the dorsal (anterior) linkage of the DBS with the CS 
in relation to the dorsal muscles. As the BBS/Pr6 complex 
turns about the axis c'c on the pivot (ax) at the apex of 
the LCS, the sclerite CIS swings about the axis b'b, and the 
PDBS twists at its tip along the hinge ph. This peculiar 
skeletal arrangement gives rise to instabilities in the 
structure, which are greatest near the middle of the range 
of movement, and least at the extremes. The result is that 
in response to passive movement, the appendage tends to 
click smartly between the extreme positions with respect to 
turning about the axis b*b. This effect may be exaggerated 
during active movement (see Seotion IV).

a "V ̂ i
KEYi HS. hinge sclerite

ISG, ij5G. internal and external sclerites in the 
respective segments of the scaphognathite

APifc. PPrS. STrS. anterior, posterior and external 
divisions of the proximal scaphognathite sclerite

DBS, I IBS! and RBS2. PrBS. distal, radial and proximal 
b&nipodal sclerites .

ECS. ACS« PCS external, anterior, and posterior 
coxopodal sclerites.

Knd. endopodite of the basipodite

Bnd. basipodal endltes

Cnd. coxopodal endltes

CIS, 'click* sclerite (coxopodal ?)
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Figure III.2* Skeletal elements of the second maxilla. 
In (b) the elements are disarticulated for clarification 
and the diagrammatic inset (c) further clarifies the 
interconnections•





Figure III.3



Pi jure III* 3* ’urculature of the second Maxilla 
as seen from the dorsal (norphologically anterior) 
aspect (except in d, which shows the ventral view)*
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Key to Nomenclature for the Muscles of 

the Second Maxilla in Carcinua I'aenae.

aellm - musculus adductor endopoditis II maxillae 

fslln - flexor scaphognathitis II maxillae 

fellm'- accessory flexor soaphognathitis II maxillae 

mdp - musculus dorsiventrails posterior 

mdllm - musculus depressor II maxillae 

aplla - musculus promotor II maxillae 

mpllm'- accessory promotor 

mrllm - musculus remotorious II maxillae 

mrlllm - musculus respiratorius primus II maxillae 

mr2IIffi - musculus respiratorius seoundus II maxillae 

mr3IIm - ” ” tertius II maxillae

mr4Ha - " " quartus II maxillae

mr^IIm - ” M quintus II maxillae

mrtllm - M M sixtus II maxillae

mr7Hm - " " septimus II maxillae

pcllm - musculus proximalic ooxopoditis II maxillae



Figure III.4



Figure III*4 The innervation pattern of the second maxilla 
of CaroinuE. The course of the nerves is shown superimposed 
on the ventral side of the left scaphognathite to illustrate 
the relationship with the muscles and skeletal elements.

Keys ESG - external scaphognathite segment 

ISG - internal scaphognathite segment 

MN - motor nerve 

MSN — motor-sensory nerve 

SHN - sensory-motor nerve 

SN - sensory nerve 

mr3IIn - 'tertius* muscle 

mr4IIm - *quartus* muscle 

mdllra - *depressor' muscle





SECTION IV

THE TEMPORAL PATTERN OP THE BURSTS 
OP ACTIVITY IN THE VENTILATORY MUSCLES



IttTROPECTIfly

In order to produce meaningful activity, and for maximum 

efficiency in pumping water through the branchial chamber, the muscles 

controlling scaphognathite movement must be brought into play in 

reasonably well defined sequences and for similarly well defined 

segments of the beat cycle* The rate of scaphognathite beating can 

vary widely, changes in beat frequency representing perhaps the most 

significant response of the scaphognathite to alterations in relevant 

environmental parameters such as oxygen tension (K^) and carbon 

dioxide tension (PCOg) (Thomas, 1933? Segaar, 1934; Larimer, 1964)* 
and in the concentration of various 'food* chemicals (Ashby and Larimer, 

1965)» Presumably therefore, one of the characteristics of the 

muscular phasing must be a relative fixity at differing beat 

frequencies, or at least, if alterations in phasing accompany changes 

in frequency, that the changes be consistent with effective pumping 

activity,

A detailed investigation of the phasing of the muscular activity 

and its frequency dependence can yield not only understanding of the 

mechanics of scaphognathite activity, but may also give some insight 

into the nature of the central connectivity patterns underlying the 

observed neural output* This section therefore presents a study of 

the phasing of the activity of the ventilatory muscles and the 

frequency dependence of this phasing* In addition, the relationship 

between the muscular activity and the movement of the scaphognathite 

will be described* Firstly however, the relationship between the 

motor input into »the appendage and the activity in the different 

muscles will be described, in so far as it will aid in an appreciation 

of the overall pattern of the activity in the muscleB.

The basic methods used for monitoring muscular activity and
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scaphognathite rnovement have been described previously (Section II.2,3)# 

along with the treatment of the preparations (Section 11*2.1)9 and the 
techniques used in the analyses of the filmed electro—nyographs 

(Section II.3)•



IV* 1. The relationship between the motor output to the second maxilla 

and the activity in the ventilatory muscles.

IV.1 . 1. Results.

The total motor output to the second maxilla is carried to two 

major nerve trunks, the MSN and the combined SKN and MN. By 

simultaneously recording activity in the muscles and these nerve 

trunks, certain units in the nerve could readily be associated with 

certain muscles. This was especially clear for units to the flexor 

and the sixtus which tended to be active when the other units in the 

nerve trunk innervating them were silent. Fig. IV. 1 A & B illustrates 

the activity in these nerve trunks in relation to that in the flexor, 

during both reversed and forward beating. The excitatory junctional 

potentials (ejp’s) in the flexor can readily be associated with units 

in the combined SMN/MN. During forward beating, the unit associated 

with the flexor fires during a somewhat separate period from the 

remaining units in this nerve well inside the period when the MSN shows 

strong activity. In reversed beating, the unit associated with the 

flexor, although now overlapping with the remaining spike trains in the 

nerve trunk, still overlaps extensively with the spike trains in the 

MSN. The remaining spikes in the SMN/MN tend to alternate, with little 

overlap, with the bursts of spikes in the MSN. The remaining activity 

in the SMN/MN complex is probably associated with the activity in the 

levator musculature (Fig. IV. 1, F,G) • The figure shows that the ejp* s 

in the secundus correspond with some of the units that are active 

earlier in the SMN/MN burst during forward beating (excluding the 

unit already assigned to the flexor), and towards the end of this burst 

during reversed beating (again excluding the unit assigned to the 

flexor). Fig.IV.1 ,D in a forward cycle, and Fig.IV.1,C in a reversed



cycle, show that the large units active during the period when the 

MSN exhibits maximal bursting are associated with the occurrence of 

ejp* s in the quartus. The single trailing unit in this burst is 

associated with the sixtus (Fig.IV.1,E)• From the position of the 

burst in the sixtus muscle with respect to that in the flexor (Fig. IV. 

10,A) it may be inferred that the units to the sixtus are the leading 

units in the MSN burst during reversed beating (Fig. IV. 1 A & B). The 

tertius and quintus as well as the quartus receive their innervation 

via the MSN, and all are active during the same portion of the cycle 

(Tig. IV.2). It appears that the tertius and quartus may, to some 

extent, share a common innervation, whilst the quintus responds to a 

smaller unit which may start later in the cycle, and has no influence 

on either the tertius or the quartus (Figs. IV. 1 £,E; IV.2). The 

records shown in Fig. IV.2 were taken from a preparation in 

relatively poor condition, but are used because they show the relation

ship between individual nerve spikes and their corresponding ejp*s 

much more clearly than fully active preparations.

It was not possible to correlate the activity in the other dorsal 

muscles with that in the nerves, as these muscles were not easily 

accessible from the ventral side and the nerve trunks were not 

approachable from the dorsal side. However, from the positions at 

which these muscles become active in the cyole, with respect to those 

studied, the spike trains associated with their activity may to some 

extent, be inferred.

From the above, it appears that the depressor muscles with the 

exception of the flexor, receive their innervation via the MSN, whilst 

the levator muscles and the flexor, are innervated by the combined 

SMN/MN. This confirms the anatomical observations made in Section III.4*

The total motor output to the ventilatory muscles is seen to



consist of alternating bursts of overlapping spike trains to the 

levator and depressor muscles. During forward beating, the end of 

the depressor phase overlaps slightly with the start of the levator 

phase. There is a slight pause between the end of the levator phase 

and the start of the next depressor phase. During reversed beating, 

the pattern appears to be roughly inverted, but is not a perfect 

mirror image of the forward pattern. There is for example, usually 

no pause apparent in the cycle during reversals. Apart from the 

brief periods of overlap, the antagonist groups are completely silent 

whilst the agonists are active during both forward and reversed 

beating. The small, irregularly spiking unit appearing in the SMN/MN 

complex in Fig. IV. 1, A,C, F & G during the depressor phase is probably 

associated with one of the smaller muscles of the appendage (see 

Section III, 3 & 4)* Individual muscles may respond to the discharge 

of single units (e.g. flexor, Fig. IV. 1. A,3; sixtus, Fig. IV.1. E; 

3V.2.D) or multiple units (e.g. secundus, Fig. IV.1. F,G; quartus, 

Fig.IV.1 ,C,D) •

These then are some of the broad characteristics of the neuro

muscular activity in the scaphognathite of Carclnus in particular.

The question of the sensory contribution to the activity in the nerves 

has however, not yet been mentioned. The SI 1N/MN complex appears to 

carry the majority of the sensory information returning from the 

scaphognathite proper. In order to see if any phasic afferent 

activity contributed to the burst in this nerve, the nerve was picked 

up on two pairs of hook electrodes. These were separated by nearly 

1 cm of nerve, and the individual hooks in each pair were separated 

by about 2 mm. One electrode was located close to the ganglion and 

the other close to the point where the nerve bifurcates before 

entering the maxilla (Fig.III.4)* Two criteria could then be used



to distinguish afferent from efferent activity. Firstly, afferent 

spikes will be 'seen' by the distal before the proximal pair of 

electrodes. Efferent, motor output will be 'seen' first by the 

proximal pair. Secondly, a central wave of depolarization will come 

first to the more distal hook of each pair. A distad wave will come 

first to the more proximal hook. The blphasic depolarization due to 

sensory impulses will therefore be inverted with respect to that due 

to motor units. Fig. IV. 3A shows the overall activity in the SMN/MN 

complex recorded at a relatively slow film speed. In Fig. IV. 33 

the activity recorded at a high speed is shown. There is no clear 

indication that any sensory activity contributes to the burst. Some 

very low amplitude activity which may constitute sensory spikes have 

been encircled in the records in Fig. IV. 3B. It would appear then 

that all the readily discemable activity in the SVN/MN complex is 

efferent motor output.

Subsequent chapters will attempt to describe in greater detail 

the phasing of the activity in the different muscles in the beat 

cycle, and the fine structure of the burst in at least some of the 

muscles.





Figure IV*1. The relationship between the bursts of excitatory 
junctional potentials in sons of the ventilatory muscles, and 
the spike trains in the main motor nerve trunks (MSN and SMN/MN) 
to the second maxilla*
Strip A Activity in the flexor (fsllm) associated with spikes 

in the SMN/MN complex during forward beating (fd) •
Note strong facilitation, the absence of any obvious 
response to some of the earlier spikes in the bursts, 
and the sharp (exponential) rise in spiking frequency 
through the buret*

Strip B The same, during reversed beating (rev)* Note that in 
A the flexor burst precedes the remaining spikes in 
the SMK/MN complex and that there is a gap of about 
73 os intervening* In B the flexor buret follows, and 
there is no gap* Also note the slow decrease in 
spiking frequency through the buret in B as opposed 
to the rapid increase in A* The arrowed spikes in A 
and B have been assigned to the sixtus (see strip E)* 
Notice the close relationship between these spikes and 
the spikes in the flexor burst where they overlap in 
B.

Strip C Spikes in the MSN associated with ejp's in the quartus 
(mr4Uo)* The fast spikes in the MSN have not 
reproduced well* Close examination showed that ejp's 
occurred in response to different units, but this is 
not readily apparent in the £H}e* In the second burst 
in B also, note that an odd unit may suddenly replace 
one of the normal spikes with no corresponding change 
in the EMC*

Strip D The same as above, for forward beating in different
preparation* Note the tendency towards the occurrence 
of 'doublets' and the multi-unit innervation of the 
muscle*

Strip E The trailing single unit in the MSN associated with 
ejp's in the sixtus (mr6llm)* Forward beating* See 
arrowed spikes in strip A* The arrowed spikes in B 
have been associated with the sixtus during reversed 
beating*

Strip F Activity in the secundus (nr2IIn) associated with some 
of the leading spikes in the SMN/MN trunk (excluding 
the spikes assigned to the flexor)* The trailing spikes 
in this burst have been assigned to the promotor and 
remotor* Forward beating*

Strip C As above, reversed beating* Activity in the secundus 
now associated with trailing spikes in the burst 
(excluding the unit assigned to the flexor)* Note here 
and in F, the multi-unit innervation of the muscle*

Note in the forward cycles, the brief pause between the end of 
the buret in the SMN/MK trunk and the start of the next burst in 
the MSN* There is no pause in the reversed cycles (B,G), but in 
C the overlap is minimal*





------- ----------------------- ------ -------------------------

Figure IV*



Figure IV.2. Activity in the MEN in relation to ejp's in some 
of the depressor muscles during forward besting. The quartus 
(mr4IIay strip A) and the tertius (ar3IIo, strip B) appear to 
respond to common units in the MSN. The quintus appears to 
respond to a very small unit (or two) which may start later in 
the cycle than those to the quartus and tertius, but which ends 
at approximately the same time (strips E, F). The sixtus 
responds to the trailing unit in the burst (strip D)• Notice 
in strip C in a rather weak, odd burst, the clear occurrence 
of doublets in the input to the tertius (mr3IIn).
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Figure IV.3. An attempt to discern the presence of phasic 
sensory units in the SMR/MK nerve trunk during active 
ventilation.

Strip A 

Strip B

Strip C

A single burst in the 5MN/HE nerve trunk recorded at 
a Blow speed with a single pair of hook electrodes.

A single burst recorded at high speed with two pairs 
of hook electrodes, separated by about one cm of nerve 
trunk. Lower trace, central electrodes; upper trace, 
dieted electrodes. Sensory units should be 
distinguishable from motor by appearing firstly in the 
upper, and then after a short latency, in the lower 
trace. The biphasic action potential should also be 
the inverse of that for motor (efferent) impulses. No 
sensory spikes are readily dlscemable. Vague 
possibilities have been encircled. Tost are probably 
artefacts. The SMH/&N nerve trunk appears to carry 
the main bulk of the sensory reafference from the 
scaphognathite.

As in stripe B. At a lower gain and speed to show more 
clearly the relationship between the motor (efferent) 
spikes. At this gain, the presumptive sensory 
(afferent) units cannot be discerned.
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IT.g. Tht oy«rall pattern of the bur»te.

IT.2.1. Result..

Figures IV.4 to 7 represent analyses of extended records from the 
experiment illustrated in part in Fig.IV.1. in the preceding chapter. 

These data show that the durations of the total levator and depressor 

phases of the cycle are a linear function of period length, during 

both forward and reversed beating. The lag between the start of 

activity in the depressor pool and the start in the levator pool is 

also linearly dependant on period (Figs.IV.4 to 6) during forward and 

reversed beating. During forward beating in this experiment, both 

levator and depressor sessions tended to occupy phase angles close to 

0.5 in the cycle, and this remained essentially constant over the 

range of frequencies shown (Fig.IV.7) • During reversed beating, the 

durations of the bursts remain linearly dependent on period, but 

whilst the levator pool still bursted for roughly half the cycle, the 

depressor pool came to occupy a phase angle of about 0.65* Numerous 

other differences can be discerned in Fig.IV.1. between the spiking 

patterns during forward and reversed beating, but di souse ion of these 

will be left until a later stage.

Figures IV. 8 and 10 reconstruct visually the recorded activity 

in the different muscles by combining film strips with the same 

period lengths. The pattern of the flexor (fsllm) bursts in stripe 

D to E in Fig.IV.8. are all similar in time course and in the 

existence of marked antifacilitation. Strip A shows an interesting 

anomaly. Here, not only is there facilitation as opposed to 

antifacilitation, but the duration of the flexor burst is extremely 

abbreviated. If the first spikes in these bursts are aligned with 

the first spikes in the remaining strips (Fig.IV.8. column II), then 

the position that the quartus comes to ocoupy in the cycle does not



correspond, with the picture obtained from the records of total motor 

output (Fig.IV. 1, preceding chapter). There is extensive overlap 

between the bursts in the quartus and those in both the primus and 

pro too tor sub-group muscles. If the last spikes of the different 

strips are aligned (Fig.IV.8, column II) a much fairer picture seems 

to result. Notice however, that in strip A the characteristic 

movement artefact associated with rapid depression of the tip of the 

scaphognathite (strip C) now appears relatively late in the oycle.

The occurrence of this artefact will later be shown to be linked with 

the onset of the burst in the sixtus.

In the experiment of strip A the bursts in the tertius and 

quartus were exceptionally strong and extended. Taken together, the 

above observations seem to indicate that this potentiated activity in 

the quartus sub-group resulted in a delay of the onset of activity in 

the flexor and sixtus (See also Fig.IV.10 for interactions during 

reversed beating). The initiation of the levator session, however, 

seems to have not been equally affected. Note in the figure that 

whereas in strip C the movement artefact occurs during the flexor 

burst, in strip A it occurs after. As mentioned above, this artefact 

is associated with the burst in the sixtus. The sixtus is the only 

depressor muscle in which the burst normally overlaps with the 

activity in the levator phase during forward beating. It would 

therefore not be expected to be overly affected by a relatively early 

start in levator activity.

Although Column I (Fig.IV.8) presents a better picture than 

Column II of the interrelations between the bursts in the ventilatory 

muscles, it is probably not a completely true one for each of the 

individual strips. In Strip A for example, it seems likely that 

some overlap between the start of the quartus session and the end of



the levator session did in fact occur. This has been observed on 

occasion in recordings of the total motor output. It was not the 

norm however. The discontinuity seen in the rise of the ejp's 

(excitatory junctional potentials) at the start of the quartus burst 

in strip A does suggest that overlap occurred in this case. A 

discontinuity of this sort is frequently seen when overlapping 

activity occurs between certain muscles. An example of a relatively 

weak interaction of this sort is seen in strip E (Fig.IV.8) where 
the promotor overlaps with the secundus. A stronger interaction is 

displayed in Fig.III.28 where the primus and flexor overlap.

IV t ?t

Combination of recordings from different musoles in different 

experiments can provide a good reconstruction of the gross pattern 

of the activity in the ventilatory muscles during the beat cycle.

Not unexpectedly, discrepancies arise as a result of variations in 

pattern in the different experiments. The explanations given above, 

provide a reasonably satisfactory interpretation of the discrepancies 

observed in Fig.IV.8. They imply that the activity in the flexor 

might not always come to an intrinsically (?) determined end. It 

would seem that although the burst in the flexor is terminated 

before any activity appears in the levator group, the mechanisms 

associated with the timing of the onset of the levator phase might 

well be responsible for its termination. It would be unwise to 

take these speculations any further at this point, but certainly, 

they seem to be points worth considering in any attempt to disentangle 

the circuitry of the central pattern generator.

As to the occurrence of facilitation in the flexor burst in 

strips A and G (Fig.IV.8), it is doubted that this has any direct



relevance to the above discussions. In records of eleetromyograms 

from the flexor muscle all ranges of response from antifacilitation 

(Fig.IV.8# strips 3 to D), no marked facilitation or antifacilitation 

(Fig.IV.6, stripe E,F,G), to marked facilitation (Fig.IV.1, strip A; 

Fig.IV.e, strip A). This is in keeping with observations on the 

homologous muscle (ASDM - Passtor, 1968) in the crayfish I rconectes. 

The remaining muscles in Carcinus show as a rule varying levels of 

facilitation. A plot of the height of the last ejp in the burst of 

the sixtus against the length of the preceding interval for example 

(Fig.IV.9) shows that as the interval diminishes, the amplitude of 

the ejp rises. The number of ejp's per burst was between 4 to 6 

approximately.

Fewer records were obtained for reversed than for forward 

besting. However, Fig.IV.10 attempts in so far as possible, a similar 

reconstruction to that in Fig.IV.f, for reversed beating. It was not 

possible in all cases to find cycles of exactly the same period. In 

these cases some photographic adjustment has been made by appropriate 

differences in enlargement. The fit therefore assumes proportionate 

increase in all aspects of the cycle with increase in period length. 

The relationship between the different strips may therefore be taken 

only as a rough picture of the relative positions of the bursts in 

the cycle.

From examination of Figs.IV.1. and 2, IV.F and 10, it can be 

seen that the musoles active during both the levator and depressor 

phases of the cycle can be separated each into two sub-groups 

consisting of muscles which show a tendency to be active together.

In the levator group, the promotor (mpUm) and the remotor (mrllm) 

tend to show synchronous activity during both forward and reversed 

beating, thus forming the first levator sub-group, the promotor



sub—group* The prinus (mrllln) and secundus (mr2IIra) together form 

the second levator sub-group, the primus sub-group, shoving near 

synchrony during both forward and reversed beating* Their activity 

overlaps to a variable extant with that of the promotor sub-group*

In the depressor group during forward beating, the tertius 

(mr3IIo), quartus (rar4IIm) and the quintus (mr^Iim) tend to be active 

together, and form the first depressor sub-group* The relationship 

between the activity in these muscles has been discussed previously 

(Fig.IV.2)* There appears to be little difference in their 

inter-relationship during reversed beating (Fig.IV.10.) Cn the basis 

of sheer bulk, and since it is apparently the only ventilatory muscle 

directly responsible for depressing the scaphognathite about its 

longitudinal axis, the quartus would seem to be the dominant muscle 

in this sub-group. The sub-group will therefor© be referred to as 

the quartus sub-group. The second depressor sub-group, the flexor 

sub-group, is formed by the sixtus (mr6llm) and the flexor (fsllm), 

which during forward beating show only partially overlapping activity 

(Fig.IV.1 .A and IV.6.F). The burst in the fsllm starts before that 

in the sixtus, and is sharply terminated shortly before the onset 

of activity in the primus sub-group, whilst the sixtus continues 

firing for some time into the levator phase of the cycle. In the 

experiment described previously in Figs• IV. 1 to 7 the mean phase 

angle of this overlap was about G.0% During reversed beating, the 

burstb in the flexor and the sixtus become strongly linked, starting 

almost simultaneously in both muscles. In reversed beating however, 

the burst in the sixtus is now frequently terminated before that in 

the flexor (Fig.IV.1.B and Fig.IV.10). The relationship between the 

bursts in these muscles will be investigated in greater detail at a 

later stage.



The overall pattern of activity in the ventilatory muscles then, 

shows two main sessions in each cycle, corresponding to bursts of 

activity in the levator and depressor musculature. The activity in 

these two sessions overlap only minimally, more during reversed than 

in forward beating. The activity in the levation session consists of 

two extensively overlapping portions. In one, the muscles of the 

primus sub-group, which are apparently concerned with raising the 

scaphognathite about the PR axis (Fig.IV.3b) are aotivated together. 

In the second, the muscles of the promoter sub-group are roughly 

simultaneously recruited. These muscles are perhaps concerned with 

supinating the scaphognathite about the PS axes (Fig.IV.3). In 

forward beating the activity in the levating muscles precedes that in 

the supinating muscles, whilst in reversed beating, the sequence is 

reversed.

In the depressor session also, there are two main portions, 

strongly overlapping each other. During forward beating, the first 

portion consists of roughly synchronous activation of the tertius, 

quartus and quintus. In the second session, the flexor and sixtus 

are sequentially activated, and continue bursting as described 

previously. During reversal, the sequence of the two depressor 

sessions, like the levator sessions becomes inverted. The inversion 

of the relative phase positions of the bursts in the different 

sub-groups provides a good example of the overall mirror image 

symmetry between reversed and forward beating. On the other hand, 

the changes described in the relationships between the flexor and 

sixtus also provide examples of the assymetry which is exhibited at 

a finer level. These observations extend and corroborate those made 

at the end of the preceding chapter. The finer aspects of the 

phasing of the muscular activity will be developed more fully in 

the next and later chapters.
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Figure IV.4. The durations of the total depressor (start 
sixtus to end quartus) and levator bursts during reversed 
beating, as functions of period length. In this experiment, 
the levator bursts (open circles) occupied roughly 50" o f  the 
total cycle. The depressor bursts (filled circles) occupied 
somewhat more. The broken line passes through points 
corresponding to burst durations of 50^ of the total period.

Depressor session:
b - 0.54*£0.019 
a - 209.72 

Syx - 107.55 
r - 0.976 
n « 41

Levator session:
b « 0.469^0.023 
a . 6.97 

Syx a 133.54 
r - 0.955n a 41
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Figure IV.5



figure IV.5. The dependence on period of the relative latency 
of the starts of the main depressor and levator bursts. Reversed 
beating. The broken line passes through points corresponding 
to a latency of 50} ' of the total period.

b - 0.565* 0.030 
a « 77.19

syx - 170.65
r - 0.950 
K - 41
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Figure IV. 6. The dependence on period length of the relative 
latency between the starts of the depressor and levator bursts 
during forward beating* As for Fig.III.5. The slope here is 
not significantly different from that for reversed beating 
(Fig.III.5).

b • 0.57^0.043 
a - -232.24 

Syx ■ 63.67 
r - 0.968 
n m 14

Figure IY.7. The durations of the main levator and depressor 
bursts as functions of period length. Forward beating. Open 
circles, levator bursts; filled oircles, depressor bursts. 
Broken line as in Figs .III .4 to 6. The data in this and the 
previous figure were unfortunately, based on but a few 
irregular cycles. In spite of the marked overlap, there is 
a significant difference between the slopes of the regressions 
for the levator and depressor sessions (P 0.01) for the null 
hypothesis. There 1g a significant difference between the 6 
values for the duration of the depressor session here and that 
in Fig. IV .4 for forward beating. The values for the levator 
sessions are not significantly different.

Depressor Cession:

b . 0.704*0.053 
a « -370.8 

Syx - 78.90 
r - 0.967
n * 14

Levator Sessiont

b « 0.407*0.044
a a 236.69

Syx * 65.46
r ■ 0.936
n a 14.
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Figure IV.8. Reconstruction of the overall pattern of the hursts 
of activity in the ventilatory muscles during forward beating*
A qualitative picture* In A to D and in F and G film strips from 
different experiments, but shoving identical period lengths have 
been aligned in order to show the relative positions in the beat 
cycle of the bursts of activity in the different muscles* The 
flexor muscle (fsllm) is common to all the strips and has been 
used as a reference point* In colum I the ends of the flexor 
bursts have been aligned, and in column II the starts* Column 
I gives the more realistic picture of the relative positions of 
the bursts, as compared say, to the total motor output pattern 
(Fig* IV*1)* Note the differing types of activity in the flexor 
in strips A and C (facilitating ejp's), B, C and D (marked 
anti-facilitation), E and F (no marked facilitation or anti
facilitation)* Strip £ shows in a single experiment the bursts 
in the flexor, promotor (mpllm) and secundus (mr2IIa)* This 
might be compared with the results of combining the filmstrips 
B and C, and with the total motor output pattern (Fig*IV*1,F)* 
Note the differing types of activity in the promotor in strip 
C (multiunit) and in strip £ (single unit)* The movement 
monitor in strip C records the movement of the internal tip* 
Upward movement of the trace corresponds to upward movement of 
the internal tip (supination)* For further explanations see 
text*
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Figure IV.9* Height (in arbitrary unite) of the last ejp in 
the sixtus as a function of the length of the preceding interval 
in milli-seconds. As the interval diminishes the ejp height 
increases linearly. The facilitation seen here is very pronounced. 
Most of the muscles displayed some degree of facilitation, perhaps 
to a lesser extent than seen here.
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Figure IV.10, A similar reconstruction for reversed beating,
to that in Fig.II1.8 for forward beating.

Strip A : Kote the change in the structure of the bursts and 
the relative latencies of the burst starts in the 
flexor and sixtus. Also note the sharp decline in 
spiking frequency in the sixtus, and the more gradual 
decline in the flexor when the quartus starts firing. 
The quartus now starts after rather than before 
(Fig.IV.8) the flexor.

Strips t ft hen the accessory promotor iB firing strongly (B),
3,C the burst in the primus appears to start later in the

cycle and to be slightly less intense than when the 
accessory is firing minimally (C). B and C are strips 
taken at different times in the same experiment.

Stripe : The primus and seoundus and the promo tor and remotor
B - C still appear to go together during reversed beating.

The bursts in the promotor sub-group now begin before 
those in the primus sub-group, but the relative 
latencies are much smaller than in forward beating 
(Fig.IV.8). The bursts in the promo tor sub-group 
are terminated some time before those in the primus 
sub-group, but the overlap is extensive.

Strip G : A very short reversed oycle from a transient session
of reversed beating in the same experiment illustrated 
in Strip C (Fig.IV.8). Note the marked alteration in 
the burst in the promotor, as in the primus in Strip 
F. Some activity is apparent at the appropriate points 
in the oycle, but the ejp's are for the most part 
extremely small. This type of activity is frequently 
associated with the transition from forward to 
reversed beating. It may also occur with changes from 
reversed to forward beating (Fig.IV.14) •

Strips : These show that the quintus (H) and tertius (I) still 
H, I tend to go with the quartus during reversed beating.
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IV. 1. An analysis of the frequency dependence of the phasing 

of the onset of activity in the ventilatory muscles

IV. 1.1 F.esults

It has already been demonstrated that the total durations of 

the levator and of the depressor phases of the beat cycle, and the 

latencies between their initiation are linear functions of period.

It has also been shown that the spike trains within these respective 

bursts are responsible for the sequential activation of the four 

* levator' and five 'depressor' muscles mainly responsible for movement 

of the scaphognathite. The relative timing of the initiation of 

activity in the different muscles during the cycle will now be 

described. Firstly, the relationship between the muscles recruited 

within the two main (levator and depressor) sessions will be dealt 

with. For the most part, the latencies (L) of the starts of the 

bursts will be taken with respect to the start of the burst in the 

flexor muscle. This parameter will be designated L̂ .. The dependence 

of the latencies (L) and the phase angle of the latencies (0̂ ) on 

the mean period length for the two muscles (reference and test) will 

be examined for all the muscles. Wyman (1965) suggests that this is 

one approach towards distinguishing between primarily latency locked 

and primarily phase locked motor 'scores'.

A quick scan through Tables I to IV shows that the timing 

between the starts of the bursts in the different muscles tends to 

be qualitatively similar to that between the overall levator and 

depressor sessions. By far the predominant relationship is one in 

which the relative latencies tend to be longer at longer period lengths 

and the phase angle of the latencies, to remain roughly the same over 

the range of frequencies. This is particularly marked for latencies



between muscles from different, antagonist sub-groups (Tables I and 

II). Between muscles from the same sub-groups (Table III) the 

relative latencies of the burst starts tend to be largely independent 

of period (Figs.IV.19,21)• The regression coefficients for relative 

latency against period tend to be very small, as a result of the 

snail phase angle separating the starts of the bursts in the same 

sub-groups.

The tendency towards reduced dependence on period of the 

relative starting latencies in muscles of the same sub-group reaches 

its limit in the relationships between the tertius and quartus (Figs. 

111.8,10) which appear always to show near simultaneity, and between 

the flexor and aixtus during reversed beating (Fig.IV.10). From 

qualitative observations, the promo tor and remotor also (Fig.IV.8,10), 

appear to show a relationship similar to that between the tertius and 

quartus.

The value of was routinely measured from the start of the 

flexor burst to the start of the next burst in the test muscle. When 

this is done for the quartus sub-group muscles, there appears to be a 

marked change during reversal in both the magnitude of and the 

degree of its dependence on period (Table IV; Fig.IV.18). The change

over appeared to be accompanied by rotation of the regression line 
about a point some way above the origin. These changes are largely 

artefactual. They appear because in forward beating, the next quartus 

burst following the flexor burst lies in the consecutive depressor 

session, separated from the flexor burst by a relatively large phase 
angle. This results in a steeper slope in the latency/period plot.

In reversed beating, the next quartus burst after the flexor burst 

occurs in the same depressor session, at a short relative latency.

This results on a smaller slope to the latency/period plot, which,



with the same standard error on the regression coefficient, gives rise 

to the apparent fall in correlation. If the analyses for forward and 

reversed beating are done using the relative latencies within a single 

depressor session only, then there is little difference other than the 

shift of about 0.5 in phase angle (Figs.IV.15*16; Table III). The 

reversed beats in Figs. 15 and 18 represent exactly the same data 

plotted with a slightly contracted X axis, and an extended Y axis in 

Fig.IV.15. The points are widely scattered, and it is difficult to 

say exactly what sort of a trend they represent, even with a 

statistical test.

For both the reraotor (Fig.IV.12) and the primus with respect to 

the flexor (Fig.III.13) it appears that during reversal the slope of 

the regression may not change significantly. In other cases, (e.g. 

secundus and promotor, Table I), there is obviously a significant 

change in regression during change from forward to reversed beating.

In view of the variability of the data, it would be difficult to say 

whether this might be a constant feature of the respective muscle 

pairs. On the whole it would appear that the finer details of the 

timing of the onset of the bursts in the different muscles can vary 

quite significantly from animal to animal.

In Tables I to III it appears that there might be a slight 

reduction in the standard error of the regression for relative 

latencies on period on going from inter-antagonist to intra sub-group 

relationships. This is not however, very obvious. In Table V the 

residual mean squares (for N-2 degrees of freedom) for plots of phase 

angle of the relative latencies ( # j )  against period are compared.

Four experiments are shown, which allow direct comparisons of 

inter-group variances (between muscles from antagonist groups), 

designated type A, against inter sub-group (agonist) (type B) and
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intra sub-group (type C) variances, in the same sets of cycles. It 

is quite clear here, that there is a significant reduction in variance 

for the type B and type C relationships, compared to the type A 

relationship. In addition, there is also a significant reduction in 

the variance for the type C in comparison to the type B relationship. 

All the analyses refer to forward beating. It appears then, that the 

variability of the relationship might be in some way related to the 

magnitude of the relative latencies, being smallest for the small 

intra-sub-group latencies and largest for the relatively large 

inter-group (type A) latencies. The figure for the inter (agonist) 

sub-group relationship for the quartus and flexor seems inordinately 

large by comparison with the corresponding values. It seems therefore 

that without further corroboration of these figures, only tentative 

conclusions might be drawn from their indication.

IV.3.2. Interim Discussion

To summarize the findings reported in this chapter, it must 

first be said that obvious exceptions can be found to practically 

every generalization so far made. A large percentage of unexplained 

variability characterizes the results of most of the analyses. This 

would seem to imply that the models and analyses applied are perhaps 

inadequate to fully explain the characteristics of the system.

Similar variability has been encountered by Davis (1968) in his 

analyses of the interrelationships between the muscles controlling 

swinmeret beat in the lobster Homarus. Davis* (1968) suggested 

explanation of this variability might well apply in the present 

instance: Continuous shifting of the work load between synergistic 

motor- and inter- neuronal units having slightly differing 

connectivities could indeed explain some of the anomalous regressions



seen for example in Figs.rv.15 and 16 for the reversed beats and in 

the forward cycles in Figs.IV.17 and 18.

Some reasonable generalizations can none-the-less be made, if 

only for the sake of synthesizing and unifying the data. Except in 

the case of muscles from the same sub-groups, the relative latency 

between the starts of the bursts in the different muscles tends to 

be directly proportional to period length during both forward and 

reversed beating. In cases where a reasonable measurement is 

possible, the relative latencies between muscles of the same sub-group 

show no significant correlation with period length. It is believed 

that the relationship might be of the same sort as that described 

between the other muscles. It may however, be obscured because of a 

relatively high level of ’noise* in comparison to the very small 

latencies. A significant correlation between and period for the 

sixtus in an experiment with very long period lengths and latencies 

tends to bear this out.

In plots of against period, the scatter of the values about the 

predicted regression line is greatest for inter-group relationships, 

less for inter sub-group (agonist) and least for intra sub-group 

relationships. For shorter latencies between burst starts therefore, 

it appears that the variance is less than for longer latencies.

On the basis of this observation, one might tend to rule out, in the 

present instance, the mechanism suggested by Wyman (1965) f°r the 

generation of timing cues which vary with period length, (specifically, 

constant phase cues). Fig.IV.22A shows that in such a system, at 

least assuming the simplest and most direct relationships, the error 

should be independent of L. For a sinusoidal cueing input (Davis, 

1969)* a more complex relationship would be expected, in which the 

variation between units cued close together near the ends of the 

range might be expected to be larger than that between musoles cued



at the end and middle respectively, of the cycle. The variation 

between units cued at the extremes of the range would probably be 

greatest. The present data cannot be said either to support or rule 

out this hypothesis. The indications, however, do suggest a 

hierarchical system of cueing. One generalized scheme which might 

explain the present relationships is outlined in Fig.IV.22B, but many 

altexnative models might easily be envisaged.

In most cases, where there is a significant regression of 0^ 

on period, the regression coefficient is quite small (less than 0.1). 

Phase histograms with a relatively high degree of resolution 

demonstrate that the starts of the bursts, over the normal range of 

frequencies, are to a great extent restricted to a given phase position 

in the cycle, with some scatter about a strongly peaked modal position. 

The system might therefore be regarded loosely as being effectively 

phase locked. It must be stressed that this is not strictly speaking, 

true. In most cases, the relationship is clearly more complicated.

The marked scatter in the plots, and the fact that significant 

correlations may be obtained between 0^ and period length indicate 

that other factors come into play. In fact, for the present purposes, 

the relationship might best be described by the equation,

L = a ♦ b (period) + error 

where in some cases, and at some times, a might be zero (leading to a 

truly phase locked relationship) whilst at other times and in other 

cases, it might differ significantly from zero. The error term might 

be dependent in some way on the magnitude of L. This would clearly 

add further to the complications of finding a suitable mathematical 

model for the system.

In the changeover from forward to reversed beating, the changes 

in the relative latencies of the starts of the bursts in the different



muscles may be effected in two ways. There may be a change in b» a 

remaining constant at 0, i.e. a rotation. Alternatively, b might 

remain constant whilst a changes, i.e. a displacement. In the first 

case, the inter-relations between the muscle pair in question will 

remain truly phase locked during both forward and reversed beating.

In the second, the relative latencies may be phase locked in one of 

the modes or in neither, but not in both. In Fig.IV.12 for the 

relative latency between the remotor and flexor, there is a truly 

phase locked relationship in neither forward nor reversed mode. In 

Fig.IV.13 for the primus and flexor the relationship is truly phase 

locked during reversed beating, but is not during forward.

It might be said finally, that it seems clear that factors are 

operating which tend to maintain the relative phase angles in the 

cycle of the starts of the bursts. The relationships are, however, 

complex and subject to a great deal of variability. This variability 

is obviously restricted within reasonable limits, since the overall 

pattern of the onset of activity in the different muscles is not 

subject to undue variability. This is clearly demonstrated by the 

reasonably good reconstruction obtainable by combining film strips 

from different experiments (Figs.IV.8,10).

The data presented in this chapter give no information concerning 

the ongoing activity in the muscle bursts. The nature of this 

activity is obviously important both in terms of the organization of 

the central pattern generator, and in terms of the mechanical activity 

of the scaphognathite. An attempt will be made to characterize this 

aspect of the muscles* activity in the following chapters.
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dependence 

on 
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of 
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latency 
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between 
the 
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of 

the 
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in 
the 

flexor 
and 

the 
start 

in 
the 

muscles 
of 

the 
quartus 

sub-group, 
in 

the 
oycle 

of 
the 

flexor, 
during 

forward 
beating* 

This 
may 

be 
compared 

with 
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data 
of 

Table 
II*



Deviation 
refers 

to 
the 

mean 
squared 

deviations 
from 

the 
estimated 

regressions 
f 
« 
flexor; 

r 
* 
remotor; 

p 
= 
promo tor; 

1 
» 
primus; 

2 
m secundus; 

4 
=» 
quartus; 

and 
6 
«* sixtus. 

F 
values 

refer 
to 

1$ 
points, 

mean 
refers 

to 
the 

mean 
phase 

angle 
x 
1000. 

This 
was 

the 
form 

in 
which 

the 
data 

were 
expressed 

and 
the 

residuals 
determined.
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The interrelationships between various parameters relating 

to the duration of the flexor burst and its regression on 

period length.

(A correlation matrix)

TABLS V I

ld Per.
1.000 0.520 0.345 c u m 0.786 K - 17

bLD fitHP 1.000 0.430 0.801 0.291 Significant values

0.345 0.430 1.000 0.332 0.268 have been

* D c .t.m 0*801 0.332 1.000 0.299 underlined.
Per. 0.786 0.291 0.288 0.299 1.000

f
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Figure IV.11* Starting times of the remotor (rarllm) in the 
cycle of the flexor (l) as a function of the mean period 
length of the flexor and renotor cycles. Filled circles, 
forward beating; open circles, reversed. There is strong 
correlation and a marked regression on period. This reflects 
the relationship between the overall levator and depressor 
bursts (Figs.IV.4 to 7)* There is not a great change between 
forward and reversed beating. Note that although the r©motor 
leads the levator butst in this mode, the values for L_ are 
{Tester during reversed beating. This is due to the increased 
duration of the flexor burst during reversed beating. The 
slopes and correlation coefficients do not differ 
significantly •

Forward beating: 
a - -38.8
b m 0.55*"0«*03
r - 0.905 
K - 77 
P <  0.01 

Syx - 77.9
Reversed beating: 

a = 82.2
b » 0.59^0.03 
r - 0.932 
K - 60 
P <  0.01 

Syx * 61.2
(b ■ regression coefficient - standard error 

r « correlation coefficient 

K m number of pairs of observations

P * Probability that the computed correlation coefficient 

is not significantly different from sere, 

a « the intercept on the y axis.

Syx ■ standard error of the estimate.)
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Figure IV. 12. Phase angle of the start of the remotor (mrllm) 
burst in the cycle of the flexor (#L). Filled circles and 
histogram bars, forward cycles; open, reversed. Cross-hatched 
histogram bars, overlap between forward and reversed cycles. 
Broken line in plot indicates phase angle of 0.9* Note that 
during forward beating the lag between the start of the 
flexor and the start of the remotor burst is roughly 5 of 
the total cycle, during reversed beating. During reversed 
beating it is slightly greater. This might be compared with 
the relationship in the primus (Fig.IV.13) in which there is 
a relatively large shift from forward to reversed beating.

Forward:

b = 0.01+0.01 
r * 0.067 
N « 77 
P < 0.01

Reversed:

b - -0.08t0.03 
r = -0.395 
N - 60 
P <0.01
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Figure IV.13. The position of the start of the primus burst in 
the cycle of the start of the flexor burst.
A. Relative latency (L„) of the primus (mrlllm) burst as a 

function of period length.
B. Phase histogram of the same data.

Filled circles and histogram bars, forward boating; open, 
reversed. Histogram ordinates, number of occurrences; abcissa, 
phase angle. Tote the relatively large shift in the starting 
point of the primus in the flexor cycle, as compared with that 
for the remotor (Figs. IV.11 and 12) between forward and 
reversed beating. Also note that as opposed to the change in 
the renotor, the primus starts earlier during forward than 
during reversed beating. In both cases, the regression and 
correlation coefficients are strong and do not change markedly 
between forward and reversed beating.

Forward: a - 537.8 
b * 0.805+0.07 
r - 0.835 
K • 64 
P < 0.01 Syx - 70.1

reversed: 
a « -78.2
b - 0.84^0.03 
r * —
V a 67 
P <  0.01 Syx -79.2

K
b - 0.21*0.04 
( significant)

b « 0.03+0.02 
(significant)
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Figure IV.14. Abnormal bursting in the flexor (fellra) and 
promo tor (aplla) muscles.

(A) Notice that the bursts in these two muscles only occupy 
almost the whole cycle. ThlE is contrary to the normal pattern 
so far established. Presumably the quartos bursts must terminate 
at roughly the same time as the flexor, since the overlap between 
the quartua and levator bursts is never very great. It would 
have been interesting to see how the bursts in the primus sub-group 
were affected by this type of activity in the promotor.

(B) A number of cycles later. Changeover from reversed to 
forward beating. Notice the drastic reduction in the amplitude 
of the ejp's although the spiking frequency in the burst is 
apparently not greatly diminished. This ic a common feature
of changes in beat direction, either from reversed to forward or 
vice versa. In this preparation, the attenuation was very- 
marked, and sustained. A few cycles later, the promotor burst 
had all but disappeared. Note the change in the burst structure 
in the flexor, and the disappearance of all activity in the 
accessory promotor during forward boating.

Top trace x Flexor 

Middle : Promotor

Bottom s Accessory promotor.
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Figure IV454A The regression on period of the absolute 
(irrespective of sign) relative latency between the starts of 
the bursts in the flexor and quartus (mr4Hm) muscles, for 
bursts from the same depressor session.

Conventions as in previous figures. Rote the relatively 
weak regression. This was an extreme case* but was chosen since 
it showed both forward and reversed beats in the same experiment. 
ThiB pattern might be compared with that in Fig.IV.18 in which 
the same data were analysed in terms of the lag between the start 
of the flexor burst and the Btart of the next burst in the 
quartus. A very different and perhaps misleading picture 
results.

Forward:

a * 11.04 
b » 0.14+0.02 
r * 0.755 
R * 43 
F <0.01 

Syx * 88.04

Reversed* :

a - 404.9
b - 0.04*0.03 
r « 0.208 
R * 44 
P <0.10 

Syx * 46.7

* these results for reversed beating were in fact the odd one 
out in three analyses. This by itself would perhaps not be 
adequate grounds for being skeptical about the normalcy of 
the picture. Bearing in mind the strong clumping of the 
greater proportion of the points and the large deviation 
from these and the wide scatter, in the remaining few, it 
does seem that not much reliance should be placed on the 
results of regression analyses, and the indicated level of 
significance of their results. It might be more reasonable 
to give greater weight to the mutually corresponding 
results of the other two analyses In which the points were 
more evenly distributed (Fig. IV. 15B).
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Figure IV.16



Figure IV. 16. Phase position of the start of the quartus burst 
in the oycle of the start of the flexor bursts (£,) expressed 
as a function of aean period, and as a frequency distribution 
histogram. Conventions as in the preceding figures. Rote the 
large change in the phase position of the start of the quartus 
burst in forward and reversed beating. This compares with the 
change in the position of the start of the burst in the 
primus (Fig.IV.13} >. with respect to the flexor.

Forwards

b - 0.02+C.01 
r - 0.317
K - 41 .

0.02 < P <  0.05

Reversed:

b — -0.17.+0.02 
r ■ -0.766 
H - 43 
p <r 0.01

Rotice that the p)iase angle of the start (0*) is independent of 
period during forward beating. The significant negative 
regression of on period during reversed beating is due 
largely to a few trailing points. These appear as a separate 
peak on the phase histogram.
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Figure IV,17. The relationships "between the relative latency
between the promotor and secundus, and period length. 
Conventions as in the preceding figures. The relationships 
between muscles from the different levator sub-groups may be 
compared with those between the different depressor sub-groups 
(Fig.IV.16) and contrasted with those between muscles from the 
levator and depressor groups (Figs. IV.11,12,13). Note the 
sudden aberrant regressions seen for a few cycles in many of 
these plots. It is interesting to compare this plot with that 
in Fig. IV.2? for the duration of the promotor against period 
length. Davis (1969) noted a similar variability in the 
muscles of the swiramerets of the lobster.

A. Relative latency (L) as a function of period length.

Forward!

a * -205.2 
b = 0.12+0.02 
r = 0.524 
N = 69 
P <  0.01 

Syx 3 65.5

Reversed*

b - 0.05+0.01 
r * 0.850 
N , 15 
P <0.01

E. Phase angle of lag as a function of periods with phase 
histogram as inset.

Forward:

b - 0.02+0.01 
r 3 0.204
N s 69 
P < 0.10

Reversed:

b * 0.005+0.006 
r 3 0.206 
N = 15 
p C 0.10
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Figure IV.18



Figure IV.18. The dependence of L. for the quartus (mr4IIm) on
the mean period length of the corresponding cycles in the flexor 
and quartus. Same experiment as illustrated in Figs. IV.15A and 
16. Here, Lf, as defined, refers to the time from the start of 
the flexor burst to the start of the next burst in the quartus. 
During forward beating this next burst lies in the subsequent 
depressor burst, and the duration of the levator burst inter
venes (see Fig.IV.8). This relatively long latency accounts 
for the marked regression and strong correlation seen in this 
figure, as compared with the results in Fig.IV.15A. The latency 
in Fig.IV.15A is the absolute latency (irrespective of sign) 
between the starts of the flexor and quartus bursts in the same 
depressor burst. In forward beating, the quartus burst occurs 
before the flexor burst in the same depressor session; in 
reversed beating, it occurs after (see Fig.IV.1).

Forward*

a * -103.0 
b - 0.88*0.03 
r - 0.985 
1 - 4 1  
P ^0.01 

Syx - 120.2

Reversed*

a « 405.9 
b - -0.04+0.03 
r * —0.208 
N - 43 
P ̂ .0.10 

Syx - 27.7







Figure IY.19. Eegression on period of for the sixtus during 
forward and reversed beating* Note the large relative scatter 
during forward beating (filled circles) compared with the weak 
regression* This represents the •typical' relationship within 
the flexor sub-group* This nay be contrasted with the pattern 
seen between sub-groups from agonist and antagonist groupings 
(preceding figures)*

Forward!

a - -93.3 
b - 0.15+0.04 
r - 0.437 
R - 55 
P <  0.01 

Syx - 95.9

Beversedi
a - 1.95 
b - 0.01+0.01 
r - 0.376 
K - 18 
P /0.10 

Syx « 19*2
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Figure IV.20 Same data as in Fig.IV. 19 plotted as a phase
hi a to gras (inset) and as 0^ against period* Note the 
negligible slope of the regression, and that in reversed 
beating the muscles (flexor and sixtus) start roughly 
synchronously*

Forward*

b - 0.01+0.01 
r - 0*122 
H - 55
P <0*10

Reversed*

b - -0.00t0.01 
r ■ -0.012 
N - 18
P <:o.io
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Figure IV. 21. Relative timing of the starts of the bursts in 
the primus and. secundus (same sub-group) as a function of 
period length.

A. Relative latency (ordinates) against period (abcissae). 
Forward beats only.

a * 1.5
b * 0.0;&0.03 
r * 0.191 
K « 45 
P <0.10 

Syx * 32.5
B. Phase angle of the lag against period. Same data 

transformed.

b » O.O^fO.01 
r * 0.424 
N - 45 
P <0.01

Note as in Fig.I7.20 the negligible slope of the regression. 
This is a reflection of the fact that the intercept of the 
latency against period plot is not significantly different 
from zero.
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Figure IV.22A.



Figure I7.22A. Adapted from Wyman (1968). T , T-, represent 
threshold levels which when exceeded by the input, result in 
activation of the respective units. If it is assumed that the 
error in each of these thresholds is the same, then the error in 
the relative latencies of the cued events will be independent 
of the magnitude of £» t.
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Figure IV.22B.
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Figure IV.22B. A generalised scheme which might be consistent 
with some of the observations so far made in this study on the 
characteristics of the relative latencies of the bursts in the 
different muscles. The input first triggers A which in turn 
triggers B then, after a delay, C. B triggers D and E then C 
triggers F and G. The triggering of I is then 'enabled' or 
effected as the input rises above some given level. The 
triggering in this limb then proceeds ss in the A limb, which 
must now be regarded as being refractory or fatigued, or actively 
subdued, as ths triggering in the I limb proceeds.

Opportunities for error are envisaged at each branch 
point, or at the point of input (or output) of each subunit.

Rote that the error in the timing between D and £ would 
be only £- ♦ E.. That between D and F would be £. + E- + E~
♦ E^, between fl and L, E- and ♦ E. ♦ Eg ♦ E^ ♦ and eo
on. These errors assuming all the errors to be equal would 
be for D/E, 2Ej D/F, 4& and D/L, 6E. This would explain the 
increasing variance in relative latencies going from intrar- 
sub-group (D/E type), via inter agonist sub-group, (D/F type) 
to inter group (D/L type) relationships. Clearly this is a 
gross simplification since the relative variances here do not 
follow such a simple pattern.

Undoubtedly many other explanatory systems could be 
devised, and it would require much more extensive and detailed 
analyses than those done here in order to decide with any 
certainty between the different alternatives.
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IV. 4 The relationship between burst duration and 

period length in the ventilatory muscles.

IV.4.1. Results.

Tables VII to XII summarize the relationships between the 

durations of the bursts in the different muscles and period length, 

for both forward and reversed beating. There is perhaps a greater 

degree of variability, but the pattern is much the same as that for 

the relative latencies. By far the predominant relationship is a 

significant correlation between burst duration and period length.

In addition, at least among the depressor muscles, the phase angle of 

the duration (0-q) appears to be predominantly, independent of period 

length. However, there are significant differences between the slope 

and intercepts of the regressions both between muscles and in a given 

muscle in different animals. Amongst the levator muscles, especially 

during forward beating, there appears, in general, a significant 

regression of ^  on period reflecting significant deviations of the

intercepts in the latency plots, from zero.

The phase angle during which the different depressor muscles are 

active in forward beating varies between 0.29 and 0.42. The flexor

appears to be active for a shorter segment of the cycle than the other

depressor muscles. The mean values for in different experiments 

varied between 0.19 to 0.3? as compared with a range of 0.28 to 0.53 

for the muscles of the quartus sub-group. The duration of the sixtus 

is also somewhat brief. During reversed beating there appears to be 

little change in in the quartus sub-group (Fig.IV.25)* whilst in 

the flexor sub-group, the mean values change from 0.29 (forward) to 0.42 

(reversed). This increase in the phase angle occupied by the flexor 

burst during reversed beating can readily be seen in Fig.IV.23. As 

there are statistically significant differences between the different



analyses in each group, it is not strictly legitimate to pool the values 

in order to find an overall mean for each group. In each of three 

analyses including both forward and reversed beats in the same strip 

however, (Table V II 1,5f8 (Reversed) corresponding respectively with 

Table V I I I , 2,3,4 (Forward)) a marked increase in the fraction of the 

cycle occupied by the flexor burst is seen. The change can therefore 

be confirmed without the need for comparison between results from 

different animals. Like 0L then, 0D here, may be taken to be 

effectively governed by some mechanism which might tend to maintain 

the phase angle of the burst duration, but which tolerates some degree 

of variability, systematic as well as random.

An extreme case of this variability is seen in the analyses on 

the flexor burst during forward beating (Table V II) where both slopes 

and intercepts for the regression of on period vary widely. In fact, 

in the eighteen separate analyses (Table V II ) ,  seven indicated that 

there was no significant correlation between period length and the 

phase angle occupied by the muscles activity. Six showed significant 

negative, and five, significant positive correlations, all at the 0.01 

level of significance. No relationship could be discerned between 

these three groups of results and other factors such as mean period 

length or the nature of the burst in associated muscles. Nor did they 

appear to be associated with variations in the fine structure or form 

of the flexor burst itself (parameters such as spike frequency, 

magnitude and speed of ejp*8, presence of facilitation or anti-facili

tation, and the number and intensity of units discemable in 

associated muscles were used as indices in the comparisons)• If a plot 

is erected of the regression coefficient for 0^ on period (b(0^)) as a 

function of the mean period length in the different experiments (Fig.

IV.24), it becomes apparent that with respect to period length the



values are randomly distributed about zero, the mean regression 

coefficient being 0*006 or virtually nil* The question still arises 

thought as to why three out of every six samples differ significantly 

when only one percent should* To some extent, the discrepancies might 

be explained by the marked clumping in the distribution of the period 

lengths in some of the samples (e.g. Flg*IV*l6), along with the 

occurrence of a few widely aberrant values* Unwarranted indications 

of sl&iificance mi^ht well result in such cases* It is doubted however, 

that this provides a complete explanation*

The relationships in the levator ouseles show limited similarity
to those in the depressor group. The two levator sub-groups show
marked differences between themselves. In the primus sub-group there 
is a positive correlation between and period during both forward and 
reversed beating (Fig.IV.26) but the slope of the regression is weak 
compared with that seen in the depressor group. The intercept and hence 
phase angle 0^ occupied by the primus and secundus bursts show a 
significant, negative regression on period. The slope of the 
regression however, is very gentle (less than 0.1). 0^ therefore will
probably ohange only slightly over the normal range of frequencies.
The mean phase angle occupied by the secundus burst is 0.35, roughly 
the same as that taken by the muscles of the quartus sub-group. That
occupied by the primus is 0*29, virtually identical to the value for
the flexor. Neither the slopes of the regression nor the values of 
0D appear to change significantly on the average during reversed 
beating (Figs. IV.26,27)* In this, both the muscles of this sub-group 
resemble more olosely the quartus than the flexor sub-group. It should 
be noted that in view of the variability of the data, similarities 
between results from different animals may be taken as being meaningful, 
but differences except when quite clear cut, must be interpreted with



61.

caution. However, it might be taken that significant differences 

associated with observed functional changes within single runs on one 

animal, are meaningful.

Fig.IV.27 shows the relationship between and period for the 

primus during forward and reversed beating. The data were obtained 

from a single experiment in which both modes of beating were displayed. 

Together, the points appear to form a single population with a 

non-linear regression on period. The points plotted in Fig.IV.27 as 

split circles correspond to cycles in which the accessory promotor 

(mpllm*) showed strong, phasic activity. The other points follow the 

established convention. This type of activity in the mpllm* occurred 

only during reversed beating. 7/hen the points are considered 

separately, the regression appears to be composed of three separate, 

largely linear relationships (Fig.IV.28). It would appear that the 

occurrence of strong activity in the accessory promotor directly or 

indirectly, might exert some influence on the duration of the burst 

in the primus. There was however, no marked influence on the 

characteristics for the flexor bursts or in the phasing of the onset 

of activity in the primus in the beat cycle.

The relationships in the second levator sub-group, the promotor 

sub-group, are unlike those in any of the other sub-groups described 

previously. The regression of on period during forward beating 

is very small in both the promotor and remotor (meansi 0.01+0.03 in 

promotor; 0.05+0.01 in remotor. Different animals). The values for 

the two muscles are not significantly different, and the combined mean 

is 0.03+0.02 which is scarcely different from zero.

Conversely, 0^ shows a more pronounced, negative regression on 

period, so that the duration of the burst of activity in these muscles 

will tend to become relatively shorter as period increases (Fig.IV.29).



During reversed beating, the pattern conforms more closely to 

that established previously for the muscles of the other sub-groups.

The regressions of Lp on period are not significantly different in 

the promotor and remotor (Table XII), and the combined mean regression 

coefficient is 0.31. There is no significant correlation between 0^ 

and period, the combined mean regression coefficient being -0.02+0.06.

There is some reason to disregard the data from experiment 2 for 

the promotor during reversed beating, since the activity in the muscle 

seemed somewhat abnormal (Fig.IV.14)* This abnormality Bhows up as an 

exceptionally large value for 0^ (Table XII )• This is not unexpected 

as in Fig.IV.14 it can clearly be seen that the promotor remained 

active for almost all that portion of the cycle when the flexor was 

silent. This might be compared with the records in Fig.IV.10. If 

these data are disregarded, then it appears that the phase angles 

occupied by the bursts in the promotor and remotor are very similar.

This would be expected from the data in Fig.IV.10. The values of 0^ 

found were 0.22 and 0.25 respectively.

IV.4.2. Interim Discussion

It might now be useful to outline the more important characteristics 

of the bursts as described above. In both depressor sub-groups during 

forward and reversed beating, the burst duration in the muscles tended 

to last for a constant fraction of the beat cycle. During forward 

beating, the actual magnitude of this fraction was less in the muscles 

of the flexor sub-group than in those of the quartus sub-group. During 

reversed beating, this fraction remained the same for the quartus 

sub-group. In the flexor sub-group, it increased markedly, becoming 

larger than the fraction occupied by the quartus sub-group muscles.

Among the levators, in the primus sub-group during forward beating, the



fraction of the cycle occupied by the bursts tended to decrease with 

increasing period length. The change was very small. '<7hen mean 

period length varied between 1.5 to 2.2 seconds (47^)* the fraction 

of the cycle occupied by the burst in the secundus decreased by 12 

percent. Over the same range the fraction in the primus actually 

increased by 4 percent, in contradiction to what would be expected on 

the basis of the qualitative results. During forward beating the 

fraction of the cycle occupied by the primus burst is less than that 

occupied by the burst in the secundus. The fraction occupied by the 

secundus is roughly equal to that for the muscles of the quartus 

sub-group} that taken by the primus is roughly equal to the fraction 

taken by the flexor during forward beating. During reversal, these 

values do not change significantly. They may, however, become less 

dependent on period length. In all cases during both forward and 

reversed beating, the absolute burst durations in the muscles of the 

primus sub-group showed significant regression on period.

In the muscles of the promotor sub-group, the dependence of the 

burst duration on period is apparently less marked, the fraction of 

the cycle occupied by the bursts in these muscles being very small.

It is smaller than that for any of the other ventilatory muscles, and 

does not appear to increase very markedly during reversal. There is, 

however, an enhanced regression of burst duration on period length 

during reversed beating. The fraction of the cycle occupied by the 

remotor appears to be slightly larger than that for the promotor, but 

it is doubted that this difference is truly significant.

The small change in the regression of on period between forward 

and reversed beating in the flexor, along with the apparent change in 

phase angle of the duration, means that the change during reversal must 

arise by displacement of the regression rather than rotation (Fig.IV.26).
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Presumably then, similar considerations to those for the relative 

starting latencies must hold in the present instance. Here, and for 

the other muscles in general, the relationship between duration of 

the bursts and period length might best be described by an equation 

of identical form to that for the starting latencies. Thus,

Ljj s a + b(period)+ error ^

As with the starting latencies, there appears to be considerable 

variability in the values that may be assumed by a and b in the 

equation. There is consequently parallel variation in the degree to 

which varies with changing period length. This, as for 0^, is 

frequently not significant, and usually small. The obvious exception 

in the case of 0^ is in the relationships for the muscles of the 

promotor sub-group during forward beating.

In the case of the flexor muscle during forward beating, a might 

be regarded as fluctuating widely about zero, the values assumed being 

quite independent of period length. In fact, as shown in the, perhaps 

somewhat unorthodox, correlation table (Table VT) there is a 

significant correlation between b(0D) and but one other of the parameters 

considered here. This parameter is b(Lp) the slope of the plot of 

duration against period, and the relationship is only to be expected. 

There is no significant correlation between b(0D) and 0^. Prom the 

plot in Fig.IV*24B however, in comparison with that in Fig.IV.24A, 

there might just be a case for the following argument! that there is 

an optimum phase angle for the duration of the flexor burst during 

forward beating, and that deviations about this optimum value may occur, 

reflecting, or being reflected in, alteration of the constant a (the 

intercept) in a relationship of the type described by equation 2. This 

then results in variation in the dependence of 0^ on period.

Intuitively, it appears likely that the earlier speculations on



the truncation of the flexor burst by the scheduling of the start of 

the levator session (discussion, previous chapter), might provide some 

basis for rationalizing the above abstractions* No entirely satisfactory 

connection has been observed. It might however, be imagined that for 

relatively long burst lengths, the prematurely truncated fraction of 

the duration of the flexor burst becomes increasingly small, resulting 

in a decrease in the relative size of a, the fraction of the burst 

(equation 2) which is independent of period length. At the optimum 

phase angle, a would be zero. A tendency towards runaway activity in 

the flexor might conceivably result in increasing burst durations and 

negative intercepts, giving rise to positive regression coeffients for 

0^ on period. Excessive truncation of the burst could at the other 

extreme, limit the rate of increase of 0^ with increasing period length, 

and so result in positive intercepts and negative regression of 0^ on 

period for shorter burst durations. No doubt, other, perhaps more 

plausible explanations could be devised.

The duration of the flexor burst in all but one case, showed 

significant regression on period length during forward beating. The 

muscles of the promotor sub-group, described on the basis of fewer 

samples, show virtually no correlation between burst duration and 

period length. The situations in the flexor and in the promotor 

sub-group nonetheless show marked similarity. The bursts in both 

instances are curtailed shortly before the onset of activity in the 

antagonist group. In both cases also, the burst duration is relatively 

short. It seems likely then that the relationships in the promotor 

sub-group may represent a more drastic example of the same type of 

activity as that proposed in the case of the flexor. In the promotor 

sub-group it would appear that the extent of truncation is greater 

than in the flexor. This would explain the lack of correlation between
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Lp and period, as well as the marked negative regressions of 0 ^ on 

period* Unlike the case in the flexor sub-group, where the flexor but 

not the sixtus is truncated, it appears that both the promotor and 

remotor are halted by the terminating influence. The situation in the 

remotor is well shown in Fig.IV.29« For longer periods (above 2000 ms) 

and burst durations, the points for forward beating correspond roughly 

with those for reversed beating, both sets of points lying on a line 

passing roughly, through the origin. Below a critical period length 

however, there appears to be a change in the relationship for forward 

beating, so that the intercept of the regression no longer passes 

through the origin. This gives some support to the hypothesis, but 

certainly does not clarify the mechanisms by which the relationship 

arises. It must be remembered too, that these speculations are no more 

than mere speculations, since taken in the light of the total 

variability in the whole data, the significance of any variations at 

all, might well beoome questionable.

The activity in the ventilatory muscles has now therefore been 

described in terms of the points of initiation of the bursts in the 

beat cycle, and the duration of the ongoing activity. In both cases, 

it appears that the relationships might be summarised by the equation

L » a + b(period)* error

where the value of a, the intercept might vary widely about zero; from 

time to time in a given muscle, as well as from muscle to muscle.

This gives rise to a situation in which truly phase locked relationships 

are found in some cases at some times, whilst a weak (or even quite 

marked) dependence of 0 on period is obtained in other cases, or at 

other times. In addition to the variability in a, b might also vary 

considerably from experiment to experiment. There remains in all the 

relationships, a large amount of residual, unexplained variability,



which might, perhaps without sufficient grounds, be ascribed, for the 

present purposes, to 1 biological noise'•

It should now be possible to reconstruct from the data presented 

a rough, average picture of the relative time courses of the bursts 

in the different muscles during the beat cycle. This will be done in 

the next chapter, and an attempt will be made to relate the resulting 

pattern to the movements produced in the scaphognathite during the 

beat cycle.
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Figure IV.23 The regression on period of (top) and
(bottom) for the flexor muscle.

Note that the slope (top) changes but little during reversed 
beating. The change in phase angle (bottom) is therefore 
effected by 'displacement' of the regression (top) rather 
than 'rotation* about the origin. The results of this is that 
there is a truly phase locked relationship in forward beating, 
but in reversed beating, with the intercept now different 
from zero, the relationship is no longer really phase locked (open 
circle, bottom)•

Forward (latency)* phase:

a « 115.4 
b - 0.170±0.101 
r a 0.929

b a —0.023+0*004 
r a 0.681 
P <0.01< 0.01

0.681

Reversed (Latency)t

r - 0.859 
N - 43

a * 217.8 
b « 0.310^0.029

b a -0.089t0.020
r a —0*571 
P <0.01

P <0.01 
Syx a 50.50



period



Figure IV.24



Figure IV.24A. The relationship between the regression 
coefficient of $ t on period as a function of the overall mean 
period length in the different experiments. Note that with 
respect to period length the values of the regression 
coefficient are randomly distributed about zero. The 
discrepancies in their values must have some explanation 
which is independent of period length. This is discussed 
more fully in the text. The most likely explanation would 
in fact, seem to require that some relationship should exist 
between ^  and period length.
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Figure IV.24B



Figure IV.24B. The relationship between b (0̂ ) and mean 0^ 
for the flexor muscle during forward beating. There is not 
a significant correlation between these two variables. 
Comparison with Fig.IV.24,A however, does suggest that there 
is a case for arguing that there is an optimum mean value of 
0^ for the flexor burst. At this optimum, b(0 )̂ (the 
regression coefficient of 0Q on period), is zero. At phase 
angles greater or less than the optimum, the values of b(0̂ ) 
show increasingly great tendencies to deviate from zero.
This might mean that such 'random* variations away from the 
optimum 0p are probably associated with displacement of the 
duration period curve, rather than rotation about the 
origin* i.e. a change from zero in a in the equation 
Lj ■ a 4 b (period).
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Figure IV.25- The regression of fZL on period for the quartus 
muscle. Note the small change in the mean phase angle 
occupied by the burst during forward and reversed beating.
This change shown here is perhaps greater than the norm, but 
is still small with respect to that in the flexor (Fig.IV.23).

Forwards

b « 0.004-0.01 
r * 0.072 
H * 42

Reversed:

b - 0.12+0.03 
r » 0.584 
N * 43
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Figure IV.26. The relationship between period length and 
the duration of the burst in the secundus during forward 
(o) and reversed (o) beating.

Top: Duration (L̂ ) against period.

Forward:
a - 359.6 
b - 0.12^ 0.022 
r * 0.570 
N - 69
p < 0.01

Syx « 52.87 
Bottom: Phase angle of duration (0̂ )

Forward:

b =• -0.03tO.02 
r = -0.220 
K * 69 

0.10 P<0.05

Reversed: 
a = —78.28 
b » 0.765t0.05 
r * 0.965 
N - 14 
P <  0.01 

Syx * 31.39 
against period.

Reversed:

b * 0.05*0.05 
r * 0.248 
S s 14 
P<0.10

Note: One point at 0 = 165 period a 3958 is omitted from the 
plot but was included in the analyses for forward 
beating.
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Figure IV .27



Figure IV.27- The relationship between L_. and period for
the primus. Note that the overall relationship appears to 
be curvi—linear. In fact the second order regression 
coefficient appeared to be significant. See Fig.IV.28 
however•
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Figure IV.28



Figure IV.28. Comparison of the regressions of on period 
for the primus muscle during three different types of activity, 
as shown in the insets.
Top - reversed beating, low level of activity in the 
accessory promotor. The last 'spike' coinciding with the 
start of the flexor burst in this and the middle stript is 
probably a movement artefact associated with the operation 
of the 'click' mechanism.
Middle - Same, but with strong activity in the accessory 
promotor. Note the changes in the intensity and the starting 
position of the primus burst.
Bottom - Forward beating in the same experiment. The electrodes 
have not been moved. There is no activity in the accessory 
promotor. Note the change in the position in the cycle of the 
primus relative to the flexor.

Particularly clear in the top strip is the discontinuity 
in the burst structure of the primus where it overlaps (perhaps 
starting Just before the start of the flexor burst) with the 
flexor burst. It may be that a different motoreurone or 
motoneurone8 take over at this point.

In all the film stripB, the top trace refers to the 
flexor, the middle to the primus and the bottom to the 
accessory promotor. The time mark in each case is 300 ms.

The respective plots illustrate the relationship between 
burst duration and period length in each of the modes of 
activity. Fig.IV.27 shows these points plotted together on 
the same grid.
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Figure IY.29* The relationship between burst duration and 
period length in the remotor muscle* Note that in forward 
beating, above a critical period length, the relationships 
appear to be the same as during reversed beating* At shorter 
period lengths however, the nature of the relationship 
apparently changes, and the duration of the burst becomes 
somewhat independent of period length.

Forwards

a = 335.8 
b * 0*067+0.010 
r * 0*663 
N *  64 
P <0.01 

Syx = 17.24

Reversed:

a « -40.11
b = 0.288+0.028 
r - 0.806”
H - 59 
P <^0.01 

Syx =56.75





IV.5. The movement of the scanhognathlte in relation 

to the pattern of activity in the muscles.

IV.5.1. Results

The complicated skeletal arrangements, the anatomical 

organization of the musculature, and the temporal patterning of the 

activity in the muscles, together subserve one ultimate goal. This 

is the generation of an effective pumping action in the scaphognathite. 

The present chapter describes the movements of the scaphognathite in 

relation to the overall, mean pattern of muscular activity as 

reconstructed using the data presented in the preceding chapters.

Fig.IV.30A combines records from a single experiment in which 

the movement monitor (Section II.2.3) was located at different 

points on the scaphognathite blade. The preparation was dorsally 

dissected; the reference muscle was the promotor; and the 

pre-branchial chamber was left undisturbed, except for small 

perforations in the thin, transparent dorsal wall, allowing placement 

of the movement monitor.

Fig.IV.30C combines similar records from a ventral preparation.

Of necessity, the ventral extremity of the movement was disturbed by 

removal of the mouthparts anterior to the scaphognathite, and of 

portions of the branchiostegites overlying the scaphognathite In its 

ventral aspect. This was to permit access to the reference muscle, 

the flexor, and to allow placement of the movement monitor.

Dissection was kept to a minimum so that ventral movement of the 

scaphognathite was still restricted by portions of the branchiostegites 

which were left intact. Note that the beautiful symmetry of the 

movement of the internal tip is all but lost. There are nonetheless 

more elements of similarity in the movement of the tip in Figs.IV.30 

and IV.32 than between these figures and Fig.IV.8C in which the 

scaphognathite was free to move to its fullest extent dorsally. The



movement of the hind end was apparently less drastically altered by 

dissection, and compares reasonably well in Figs.IV.30 and IV.32.

In one minimally dissected, ventral preparation the dissecting 

technique seems to have been particularly effective. The movement 

of the internal tip (Fig.IV.31B) was almost identical to that in 

Fig.IV.30A. This record serves to highlight the strong symmetry 

which can be manifested in the movement of the internal tip of the 

scaphognathite during forward beating* It shows too, that the 

promotor and flexor sub-groups probably fulfill equivalent functions 

during the upstroke and downstroke respectively, of the scaphognathite* 

The rising phase of the movement trace in Fig.IV.31A is associated 

with dorsal movement of the scaphognathite, and in Fig.IV*31B with 

ventral movement. The shapes of the curves can scarcely be 

distinguished. Moreover, the sharp movement artefact seen at about 

the mid-point of the promotor cycle associated with the sharp 

depression of the tip in Fig.IV.31A now appears in Fig.IV.31B at a 

similar point in the flexor cycle in association with the sharp 

elevation of the tip. As mentioned previously, this artefact is 

probably related to the passing of the 'click point'• In some 

experiments, the movement artefact was most prominent during ventral 

movement of the tip; in others it was most marked during dorsal 

movement? in some, it occurred twice in each cycle, during both dorsal 

and ventral sweep of the internal tip. In Fig.IV.33 the artefact

can clearly be seen to occur during pronation - that is, rotation 
about the radial (PS) axes bringing the front end down, and the hind 

end upwards.

In spite of the anatomical asymmetries in the depressor and 

levator musculature then, it appears that the activity in the muscles 

is so structured as to produce a very symmetrical movement, at least
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of the tip of the scaphognathite during forward beating. Similar 

symmetries were never observed at other points on the scaphognathite•

From Figs.IV.30 BfC and IV.32 it is clear that the movements of 

the other parts of the scaphognathite are in general not at all smooth.

They are apparently composed of sequences of jumps, and sharp, 

irregular movements, induced presumably by the activity in the various 

muscles. In some of the records, definite cyclically recurring points 

were identified on the movement traces. Analyses were conducted of 

the time of occurrence of these points in the cycle of the reference 

muscle (flexor or promotor) with respect to period length. As might 

be expected, the times were significantly dependent on period length 

except in the case of events roughly synchronous with, and apparently 

induced by the activity in the reference muscle.

The results of the above analyses, expressed as phase histograms 

are related in Fig.IV.33 to the average pattern of activity in the 

muscles. The latencies and durations of the activity in the different 

muscles were calculated to give the best fit to all the data presented 

in the previous chapters. The indicated minimum limits for the 

starting latencies represent the minimum mean values of 0, from all 

the experiments on the particular muscle, minus the standard error.

The indicated maximum limits represent the maximum mean 0^ plus the 

standard error. Unfortunately, in the interest of economy, analyses 

were not done on the tines in the cycle at which the bursts ended.

These therefore had to be estimated from the latencies and burst 

durations. The limits for the ends of the bursts then, represent the 

minimum minus one standard error and the maximum plus one standard 

error of the mean values for 0n Their positions on the graph were 

allocated with respect to the position of the average starting 

latencies.

The positions of the peaks of the histograms in relation to the

ik



muscle bursts bring out some interesting points* Firstly, the start 

of pronation of the internal tip occurs about midway through the 

flexor burst, and is probably actuated by the start of activity in 

the sixtus* The onset of pronation in the external tip is somewhat 

delayed, occurring about midway in the sixtus burst, and at about the 

end of the flexor burst* At this point, the activity in both these 

muscles is maximal (Section V.1). The delay in the rise of the 

hind portion of the scaphognathite until the hinge and internal segment 

have already started to fall 1b important in effecting efficient 

forward pumping* It ensures that there is a minimal tendency for 

water to be pushed back into the branchial chamber during the downward 

sweep of the internal segment* It therefore enhances the forward 

propulsion of water out of the exhalent channel during the downstroke 

of the appendage*

During the upstroke also, supination 1b seen in Fig*IV.33 to 
begin in the internal segment shortly before the external* The effect 
obtained is the same, so that the effectiveness of forward pumping on 
the up and downs troke are enhanced by a similar method* The start of 
supination is associated with the start of activity in the promo tor 
sub-group, and in particular in the promotor* The promotor therefore 
appears to serve as an effective antagonist to the sixtus* It is not 
fully clear what might be the role of the quintus, which on anatomical 
grounds may be expected to be a more likely antagonist to the promotor* 
However, pronation does start just towards the end of the quintus 
burst when the spiking frequency in the muscle appears to be maximal 
(Section V.1)*

'Protraction*, a slight rise in the whole appendage just after 

the end of pronation is seen to be associated with the activity in the 

primus sub-group, whilst retraction, a similar slight fall after the 

end of supination, is associated with the start of activity in the 

quartus sub-group* These two sub-groups therefore perform antagonistic
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functions, as might be expected from the anatomy of the musculature.

Fig.IV.34 shows superimposed movement traces from three different 

points on the scaphognathite, in relation to the average activity in 

the muscles. This gives a broader, but less detailed picture of the 

relationship, and is more readily interpreted in terms of the movement 

of the appendage. The sequence of movements can clearly be seen to 

be as follows: As the hinge region slows towards the middle of its 

dorsal movement, the internal tip starts to rise rapidly following the 

hinge region (the middle of the blade along the radial axis), which 

reaches its peak only just before the tip. As the hinge reaches its 

peak, the * click point* is passed, and the external tip (hind end) 

rapidly falls. This must be accompanied by some bending about the 

hinge between the scaphognathite segments since there is but a small 

drop in the axis and none in the internal tip. It appears that there 

might at least on occasion, be a brief moment when both the hind and 

tips and the hinge may all be at the dorsal extremity of the range, and 

the esxhalent channel would be open. This occurs just before the fall 

of the hind end. The depression of the hind end is followed shortly 

by a drop in the axis associated with activity in the quartus sub-group. 

At the start of this drop, the internal and external tips also become 

slightly * retracted*• At about three-quarters of the way through the 

fall, the front end also starts to fall but more rapidly, so that both 

hinge and internal tip reach the ventral limit of the movement together. 

There follows a brief period when hind end, tip and hinge are again 

roughly in line, this time at the ventral extremity of the range, and 

the branchial chamber is again very briefly open. Almost immediately 

the hind end flips up into a dorsal position, followed by the hinge 

and then the internal tip. The cycle then repeats•

The movements of the internal and external extremities of the



scaphognathite are therefore rather like two trapezoidal waveforms about 

90 degrees out of phase. They intersect at their maxima and minima 

and spend most of the oyole at opposite extremes of the range. In a 

very rough sense also, the movement of the radial axis may be 

idealized as a sinusoidal wave with its maxima and minima coinciding 

with the points of intersection of the trapezoidal waves. This 

idealization is shown in Fig.IV.35.

The movement is clearly very effective, water being both inhaled 

and exhaled with equal efficiency in both halves of the cycle. Fig.

IV.36 shows how the movement traces of Fig.IV.34 would translate into 

movement in radial profile of the scaphognathite. Each diagram in 

Fig.IV.36 corresponds to the positions of the tips and hinge at one 

of the vertical broken lines in Fig.IV.34* The lines represent 25,

50 and 75 percent of the oyole, as well as two other arbitrarily 

chosen points. Diagram (f) corresponds to the situation at a phase 

angle of 1.00, just as the promotor starts contracting. Fig.IV.36 

shows that each half cycle consists of two phases. The first is the 

pivoting of the hind region about the external PS axis through the 

apex of the ECS, up against the limiting wall, and the second, a 

similar pivoting of the front about the double, internal PS axis.

Water ia thus progressively pushed forward, first from below the 

external segment and then from below the internal segment. The 

mechanical activity of the scaphognathite in forward beating therefore 

consists of four phases, corresponding largely with the activity in 

the muscles of the four sub-groups. The activity in the quartus 

sub-group is analogous to that of the primus sub-group, in that both 

effect the movement of the hinge region about a longitudinal axis 

(PH axis). They are different in that the quartus apparently plays 

no role in the rapid depression (supination) of the hind end about



the radial PS axis, whilst the elevation (pronation) appears to be 

effected by the interacting activity of the sixtus and the muscles 

of the primus sub-group*

The activity of the promotor and flexor sub-groups appear to 

be analogous, being concerned respectively with pronation and 

supination of the internal tip* They differ significantly in the 

way in which this is effected*

The interactions during reversed beating have been less well 

analysed because fewer sessions of reversed beating were observed 

than were forward sessions* No records of the movements of the 

different portions of the scaphognathite were obtained* The only 

movement monitored during reversed beating was that of the internal 

tip, and this was invariably from ventral preparations in which 

unrestricted ventral movement of the scaphognathite was permitted* 

Fig.rv.37 shows the reconstructed average pattern of muscular 

activity* This represents only a very rough approximation, again 

because of limited data* Included in the figure are traces of the 

movement of the internal tip, and as for forward beating, histograms 

of identified points on the movement traces in the cycle of the 

reference muscle, the flexor.

These data, in addition to unmonitored observations, indicate 

that the different sub-groups perform the same functions as they do in 

forward beating* The flexor and promotor sub-groups are responsible 

respectively for rapid lowering (pronation) and raising (supination) 

of the internal tip* The quartus and primus sub-groups still appear 

to produce little significant movement in the extremities, but are 

concerned with depressing or elevating the hinge region whilst the 

tips lie at the extreme of their range* The sequence of movements 

appears to be as follows:



With the internal segment of the scaphognathite at the dorsal 

extreme of its range and the hind end still at its ventral extreme, 

the flexor sub-group contracts whilst the primus sub-group is still 

contracting. The effect of this overlapping activity in these two 

sets of muscles is to cause virtually instantaneous movement of the 

appendage through the 'click point'. The internal tip starts to 

move downward, but the extreme internal border has probably not yet 

lifted from the dorsal wall before the hind end has flipped up into 

the dorsal position. This movement forces water trapped above the 

scaphognathite backwards into the branchial chamber, and simultaneously 

pulls water in below the appendage via the normal exhalent channel.

It also enhances the downward movement of the internal tip which 

rapidly reaches the ventral limit of its movement. The quartus 

sub-group is then activated, depressing the hinge region, forcing 

the water trapped under the blade backwards, and pulling water in 

above it. The promo tor sub-group then contracts, overlapping with 

the quartus sub-group. This causes the internal tip to rise but also 

results in rapid passage through the 'click point* so that the hind 

end flips down rapidly before the internal tip has risen 

significantly. The internal tip continues its dorsal movement under 

the continuing contraction of the primus sub-group, and then the 

hinge is raised bringing the whole internal segment up against the 

dorsal roof of the exhalent channel. The cycle then repeats with 

the overlapping contraction of the flexor sub-group. The histograms 

in Fig.IV.37 show that the depression of the internal tip is under 

the action of the flexor sub-group, and so also is the breaking 

through the click point which rapidly follows. The corresponding 

click on the upstroke is associated with activity in the promotor 

sub-group, and the slight protraction in Fig.IV.33 with the onset



of activity in the primus sub-group.

IV.5.2. Interim Discussion

In Section III a 'click* mechanism associated with the movement 

about the radial axes of the scaphognathite was described. From a 

study of the skeleton it did not appear that this mechanism could 

contribute much to the forces generated by the muscular activity. It 

might be worthwhile reconsidering this mechanism now that the movement 

of the scaphognathite and the activity in the muscles have been 

described. Fig. IV.34 shows that the hind end of the scaphognathite 

is rapidly depressed as soon as the activity in the primus sub-group 

stops. This seems odd at first, but when considered in conjunction 

with Fig. III.1, the meohanism seems clear. While the secundus is 

contracting, it pulls on the softer cuticle of the ACS where it joins 

the ECS. This brings the CIS into such a position that the line 

through its articulations with the DBS and ECS passes through the body 

of the sclerite, which acts like a wedge, preventing the rotation of 

the ESC about the apex of the ECS in response to the contraction of 

the promotor and reraotor. However, the flexibility of the skeleton 

allows the hinge region where the pull of these muscles is concentrated 

to be raised while the hind region remains elevated. The strong 

overlap between the contractions in the primus and promotor sub-groups 

will also contribute to this, since the synchronized levation of the 

ECS on the PR axis, and supination of the ESC about the external radial 

axis will tend to keep the external tip pressed against the roof of the 

exhalent channel while the hinge is raised. The click mechanism 

therefore may merely provide an added safety factor in this context.

In addition some of the muscular effort is stored in the elasticity of 

the skeleton. As soon as the secundus stops firing, the pull on the 

ACS is released and the CIS is allowed to turn. The energy stored in



the skeleton is rapidly released, and with the continued contraction in 

the promotor and remotor, causes the hind end of the scaphognathite 

rapidly to flip down, marginally before the start of the depressor 

session* Observations on the active appendage indicate that the click 

mechanism may indeed operate as described, but that at times it may 

not*

During the downs troke, the synchronised contraction of the 

quartus, tertius and quintus should have the same effect as the overlap 

between the primus and promotor sub-groups during the upstroke. The 

effect would be to keep the external tip pressed against the floor of 

the exhalent channel as the hinge is lowered* At the extreme supinated 

position of the ESG the CIS is folded back against the ACS* It appears 

that it may be difficult for contraction of the depressor muscles to 

turn it back out of this position* In Fig* 111*44 then, it is not 

until the primus sub-group muscles start to contract that, with the 

continued contraction of the sixtus, the hind end is allowed to flip 

up* As on the upstroke, this mechanism may, or at times, may not 

operate* At times the contraction of the sixtus may be sufficient to 

cause pronation of the external tip. This probably accounts for the 

slightly earlier incidence of the click point during pronation in the 

analyses in Fig* IV*33* The click here might simply be associated with 

the instabilities described in chapter III* A distinction might 

therefore be made between an active and a passive 'click* mechanism*

It is interesting to speculate that the active mechanism may be 

more likely to occur at higher beat frequencies when the inertia of 

the appendage is more likely to carry the ESG into an extreme, locked 

position prior to pronation, and to cause ’wedging* prior to 

supination. This would result in a slight delay in the rise and fall 

of the external tip at faster beat rates, but would alBO cause a more



explosive movement when it did occur. The effectiveness of the stroke 

could therefore be enhanced. In this context then, a study of the 

volume of water pumped per stroke at different beat frequencies might 

be of some interest.

From the schematic conceptualization of the movement in Fig. IV.35 

it can be seen that theoretically, reversal of the beat direction may 

be achieved by a shift of the sinusoidal wave (hinge movement) through 

a phase angle of 0.5 (180°) with respect to the movement of the front 

(internal tip) • A much smaller relative shift of the trapezoidal wave 

for the movement of the hind end (external tip) is required, so that 

the point of alignment of the hind end, hinge region and front end 

occurs at the completion of levation and depression of the hind end 

(Fig. IV.35B) rattier than just before as in forward beating (Fig. IV.35A). 

Examination of Figs.12,13»l6 and 17B. (Chapter IV.1.3.) shows that the 

pattern generator probably effects reversal in just this way. The 

onset of activity in the muscles mainly responsible for the depression 

(quartus sub-group) and levation (primus sub-group) of the hinge can 

be seen to shift through a phase angle of the order of 0.5 in going 

from the forward to the reversed mode (Figs. IV.13 & 16). Those 

concerned with pronation and supination shift through a much smaller 

relative phase angle (about half that for the previous set) (Figs. IV. 

12,17B). The actual angle of the shift required in these muscles 

(promotor sub-group) will clearly depend on the steepness of the 

falling and rising portions of the trapezoidal waves. In the 

effecting of this change, the sequence of recruitment of the sub-groups 

changes from flexor-promotor-primus-quartus (F-P-1-4) to flexor- 

quartue-primus-promotor (F-4-1-P)f so that there is an entire reversal 

of the sequence of recruitment of the sub-groups.

In reversed beating then, the different muscles function in 

similar groupings as in forward beating. Only a change in their



relative positions in the cycle, and extents of overlap is sufficient 

to produce effective reversed pumping. Numerous other changes do 

however accompany reversal, one of these being a marked change in the 

fine structure of the bursts in some of the muscles. In some cases, 

it appears, even the temporal structure of the frequency of spiking 

in the burst night undergo nearly perfect reversal. The role that 

the fine structure of the burst may play in regulating scaphognathite 

movement has not yet been described, although this has been 

anticipated in the cases of the flexor and sixtus during forward 

beating. In the next chapter then, the fine structure of the bursts 

will be described in relation to its role in controlling the movement 

of the scaphognathite, as well as to the light it might cast on the 

underlying central pattern generator.



Figures IV. 30 to 32



Figure IV.30* Foveoent of the scaphognathite in relation to the
bursts in the proraotor muscle (rapllra). A - movement of the 
internal tip. B - movement of the hinge region. C - movement of 
the hind end. The proraotor bursts in the different stripe have 
been aligned as well as possible to allow the different wave fores 
to be directly compared. All records were taken during a single 
experiment with one animal. Notice the repeating pattern* Front 
down - back up, hinge up front up - back down; hinge down; Front down 
back up ••••• This might be compared with Figs.IV.34 and 35* Time 
mark* 500 ms. Upward movement of monitor corresponds to levation.

Figure IV.31. Comparison of the dorsal and ventral movements of
the internal tip, with reference respectively, to the proraotor and 
the flexor. In A, a rise of the movement trace corresponds to 
dorsal (upward) movement of the scaphognathite. The reference 
muscle is the promotor. In B, rise of the movement trace corresponds 
to depression of the scaphognathite. The reference muscle is the 
flexor. When displayed in this manner, the ventral going and dorsal 
going movements of the tip are clearly seen to be of almost 
indistinguishable form and relative time course (cf. Fig.IV.3GA 
also)• Moreover, the relationships of these movements to the flexor 
and promotor respectively show that these muscles must at least in 
part, perform corresponding antagonistic functions during depression 
and levation of the scaphognathite. Time mark: 500 ms.

Figure IV. 32. The movement of various points on the scaphognathite 
with reference to the burst in the flexor muscle. A - hind end.
B - pivot at apex of ECS on the external PS axis. C - hinge region. 
D - angle of the PPrS. E - internal tip. Upward movement of 
monitor corresponds to levation. Notice the extremely irregular 
movement in D. There is a drop during the phase when the quartus- 
cuintus-tertius could be active; a brief rise as the flexor picks 
up, perhaps as a result of rotation of the interval segment about 
the internal PS axis. This is followed by another dip as the sixtus 
takes over, followed by an irregular rise during the period when the 
levator muscles would be active and a corresponding fall once more 
when activity in the quartus sub-group would be expected to start. 
The movement of the pivot point in B is somewhere between that for 
the hind end (a) and that for the hinge (C) the other movements have 
been discussed more fully at other times. Time mark: 500 ms.





Figure IV.33

______



Figure IV. 33. The average pattern of the bursts in the 
ventilatory muscles reconstructed as described in the text. 
Forward beating. Compared against this pattern are phase 
histograms for the occurrence of Identifiable points in the 
movement cycle. Top - Movement of the front aid. Middle - 
Movement of the hinge. Bottom - Movement of the hind end.

Pm: Start of pronation. That is, start of depression
in the hinge and front end, and of levation in 
the hind end: Movements resulting in twisting of 
the scaphognathite about its radial axis.

cl: click artefact: Already discussed artefact seen
on IJCi as well as in the movement traces where 
it can usually be seen as a clear discontinuity. 
Its occurrence is apparently associated with the 
releasing of the 'click' mechanism and the fast 
rise or fall of the hind end. Only one click 
is shown in these cycles, during the depressor 
phase.

Sup: Supination: the reverse of pronation.

Prt: Protraction a slight rise in all parts of the
appendage associated with onset of activity in 
the levator muscles.

Ret: Conversely an overall drop associated with onset
of activity in the depressors.

Fau: A pause seen in the rapid pronation of the hind 
end. The Pause occurs about midway in the total 
movement.
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Figure IV .34. The average pattern in the ventilatory 
muscles aa seen in Fig.IV.33» compared with the movement 
of the front end (solid movement trace), hinge (dotted) 
and hind end (dashed). The horizontal line m represents 
the mid point about which the excursions occur. Each 
curve represents the best fit by eye the movenent curve 
from several cycles superimposed by projection and 
differential enlargement. All data for movements from a 
single animal in one experiment.
Note the alternating movements of the interval (front) 
and external tips, and the slower movements of the hinge 
region.
In spite of the fact that the hinge and hind end are 
apparently rigidly linked across one of the major radial 
movement axis, note the large excursion of the hinge 
whilst the hind end remains stationary at the ventral 
extremity of its range. This is effected by the 
co-ordinated activity in the tertius and quartus. As the 
JCS is lowered due to contraction of the quartus, the Tx£ 
pivots about the apical axis, presumably as a result of 
the activity in the tertius. The combined action results 
in twisting of the external segment about the point where 
it meets the ventral wall of the branchial chamber, so 
that the hinge is lowered forcing water forward. This is 
then followed by the activity in the flexor and sixtus 
which lower the interval tip and in the case of the sixtus, 
contribute to releasing the click mechanism and causing the 
hind end to rise.
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Figure IV.35



Figure IV.35. Schematic conceptualisation of the
movements of the front end (f)9 hinge (p) and hind 
end (h) of the scaphognathite during forward and 
reversed beating. The curve for the front end is 
fixed and the others displaced with respect to it 
in order to show how the changeover from forward to 
reversed beating might be effected.
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Figure IV.36. Reconstruction from the data of Fig.IV.34 
of the dispositions of the front endy hinge, and hind end 
of the scaphognathite during forward beating.

a - All three points at or near maxima (most dorsal 
moveoent)t phase angle of about 0.18 with 
respect to start of activity in the promotor 
(see dotted, vertical lines in Fig.IV.34)*

b - phase angle of 0.25 in cycle of promotor.

c - phase angle of phase angle of 0.50.

d - phase angle of 0.75*

e - phase angle of 0.85 in cycle of promotor. All
these points at or near minima (most ventral 
movement)•

d - phase angle of 1.00 in the promotor cycle





Figure IV.37.



Figure IV.37* r econstruction (as in Fig.IV.33 for forward 
beating) of the overall pattern of activity in the ventilatory 
muscles during reversed beating, compared with phase histograms 
(middle) of identifiable points in the movement curves (bottom) 
for the Interval tip in the cycle of the flexor. Note the 
difference in the pattern of the recruitment of the muscles 
in the different sub-groups. There were no data for the tertius 
and quintus during reversed beating so that there are no limit 
lines on these bars. It has been shown that these muscles continue 
to burst with the quartus during reversed beating. In keeping 
with overall qualitative results, the remotor burst is represented 
as coinciding with that in the promotor although the limits found 
in the records analysed were smaller than the overall means for 
the promo tor. Note that the limits overlap. The large spread 
of the limits for the promotor result from the inclusion in the 
analyses of an experiment in which the burst pattern in the 
promotor was somewhat odd. (Fig.IV.14).

A full reconstruction of the movement during reversed 
beating was not possible since attempts to record movement of 
hinge and hind end in reversal were unsuccessful. I oversents of 
the front end recorded on three occasions are included in the 
lower half of this figure. These can be contrasted with the 
pattern seen during forward beating. The characteristic 
undulating wave form for forward beating is markedly altered 
during reversal. Upward movement of the traces corresponds to 
levation. Conventions for the histograms are as in Fig.IV.33*
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S E C T IO N  V

THE FINE STRUCTURE OF THE BURSTS AND 
THE INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE UNITS IN 
THE VENTILATORY MUSCLES IN CARCINUS.



INTRODUCTION

It has now been clearly established that the development of 

tension in Crustacean muscles is in direct relationship with the 

level of depolarization resulting from the Bummed, neuro-muscular 

junctional events (Atwood, Hoyle and Smythe, 1965)* In detailed 

experiments using single fibres of the closer and stretcher muscles 

of the walking legs in Cancer. Atwood and his co-workers were able 

to show conclusively that the development of tension was a function 

of the supra-threshold level of depolarization of the fibres. There 

was no indication at this unitary level of the lack of direct linkage 

between electrical and mechanical responses, or of the 'paradox 

state' (wiersma and van Karraveld, 193?5 Hoyle and Wiersma, 195?) 

found in some whole muscle preparations.

In the scaphognathite of the decapod Crustacea, muscle fibres 

appear to fall into the category of 'gradedly responding', showing 

histological characteristics somewhere between 'Felderstruetur' (slow 

fibre type) and 'Fibrellenstruetur* (corresponding to fast fibres) 

(Fasztor, 1968)• The muscles appear to correspond more closely to 

the 'fast follower' than the 'slow follower' type (Atwood et al., 1965) 

in that they normally display graded, spike-like depolarizations.

It might be expected that changes in spiking activity associated 

with facilitation or anti-facilitation as well as with changes in 

spiking frequency, will affect the development of tension in the 

muscles and hence the movement of the scaphognathite. Finer details 

of the patterning of the spikes in the burst also, may significantly 

influence tension development (Gillary and Kennedy, 1969)*

In addition, there is carried in the efferent spike trains, the 

integrated information relating to the state of the individual motor 

units, and the variations in input into them. A useful exercise might



be to see Just how much of this information is recoverable, and how 

much can be learnt from the interrelations between the spike trains, 

about the nature of the integration between units at the motoneurone 

and pre-motoneurone levels.



V.1. The general pattern of the interactions.

V.1.1. Koaults.

Because the events in the beat cycle tend to occur at more or 

less fixed phase angles, it is possible to express average patterns 

as phase histograms, with a reasonable degree of accuracy. The 

average period of the cycles in all the experiments was of the order 

of 2000 ms. In a fifty category histogram this gives a resolution 

of 40 ms, of the order of the average to longer interspike intervals 

within the bursts. Such histograms then of the phase position of the 

individual spikes within the bursts of the different muscles in the 

beat cycle should give a fair picture of the variation in frequency 

of spiking within the bursts. Moreover, by constructing the histograms 

for the different units with respect to a fixed reference point, the 

variation in Bpiking frequency of these units in the cycle may readily 

be compared. In cases where phase angle does change with period, this 

procedure will merely result in a degree of blurring of the relation

ships.

Figure V.1. combines such histograms for muscles from the 

different sub-groups during forward beating. Where possible, data were 

taken (a) from experiments in which the burstB showed single unit 

activity or in which there were clearly dominant single units; (b) 

with respect to the first spike in the flexor muscle, and (c) from the 

same beat cycles e.g. from records of total motor output. In the case 

of the promotor, the histogram was computed with reference to the 

first spike in the promotor burst itself (Fig. V.2,A). The pattern 

with respect to the flexor was obtained by appropriate adjustment of 

this distribution using a previously determined histogram for the 

phase position of the firBt spike of the promotor in the cycle of the



flexor (Fig. V.2,B). In Fig. V.3 similar histograms for reversed 

beating are shown. In this and in Fig. V.2 the data for the quartus 

were taken with respect to the first spike in the flexor, but from 

different cycles from the rest of the data*

From the figures two things are immediately obvious. Firstly, 

the spiking frequency in the muscles in general tends to start slowly, 

rise to a maximum, and fall once more. This fits in with the general 

pattern observed in the lobster swimmeret muscles (Davis, 1969) 

in the muscles of the scaphognathite in the crayfish Orconeotes 

(rasstor, 1968). In the flexor muscle however, as indicated qualita

tively, earlier, the pattern is somewhat different. During forward 

beating, the spiking frequency rises exponentially from an already 

somewhat high level (partly artefactual - resulting from the fact that 

the phase position of the flexor spikes was computed with respect to the 

first spike in the flexor itself), and is sharply terminated at the 

peak frequencies. During reversed beating the frequency falls off 

slowly from a relatively high starting frequency. (See note above).

The pattern of the sixtus burBt during reversed beating is similar 

to that of the flexor in the same beat mode, but the rate of decay is 

more rapid. The spiking frequency apparently falls sharply as, or 

shortly before, the activity in the quartus starts to rise. This 

relationship between the activities in the sixtus and quartus can also 

be seen in Fig. V.1 in the forward mode. Here, the activity in the 

sixtus begins shortly after that in the flexor, but remains at a 

relatively low level until the quartus burst begins to fall in 

intensity. The spiking frequency in the sixtus then rises rapidly 

to a sharply defined peak and decays rapidly as the activity rises in 

the levator muscles of the primus sub-group.

This introduces the second interesting aspect of these figures. 

Although they represent only some of the units and muscleB active



during the cycle, it seems clear that the different muscles tend to

replace each other continuously, the activity in one set rising 

reciprocally as that in another set declines. Peaks of activity in 

one muscle tend to coincide with troughs between others from different 

sub-groups. It almost appears that a roughly constant level of 

activity is maintained, but is simply being redistributed amongst the 

different muscles.

Direct plots of the succeeding interspike intervals in the bursts 

(Figs. V.4) confirm that the ’shapes* of the bursts are as indicated 

in the histograms. This is particularly clear in the cases of the 

flexor, sixtus and promotor. The burst shape in the quintus (Fig. V.4) 

during forward beating may assume a form similar to that seen in the 

flexor. This, and the pattern seen in the sixtus correspond with the 

patterns exhibited in the experiment illustrated in Fig. IV.8,E,

’Bursty* systems appear characteristically, to be modulated by 

underlying waves of depolarization and repolarization as recorded for 

example, in the motor units controlling ventilatory muscles in Limulus

(Wyse, 1972). Presumably the shapes of the spike trains are determined 
by the form of the input wave of depolarization. The relationship 

between this input wave and the pattern of the spike train is illustrated 

in Fig. V.% It should be possible to reconstruct from the spike train, 

the shape of the input wave, at least on a relative scale.* From the 

figure it can be seen that the relationship between the extant of 

depolarization and the interspike interval may be approximated by the 

equation:

Vju1 « (Vn + 1) x exp~Int/t 

where represents the level of depolarization at the n th spike, Int,

* This idea was developed in discussions with !5r. P. R. Balch who 

deserves credit for its conception and development.



the interspike interval in ms; and tf the time constant of the membrane 

potential return. Computing the resulting 'wave of depolarization* 

with different values of t showed that within limits (t varying from 10 

to 60 ms), this had little influence on the shape of the resulting 

wave. Fig. V.6 shows the resulting curves for single bursts in the 

flexor and quartus in the same cycle during reversed and forward 

beating. The reciprocal relationship between the * input waves' into 

the two muscles can clearly be seen. In forward beating, the 

depolarization in the quartus rises, settles at a maximum value, then 

falls off abruptly as the depolarization in the flexor rises to a peak 

and falls sharply. It is interesting to compare the computed 'wave of 

depolarization' in the flexor with that recorded intracellularly in the 

' A '  cells of the stomatogastric ganglion by Maynard (1 9 6 9 ) ,  and in the 

motoneurones in Limulus by Y.’yee (1972) • It remains an open question, 

whether this abrupt cut-off is an intrinsic property of some motoneurones, 

or the result of massive, slow ip s p  . In reversed beating the 

depolarization in the flexor rises rapidly then slowly declines as that 

in the quartus slowly rises to a peak then falls off, gradually, but 

more rapidly than that in the flexor. The sharp truncation of the bursts 

evident in forward beating is absent here. •

Recording electrodes placed at different points on the quartus 

muscle may sometimes pick up somewhat different activity, Indicating 

that the muscle is not homogeneously structured or innervated. In 

Fig. V.7 the 'waves of depolarization* computed from two such records 

are compared with the 'depolarization* in the flexor. It appears that 

the activity in one of the units may overlap more extensively than that 

in the other, with the activity in the flexor. As the depolarization 

in this unit rises, that in the flexor changes only slightly. The 

depolarization in the second unit starts later in the flexor cycle,
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rises rapidly, and as it rises, the level of depolarization in the 

flexor falls in inverse proportion to its rise.

In Fig. V.8 similar comparisons are affected between the 

depolarizations in the flexor, Bixtus and two units in the levator 

complex, probably associated with the primus (1) and secundus (2).

It appears that the rise of the depolarization in (1) and the cessation 

of activity in the flexor may be associated with the fall in the 

depolarization of the sixtus muscle. The depolarization of the sixtus 

reaches a peak at approximately the same time, or a little after that 

in the flexor. It is not however, until the depolarization in the 

second levator unit begins to rise that the sixtus burst is terminated.

The preceding observations all seem to indicate some sort of 

reciprocal relationship between the ventilatory muscles. This can in 

fact be seen in some cases on a qualitative level. Various recordings 

which illustrate this interaction are shown in Fig. V.9. It appears 

that different units may be active in the quartus at different times, 

and with differing degrees of intensity from cycle to cycle. It seems 

also, that the relationships between the bursts in the flexor and 

quartus (for example, extent of overlap) may vary considerably 

depending on which motor units are bursting and the intensity of the 

bursts. An example of this type of relationship has already been 

encountered (Fig. IV.8). Here, it appears (Fig. V.9) that a similar, 

perhaps stronger reciprocal relationship exists between the quartus 

and sixtus. Changes in the activity in the tertius are not obviously 

associated with the changes seen in the bursts of the flexor sub-group 

muscles. Such variable interactions as described above no doubt 

contribute to the variability of the temporal relationships between 

the muscle bursts in the cycle, as observed in the preceding chapters.

V.1.2. Interim Discussion

From a study on three levels, (a) by qualitative assessment of



the recorded activity in the different motor units; (b) by comparison 

of the phase angles at which peak discharge frequency occurs in the 

different muscles, and (c) by comparisons between the overlapping, 

relative 'waves of depolarization' in some of the units, indications 

were obtained that there may be negative (inhibitory) interactions 

between units from different sub-groups, and positive (excitatory) 

interactions between units from the same sub-group. For example, the 

flexor and sixtus units in forward beating exhibit peak frequency 

of discharge at about the same phase angle in the cycle; there is also 

a rapid, synchronized rise in the computed 'waves of depolarization* 

for these units, and a fall in that for the sixtus as soon as the 

flexor burst is terminated. A similar pattern of increasing 
instantaneous frequency of spiking is seen in the quintus. These 

relationships may be explained on the basis of positive interactions 

between collaterals from the Bame sub-group. On similar grounds 

Waldron (1967)* Waldron and Wilson (1969) and Levine (1973) have 

postulated positive feedback networks between units governing insect 

flight. Maynard (1969) has demonstrated electrotonic coupling, 

acting as a positive feedback system, between the *A* cells in the 

crustacean stomatogastrie ganglion. These 'A* cells exhibit under

lying waves of depolarization resembling those computed here for the 

flexor during forward beating. Further evidence for the existence 

of interactions between units to the depressor muscles will be 

presented in the next chapter.



V.2. The spiking pattern in the bursts, and further
interactions between some of the depressor muscles.

V.2.1. Results.

It has been shown that on the whole burst duration in the muscles 
can be described as a linear function of period. In most cases 
investigated here, there was also a highly significant, positive 
linear correlation between burst duration and the number of spikes per 
burst (Figs. V.10)• For a given number of spikes per burst, the burst 
duration can vary widely. Bursts with larger number of spikes tend 
towards higher minimum and maximum durations, with higher mean durations, 
but there is considerable overlap. The relationship was particularly 
marked in one analysis on the flexor burst, in which the burst durations 
varied over a relatively wide range, and the spiking frequency was 
high (Fig. V.10,F). This tended to reduce the effect of small 
variations such as the loss of single spikes from burBtB due to random 
influences.

In most cases, the relationship between spiking frequency and 
burst duration was reflected in a similar, though less strong relationship 
between spike number per burst and period length (Fig. V.11). In the 
case of the experiment in Fig. V.10,D for the promotor there is 
significant linear correlation between spike number per burst and burst 
duration, but the relationship between spike number per burst and 
period (Fig. V.11,D) appeared quite random, with a linear correlation 
coefficient of -0.270. If the period lengths are rounded off to the 
nearest 5° ms and the resulting data pooled for periods of equal 
length the relationship appears quite differently, as is shown in 
Fig. V.11,G. In fact, in this case, the relationships are quite 
similar to those described by Davis (1969) a*1** Davis and Murphey (1969) 
in the Bwimmeret muscles of the lobster Homarus. The resemblance lies



both in the shape of the curve relating number of muscle spikes per 

cycle to period length and in the absence of any obvious correlation 

between burst duration and period length. This was the only instance 

in the present study, in which the above relationships were observed. 

Moreover, in the same muscle, in a different experiment (Fig. V.12), 

a more linear type of relationship between spike number per burst and 

period length has been found, with a significant correlation coefficient 

of 0.432.

Where spike trains in the different muscles overlap, it has been 

seen that they appear to exert mutual influence on each other. This 

sort of interaction seems obvious in say the case of the sixtus and 

quartus during both forward (Fig. V.1) and reversed (Figs. V.3; V.9) 

beating. In other cases it is less obvious. The relationships 

between the *waves of depolarization' investigated in some of these 

cases have supported the idea of broad, negative interaction. If 

spikes in one motor unit exert influences on the wave of depolarization 

in another, it might be expected that the incidence of a spike in one 

motor unit during periods of overlapping activity might, by altering 

the level of the input wave of depolarization, influence the probability 

of the occurrence of a spike in another. Such influences might be 

investigated by comparing the histograms for the frequency distribution 

of the interspike intervals in one unit (used as a reference), with 

the corresponding frequency distribution of the latencies of the spikes 

in the second with respeot to the first, for periods of overlapping 

activity. Fig. V.12 shows suoh histogram pairs for the flexor and 

sixtus during forward and reversed beating, and for the flexor and 

quartus during reversed beating. In the flexor and sixtus the 

frequency distribution of the interspike intervals show pronounced 

single peaks during both forward and reversed beating. In the quartus



a slightly different distribution is seen, with recurrent, smaller 

peaks at longer intervals (Fig. V.12). This might be a reflection 

of the tendency towards grouping of the spikes in this muscle.

In the case of the flexor and sixtus there is a very marked 

difference in the interactions during forward and reversed beating. 

Clearly, the close interrelationship demonstrated previously between 
these bursts during reversed beating extends not Just to the starting 
latencies, but also to the individual spikes in the bursts. During 

reversed beating there is a pronounced entrainment of the spikes in 

the sixtus with those in the flexor - the sixtus spikes showing a 
clear tendency to occur within the first six milliseconds after a spike 
in the flexor. This shows up also if the data are expressed as a 
phase histogram of the position of the sixtus spikes in the intervals 

of the flexor spikes (Fig. V.12e). It should be noted that information 
concerning non-phasic (latency determined) interactions could be 
blurred by expressing the data in this way. In the present case the 
small spread of interspike intervals and relative latencies allow this 
transformation. It has been used primarily to demonstrate clearly 

that the group of spikes in Fig. V.12 at longer latencies after the 
gap, correspond to sixtus spikes occurring within six ms before spikes 
in the flexor (mean interspike interval in the flexor = 36.69 ms;

Number of histogram categories » 20; Mean category 1.8 ms). It 
appears then that spikes in the flexor also, may follow closely after 

spikes in the sixtus but with a smaller probability than for the 
reciprocal relationship. The latencies involved are apparently of the 
same order for flexor spikes following sixtus spikes as for sixtus 
spikes following flexor spikes.

In the case of the flexor and sixtus during forward beating there 
is no similarly clear relationship. Surprisingly, it appears that the



probability for the occurrence of a sixtus spike just after a flexor 

spike, is relatively low, whilst the form of the reciprocal relation

ship for the flexor spikes in the interopike intervals of the sixtus, 

is more in keeping with what might be expected from a random 

distribution.
In the flexor and quartus (Fig. V.13), there appears to be a 

strong tendency for a spike in the quartus to occur just after a spike 
in the flexor (within 2.5 me). This is followed by a period during 

which the probability for the occurrence of a quartus spike appears 
to be relatively low, but rising again at longer latencies. The low 
peak at longer latencies in relation to the higher one at shorter 

latencies might occur simply because there is reduced opportunity for 
the incidence of latencies of longer durations.

Because of thiB, it is in fact difficult directly to draw 

inferences from the data in the present format. In all the interspike 
intervals in the reference train, test spikes have the opportunity to 

occur in all latency categories below that for the minimum reference 

interval. Opportunities for the occurrence of longer test spike 
latencies arise only when sufficiently long reference intervals permit 
it. Given the distribution of the reference intervals however, the 

expected distribution of the test spike latencies when there is no 

correlation between the spike trains may be derived. The procedure 
devised for doing this is described in Appendix I. In Fig. V.12 the 

computed expected distributions are indicated by vertical bars at the 

mid—class values in each category, for the test spike distribution 

histogram. A Chi squared test may then be applied to the observed and 
expeoted distribution. These tests indicate that the relative 

distributions of the spikes for the flexor and sixtus in the interspike 

intervals of each others spike trains are not significant for forward 
beating. During reversed beating, there is a highly significant



relationship (P 0.01). During reversed beating also, the distribution 

of the quartus spikes in the flexor interspike intervals is also 

significant (P 0,01), as is that for the flexor spikes in the quartus 

interspike intervals (P 0*01). The obvious interpretation of these 
correlations 1b that there is interaction between the motor units of 
these agonist muscles. However, having established this, one cannot 

readily determine whether the interaction is direct or indirect, 

although reasonable inferences may be made.

iR.t^im ̂ igcusfilon

The results indicate that there is significant spike to spike 

interaction between the flexor and sixtus during reversed beating but 

not during forward beating, and between the flexor and quartus during 

reversed beating. In the case of the flexor and sixtus in reversed 
beating, the connection is strongly suggestive of an excitatory 

linkage. This could be either ephaptic or synaptic. If the linkage 

is synaptic, the excitatory influence of the flexor on the sixtus would 

appear to be stronger than that of the sixtus on the flexor, since the 

incidence of flexor spikes after sixtus spikes is relatively rare.

If it is ephaptic, then the connection must be rectified so that a 

spike in the sixtus unit will produce a smaller depolarization at the 

flexor unit than a spike in the flexor unit would cause at the sixtus 

motor unit. If the connection is Bynaptic, then intemeuronal elements 

may concievably be interposed. In view of the very short latencies 

and the strong correlation between the spikes, the direct, electrotonic 

linkage seems to be the more likely alternative. (The majority of the 

sixtus spikeB fall into the first category of the latency histogram, 

indicating a latency of 0 to 2.0 ras). Runaway activity in such a 

closed, excitatory loop may be prevented by accumulating refractoriness.



In addition, in the present case, inhibition from the quartus unit onto 

both the flexor and sixtus units may outweigh the mutual excitation. 

That there is spike to spike interaction between the flexor and 

quartus during reversed beating is also indicated by the present 

analyses. The trough in the latency histograms, between 2.5 to 12.5 ®b 

for the quartus spikes in the flexor, and between 2.5 to 10.5 ras for 

the flexor spikes in the quartus, indicate that the interaction is 

inhibitory and that perhaps only a single synapse intervenes. It seems 

also that there 1b mutual inhibition. From the results of the previous 

section these relationships could have been expected, and from the 

qualitative results, it might be expected that there might be even 

stronger inhibition between the quartus sub-group muscles, and the 

sixtus. Having said this, it is necessary to note that Kennedy, Evoy 

and Fields (1966) in collaboration with D.M. Wilson have obtained 

almost identical results for the interaction between the contralateral 

abdominal flexor inhibitors in Procambarus. These units are apparently 

electrotonically coupled (Potter, D.D. and M. Ctsuka - personal 

communication to above authors)• The results of analyses indicated a 

tendency towards near synchrony (♦ 3 ms) and a low probability for 

'intervals* ( m latency here ) between 3 and 10 ms. For electrotonic 

connection however, one might expect that relationships should be more 

likely to resemble those for the flexor and sixtus during reversed 

beating. It is interesting to speculate that in the abdominal flexors, 

the demonstrated electrotonic linkage may serve to maintain equivalent, 

contralateral excitability in the neurons, but that additional 

inhibitory interaction organizes the relationships between the spike 

trains. It is believed that this could explain the observed relative 

latency distributions. Certainly, from the results of the previous 

chapter, one would be surprised if there were excitatory or electrotonic
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connection between the flexor and quartus, and the present interpretation
of the distribution on its own seems fair. Also, to preempt some 
experiments yet to be reported, it has been noted, in a digital 

computer simulation of neuronal networks, that simultaneity of spiking 
can be exhibited between similar reciprocally inhibiting units with 

common input. This could explain the significantly high peak occurring 
in the first category of the histogram.

From the results of the preceding chapter it is surprising that 
there was no significant spike to spike interaction between the flexor 
and sixtus during forward beating. In view of the previously postulated 
electrotonic linkage between these units during reversed beating this 
may seem odd. Assuming identical interaction between the flexor and 

sixtus during forward beating, the change in the timing of the bursts 
could be explained by the shift with respect to the quartus burst so 
that the quartus sub-group precedes the flexor sub-group. It might be 
envisaged that the effect now of stronger inhibition from the quartus 
onto the sixtus than onto the flexor, would be to delay the start of 
the sixtus with respect to the flexor burst. It is more difficult 

however, to explain the absence of spike to spike correlation in 

forward beating on this basis. One possible explanation might be that 
in reversed beating the correlations involve spikes near the starts 
of the bursts (see Fig. IV. 1, A and B). The 'waveB of depolarization' 

would still be close to the thresholds of the spike generators and 

unitary input would probably play a large part in determining whether 
or not the unit spiked (see Figs. V. 7 and 8). In forward beating, 

the analyses included spikes near the end of the flexor burst, when 

the waves would be at a relatively high level. Unitary input although 

contributing to the general level of excitation would then probably 

not be very significant in determining the occurrence or non-occurrence
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of a spike. ThiB then could explain the lack of significant correlation 

between the spike trains. The relationship between these units is 

interesting and will be taken up again in a later chapter.
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Figure V. 1. Histograms of the phase positions of individual 
spikes in the different muscles, in the cycle of the flexor 
forward beating. Phase positions were computed with respect to 
the first spike in the flexor burst. See text for details.









Figure V.2. A. Phase position of the first spike in the 
promotor in cycle of the first spike in the flexor burst. 
Using this distribution the distribution in B was transformed 
to that in Fig. V. 1. for the individual spikes in the 
promotor with respect to the first spike in the flexor.
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Figure V. 3. Similar histograms to those in Fig. V. 
reversed beating.
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Figure V. 4* The 'shapes' of the hursts of activity- in 
different ventilatory muscles in Carcinus. Ordinates: inter
spike intervals (ms); abcissae: interval number in the burst. 
The numbers beside the curves indicate the numbers of bursts 
from which the plotted data were averaged.
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Figure V. 5. The relationship between the interspike interval 
in a bursting neuron, and the input 'wave of depolarization'.
It is assumed that the return of threshold to its resting value 
is relatively fast compared with that for the membrane potential. 
The membrane baseline potential is assumed to be decreased by a 
constant from its pre-spike level, when the cell spikes. It 
should be noted that this assumption differs from that of the 
digital computer simulation (see Appendix I) which assumes that 
the membrane baseline potential falls to a fixed level. It is 
difficult to decide between these two alternatives, which will 
depend on the nature of the physico-chemical interactions 
involved in these changes in real cells. This is only poorly 
understood. The value of the constant fall (k) is taken to be 
1, since only relative values are required.







Figure V. 6. The computed 'wave of depolarization1 in the 
flexor and quartus muscles. Ordinates: voltage; abcissae: time 
in ms. since the first spike in the flexor. During reversed 
beating (A), the flexor burst precedes the quartus burst and 
slowly falls off, with increasing rapidity as the quartus burst 
rises in intensity. In forward beating the relationship is 
reversed. The curves were computed from the sequential inter
spike intervals as described in Fig. V. 5.
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Figure V. 7. The 'depolarization' in the flexor unit and 
in two quartus units during reversed beating. Note that for 
increased clarity, the origin of the plot for the quartus unit 
2 is raised with respect to the others. There appear here 
to be evident breaks in the curve for the flexor as the two 
quartus units commence firing. There appear also to be even 
more pronounced breaks in the quartus waves as the activity 
in the flexor falls.
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Figure V. 8. Computed 'waves of depolarization* in the
flexor and primus sue—groups during forward beating. Notice 
txie clearly displayed, abrupt termination or 'repolarization' 
in the flexor about 250 ms before the start of the levator 
session. Only the sixtus and flexor are active at this point 
in the cycle, so that this repoiarization must either be 
intrinsic, or mediated by an intemeuron. Notice the 
simultaneous peaking in the flexor and sixtus.
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Figure V. 9« Qualitative evidence for negative interactions 
between some of the motor units in the depressor muscles. Notice 
in A and 0 the two types of activity that appear in the quartus, 
and the associated differences in the flexor bursts. The quartus 
may burst for an extended period, the intensity of the burst 
building up slowly as the flexor burst continues, declining 
slov/ly in intensity. At times, the quartus burst begins at a 
high intensity, preceded by what may be a series of large, 
summating ejp's. V.'hen this happens, the flexor burst is 
disrupted, sometimes reappearing as the intense quartus activity 
declines. Note how the spiking frequency in the sixtus falls 
abruptly whenever there is overlap v/ith the quartus.
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Figure V. 10. The relationship between burst duration and 
the number of spikes per burst in some of the ventilatory 
muscles in Carcinus.
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Figure V. 11. The relationship between period length and 
the number of spikes per cycle in some of the depressor 
muscles. See text for discussion.
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Figure V. 12. The interactions between units in some of the 
depressor muscles during periods of overlapping activity. The 
histograms are taken in pairs (a1, a2, b1, b2 etc.). The upper 
member of the pair represents the frequency distribution of the 
interspike intervals in the reference unit. In the lower 
member is the observed distribution of the latencies of the 
spikes in the test unit with respect to the reference unit.
The expected distribution in the absence of any interaction 
is indicated by vertical bars. The expected distributions 
are derived from the upper distribution as described in 
Appendix II. d, e and f sho?/ phase histograms of the 
indicated data. In g1, the 122.5 to 125 ms category contains 
all intervals greater than 125 ms. P is the level of 
significance for the null hypothesis based on a test for 
the observed and expected distribution.
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EXTRA-S YE TBTIC INTEGRATION OP SCAPIIOGNATHITE 

ACTIVITY AND THE NATURE OP REVERSALS.

SECTION VI



VI.1. Integration between the heart and scapho/mathlte

Although it constitutes a separately definable system, the single 

scaphognathite does not function in a vaccuum. It forms just one part 

of a complex organization for ensuring that the organism obtains an 

adequate supply of oxygen and can eliminate certain metabolic wastes, 

under a variety of environmental conditions. The rate of oxygen uptake 

will depend not just on external, but also on internal conditions at 

the exchange interface (Larimer, 1961; Young, 1973)* It is not 

surprising then, that there may be a marked correlation between heart 

and scaphognathite activity (Larimer, 1961; Ashby and Larimer, 1964; 

McMahon and Wilkens, 1971)• Detailed investigation of the relation

ship has not yet been done, and although cardiac regulation by 

extrinsic neural input has been thoroughly studied by artificial 

stimulation of the regulator nerves, there have been no studies of 

the spontaneous activity in these nerves, or of the normal cardiac 

responses to such activity. The present study deals with some 

preliminary experiments which extend our knowledge of these interactions 

and indicate possible courses which more detailed investigations might 

take,

VI.1.1. Methods.

These experiments were conducted on the Norwegian lobster Pephrops 

norve^icus and the crab Portunus depurator because the regulator nerves 

were readily accessible in Nephrops and because Portunus was found to 

survive the dissection better than Carcinua. In order to record from 

the scaphognathite, the cardioregulator nerves and the heart, specimens 

of Kephrops were prepared as described by Maynard (1953) for Panulirus 

argue, but the heart was not perfused. For similar experiments with 

Portunus. the dissection was as described here for Carcinus when 

recording from the levator muscles of the scaphognathite (Section II.2.1).
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All recordings in these experiments were with suction electrodes. The 

contralateral cardioregulator nerves were routinely severed in order to 

eliminate the effects on the heart of the unmonitored activity in these 

nerve trunks. When recording from the ipsilateral inhibitor only, 

the ipsilateral accelerator (a) was usually severed also.

VI, 1.2. l eeults.

A marked correlation was demonstrated here between heart and 

soaphognathite rates in Nephrons (Fig. VI.1). Soaphognathite rate was 
monitored by the photodiode method (Section 11.2,3) and heart rate by 

implanted, insulated copper wire electrodes, bared at the tips.

Evidence has been found that the interrelationship may be mediated 

through units in the extrinsic cardiac nerves in particular, in the 

inhibitors. En passant recordings from these nerves indicate that 

under the experimental conditions, there was constant multi-unit 

discharge in these nerves (Figs. VI. 2 and 3). In the accelerators 

the activity was of very low frequency and showed no obvious 

correlation with soaphognathite activity, so attention was concentrated 

on the inhibitors in which a wider variety of units and more variable 

activity were exhibited. In both Nephrops (Fig. VI.2) and Portunus 

(Fig. VI.3) there is clear correlation between frequency, and to some 

extent, type of discharge in the cardiac inhibitor and the activity 

in the soaphognathite. In Nephrops pauses in soaphognathite beating 

and disruption of bursts may accompany respectively, intense tonic 

discharge of medium to large units in the cardiac inhibitor and the 

discharge in short, intense bursts of a large, phasic unit (Fig. VT.2). 

During normal bursting in the heart and soaphognathite the frequency 

of discharge in the medium sized, tonic units remained low at about 

5 to 10 Hz. Abrupt increase in the discharge rate of these units to 

about 25 Hz is followed by cessation of activity in the heart and
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scaphognathite. In this experiment (Fig. VI,2), no activity 

reappeared in the scaphognathite so long as the discharge in the tonic 

units remained above 12 Hz approximately. Curiously, the heart appears 

to be less * responsive* to these discharges than is the scaphognathite. 

The largest changes in the heart beat usually occur at the onset of the 

hi(jh frequency discharge, when there is a long pause. After about 4 to 

6 seconds, even if the discharge continues, heart beats begin to 

reappear with increasing frequency. If there is then a further rise 

in the frequency of the inhibitor discharge, the interbeat intervals 

may once more lengthen. The obvious explanation is that the heart 

rapidly accomodates to the inhibitor input, but the scaphognathite 

doesn't. This of course is merely in a manner of speaking, since it 

assumes that the neurones whose axons are being monitored in the 

inhibitor also send colater^ls to the scaphognathite pacemaker, and 

influence it in the same way that they influence the cells of the 

cardiac ganglion. There is no direct evidence that this is the case, 

and the true relationships may be more complex.

The activity in the cardiac inhibitors (Fig. VT.3) and accelerators 

in Portunus is very similar to that in Nephrons (Fig. VT.2). However, 

in Portunus. increased firing frequency in the cardiac inhibitor is 

normally not accompanied by clear pauses in scaphognathite beating.

Here, there is a complex, but quite reproducible response involving 

changes in beat frequency and amplitude of the muscle spikes in the 

electromyograms (EtfG's) (Figs. VI. 3, 4)* The sequence of changes in 

scaphognathite beating involve first a drop in the interbeat interval 

(acceleration), followed immediately by a sharp rise (slowing), and a 

fall once more approximately to the starting level. This then may or 

may not be followed by relatively irregular beating, or a repetition 

of the sequence, with smaller peaks (Fig. VI. 4)* There are 

interesting similarities between this response in Portunus and that 

seen in the last strip on Fig. VT. 2A for Nephrops. It is unfortunate



that in the experiments with Portunus, the ecg*s were usually anomalous,

perhaps as a result of inadequate perfusing procedures*

The relationships between the heart and scaphognathite may ex ten d  

beyond that of a mere rate linkage* Analyses of fast scan oscillographs 

from experiments on Nephror>B (Fig. VI* 5) indicate that phasic 

information concerning the scaphognathite cycle might be relayed to 

the heart via the cardiac inhibitor* Histograms of the phase position 

of individual u n i t s  in both the inhibitor and accelerator in r e l a t i o n  

to the scaphognathite beat cycle in some cases show significant peaks 

(Fig. VI,5). The relationship was never very pronounced, but it is 

interesting that significant relationships were at all obtained*

There appears to be little or no feedback from the heart to the 

central nervous system along the cardiac inhibitor or accelerator in 

?' erhropB * Only rarely were a few, irregular, and somewhat dubious spikes 

recorded from the proximally sectioned nerve trunks* However, stimulation 

of the inhibitor might influence scaphognathite activity (Fig. VI.6a).

A brief period of stimulation may (strips i,j) or may'not (strip k) 

result in a prolonged pause. In the experiment illustrated in strips 

i to k, stimulation sessions of less than one full scaphognathite beat 
cycle failed to elicit any response. The implication of these 

experiments therefore, is that the normal mechanism for inducing 

ventilatory pauses is being activated. On the other hand, transient 

post-stimulus acceleration has also been observed (strip l,m)• The 

responses then, were not clear cut. Such results from the stimulation 

of the multi-unit nerve trunks, are necessarily difficult to assess. 

Isolation and stimulation of single units might be more fruitful. There 

is no indication here, that any of the units in the cardiac inhibitor 

send colaterals directly to the scaphognathite. The usual reservations 

concerning- antidromic stimulation procedures must apply (Section VII.1.2). 

Fig. VI.6A demonstrates also, that the discharge in the inhibitor is 

quite likely to be under the control of higher centres. Stimulation of

9 9 .



the ipsilateral circumoesophageol connective at 2QH2 can cause 

simultaneously, bradycardia and a prolonged ventilatory pause (strips a 

and b)• As perhaps with the antidromic stimulation of the inhibitor, the 

action is apparently.mediated via the mechanisms associated with 

spontaneous high frequency discharge in the cardiac inhibitor. Strips a 

and b show that there is an accompanying increase in the discharge 

frequency in the ipsilateral cardiac inhibitor. This is shown more clearly 

in strips c and d, from a different experiment. Here, stimulating the 

connective in a short burst at 25H2 is seen to trigger the normally 

’spontaneous* high frequency discharge in the ipsilateral cardiac 

inhibitor. Paradoxically similar stimuli appear also, to be capable of 

disrupting the inhibitor discharge (strips e - h) • \/hen applied during 

periods of high frequency inhibitor discharge, such stimuli frequently 

may be followed by one or more bursts of activity in the soaphognathite.

As established previously activity would normally not occur in the 

soaphognathite during these periods of pronounced inhibitor activity.

The paradoxical, effects may result from the fact that a mixed population 

of excitatory and inhibitory command fibres is being stimulated.

Prolonged stimulation of the circumoesophageal connective at low 

frequencies appears to have an overall inhibitory effect on soaphognathite 

activity (Fig. VI.6B and C). During stimulation at 2Hz, the rate of 

activity in the soaphognathite remains low. As soon as the stimulus is 

stopped, a burst of activity follows. In both cases (B and C) this is 

interrupted by a brief period of potentiated activity in the inhibitor, 

which soon subsides, giving way to a relatively high post-stimulus level 

of soaphognathite activity. During stimulation sessions of ventilatory 

activity may occur, which are similar to the activity after the stimula

tion. The effect of the stimulus appears to be a shortening of these 

sessions of activity, perhaps in two ways. Firstly, the frequency of 

recurrence and the durations of periods of high frequency activity in the 

inhibitor may be greater during stimulation. And secondly, even during



some periods of low frequency firing in the inhibitor, normally

structured bursts of activity in the scaphognathite appear to be prevented 

from occurring. There might therefore be a direct effect on the 

scaphognathite system, as well as an indirect effect, via activation of 

the system, the activity of which is reflected in the discharge frequency 

in the cardiac inhibitor. One other point arising from the experiments 

on Nephrops is the occasional occurrence of a rhythmical waxing and waning 

of the discharge frequency in the cardiac inhibitor. This can be seen in 

some of the records in I’ig. VI.6. The oscillation in inhibitor discharge 

is often accompanied by periodic disruption of the bursting in the 

scaphognathite, at a similar cycle time. As a rule periods of higher 

spiking frequency in the inhibitor may be associated with interruptions 

of the beat pattern, stronger, more structured bursts occurring in periods 

of lower inhibitor spiking frequency. This is more clearly shown in Fig. 

VI.7A. At a much longer period length, a rhythmical pattern of ventilation 

consisting of batteries of bursts separated by pauses also has been 

observed in whole animal preparations particularly under conditions of 

stress, for instance, during prolonged anoxia (Fig. VI.7B). This mi$it 

probably be related to the periodical resurgence of very high frequency 

discharge in the cardiac inhibitor as s.-en in Fig.VI.2. The observation 

of linked activity in the cardiac inhibitor then, gives some indication of 

the sort of underlying activity which might be involved in the generation 

of ventilatory rhythms of longer period than the single scaphognathite 

beat.

VI.1.1. Interim Uiccusalon.

The spontaneous activity in the cardiac inhibitors in NephropB and 

lortunus and the responses of the heart in Nephrops to this activity concur 

remarkably well with earlier artificial stimulation studies (Wiersma and 

Novitaki, 1942; Maynard, 1953; Florey, 1960). It is interesting that there 

is a constant background discharge in the single inhibitor at a frequency



(c. 3*13 Hz) below that required to produce a cardiac response to

artificial stimulation (studies quoted above). The discharge occasionally

rise abruptly to peak frequencies of the order of 25-30 Hz in Nephrons 

and 30-60 Hz in rortunuc. At these frequencies for Nephrops the heart is 

temporarily inhibited, but appears to accomodate within about 4 to 6 

seconds. This is in complete accord with the investigations of Florey 

(i960) who found that artificial stimulation of single inhibitors at 25-40 

Hz could cause complete heart stoppage and that the response rapidly 

accommodated. His records show that at low frequencies of stimulation 

(25 Hz) heart beats resumed after about 4 seconds and at higher frequencies 

(35 Hz) after about 14 seconds in spite of continued stimulation. It is 

reassuring to find that artificial stimulation of multi-axon nerve trunks 

can yield results corresponding so closely with the effects of spontaneous 

activity, even when different species are considered.

The relatively low levels of spontaneous activity in the cardiac 

accelerators corresponds with the relatively low artificial stimulation 

frequencies required to produce responses to stimulation of these nerve 

trunks (studies quoted above). The absence of obvious correlation with 

either heart or scaphognathite is in keeping with the demonstration by 

these workers that during simultaneous rtimulation of accelerators and 

inhibitors, the inhibitory influence predominates. It is also in agreement 

with the findings of Larimer (1?64) and Ashby and Larimer (19&5) that in 

the crayfish Procambarus there is a preponderance of coupled inhibitory 

as opposed to excitatory response in heart and scaphognathite to various 

applied stimuli.

In Ke-phrons where sustained reversal of beat direction apparently 

does not occur, increased frequency of discharge in the cardiac inhibitor 

is associated with marked ventilatory pauses. In Portunus more complex 

influences lead to some speculations. It will be shown later (Chapter VI.3) 

that reversals in Care ini: e are associated with transient increases in 

ventilatory rate (Fig. VI.3) and alterations in EMC amplitude. This is
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strongly reminiscent of the ohanges in beat rate and £MG amplitude associated 

with high frequency inhibitor discharge in Portunus. Althou^i it seems 

likely, there is at present no direct evidence that these latter changes are 

associated with reversal* In addition to the responses to abrupt high 

frequency discharge, fluctuations at a lower level of inhibitor spiking 

frequency may be accompanied, particularly in I?enhrops. by associated 

oscillations in ventilatory rate* Assuming therefore that the heart rate 

is also affected, the pattern of the association in Nephrops is consistent 

with the close correlation between heart and soaphognathite rate shown 

in Fig. VI. 1.

The occurrence of abrupt frequency changes in the discharge of the 

cardiac inhibitor and of sharp, phasic bursts of activity, strongly suggests 

that a command system of some sort governs the coordination of the heart and 

soaphognathite rates* In fact, Wiersma and Novitski (1942) demonstrated 

fibres in the oesophageal commisures in Astacus. which when stimulated can 

elicit inhibition or in other cases, acceleration of heart rate* The 

inhibitory responses appeared to be mediated via ipsi- and contra- lateral 

cardiac inhibitors. Wilkens (1973* personal communication) moreover, has 

found similar fibres in Homarus. which can elicit cardiac as well as 

ventilatory responses. The present results indicate that stimulation of 

’command elements' in the oesophageal connectives can in fact influence the 

discharge in the ipsilateral cardiac inhibitor, simultaneously affecting 

soaphognathite activity. It should be Interesting now, to see if the 

responses here, in the cardiac inhibitors are uni- or bilateral and to 

monitor the activity in the commisures, inhibitors and soaphognathite during 

spontaneous pauses and reversals. In Carcinus spontaneous reversal may at 

times occur simultaneously in right and left scaphognathltes, and a common, 

coordinating command input could possibly explain this synchrony.

The records available in the present study are not suitable for analysis 

of the relative phasing of soaphognathite and heart beats. The demonstration 

that the heart in Nephrons may receive phasic information concerning the 

soaphognathite beat cyole indicate that such analyses should be in order. 

Inspection of film strips recorded at low speeds show no obvious phase



relationship. In the whole animal, the heart response would reflect the 

integrated input from the inhibitors on both sides. Perhaps therefore, the

information becomes useful only when the scaphognathites of both sides are 

phase locked (see Chapter VI.2). Information of this sort might be 

responsible for the close coordination between heart and scaphognathite 

beats in Homarus during ’pauses* in ventilatory activity (McMahon and 

Wilkens, 1972). It may well be however, that this phasic information might 

simply be added to the compendium of apparently unused information 

circulated in the nervous system (Horridge, 1969) • 311(1 that the phaaic 

aspect of the data is simply ignored or averaged as in the case of the 

phasic sensory reafference in locust flight (Wilson, 1961).

The rhythmic rise and fall in the discharge frequency in the cardiac 

inhibitor has implications when viewed in the light of Mendelson's (1971) 

demonstration of apparently spontaneous sinusoidal oscillators in the sub- 

oesophageal ganglion in the lobster Homarus. and of Davis* (1969) hypothetical 

, sinusoidal wave of depolarization, passing through the neuropilar network in 

the abdominal ganglia of the same animal. The activity in the cardiac 

inhibitors in Nephrons is strongly suggestive of this type of underlying 

.input. The period of the oscillation however, would be several times longer 

than that associated with scaphognathite or swimmeret beating. Extracellular 

recording in the neuropile might be one way of further clarifying the nature 

of these slow oscillations. Elucidation of their origin and mode of 

generation might be useful in understanding the nature of some slower 

biological rhythms.

Some of the findings reported in this chapter are of a preliminary 

nature, and require further analysis and experimentation. They serve firstly, 

to point ojtt the sorts of external influences that may affect the inter

relationships within the scaphognathite. The ’behavioral unit* is rarely 

completely isolable from the influence of other, associated units. Seoondly, 

these studies indicate possibilities for further work on the present system 

from the point of view of the mechanisms of integration between such 

separate but related units as the heart and scaphognathite.
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Figure VI. 1. The relationship between heart and scaphognathite 
rates in Nephrops. A - under normal conditions. B - showing 
coordinated responses during progressively increased hypoxia.
The sea water perfusing the bath was percolated down a column 
packed with chips of porous pot. Deoxygenation was effected by 
blowing nitrogen gas at measured rates up the column. Notice 
in both A and B that the ventilatory heart rate ratios were of 
the order of 2:1. Note also how closely even some of the 
smallest variations in the two systems are linked.>
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Figure VI, 2,



Fi ure VI. 2. The relationships between heart and scaphognathite 
rates and discharge in the cardiac inhibitor in Nephrons. Notice 
the periodic rise and fall in the frequency of firing in the 
cardiac inhibitor. Perhaps this sort of activity on a slower . 
scale might explain the periodic rise and fall of the ventilatory 
rate in Fig. VI. 1A. Notice also change in the muscular activity 
(perhaps due to changes in the number and type of active units) 
at the oncets of puuses, and during discharge of a large, phasic 
unit (arrowed). Ihe numbers between the vertical bars indicate 
the spiking frequency in the inhibitor (excluding very small and 
the very large units), during the enclosed period (usually 2 
secs). Top trace * eog, middle £?.!G from an arbitrarily chosen 
scaphognathite muscles; bottom, cardiac inhibitor. See text 
for further discussion.
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Figure VI• 3* The relationship between heart and scaphojnathite 
and activity in the cardiac inhibitor in Portunus. The upward 
pointing arrows roughly indicates the points at which the 
transient sequence of activity seen in Fig. begins. Three
separate experiments are shown (lv II and III). Experiment 
III is recorded on a faster time base. In I t Top t heart; 
mid. : inhibitor; bottom t scapho nathito muscle. Notice in I B 
and in the first part of D that increased activity in some 
units may not affect the scaphojnathite. In II9 the heart beat 
is superimposed on the inhibitor trace (top) as an artefact.
There is very little if any effect on heart rate in resĵ onse 
to increased inhibitor discharge.
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Figure VI. 4.



Figure VI. 4* Relationships between scaphognathite interbeat 
interval and the firing frequencies in the ipsilateral cardiac 
inhibitor in I ortunue. fee text for discussion.
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Figure VI. %  Analyses of the phase relationships between 
certain units in the cardiac accelerator and inhibitor in 
KephroDE. and the scapho gnathite beat cycle. The numbers on 
the histograms refer to the indicated units in the filmstrips 
below. The unit 4 which shows a highly significant phase 
relationship with scaphognathite beat, in fact was one of the 
units showing high frequency discharge during the periods of 
activity illustrated in Fig. VI.4* A significant relation
ship was obtained for the accelerator unit (3) in this 
experimentf Bhowing that although no obvious correlation is 
seen between scaphognsthlte and cardiac accelerator discharge, 
more subtle relationships might exist. See text for 
further discussion. In each strips Top : cardiac 
accelerator; mid. s branch of motor nerve to scapho nathlte; 
bottom : cardiac inhibitor. Time mark a 100 ms.
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Figure VI. 6A. Some artificial stimulation experiments 
investigating the linkages between heart and scaphognathite 
and the discharges in the cardiac inhibitor in Kephroos.
The numbers indicate the frequency of stimulation during the 
periods subtended by the rules, (a) to (h) involve 
stimulating the ipsilateral aesophageal commissure whilst 
recording from the heart (top trace) the scapho^nathite (middle) 
and the ipsilateral cardiac inhibitor (bottom). In (a) and 
(b) a muscle in the scaphojnathite w s b  monitored and in (e) 
to (h), one of the incoming motor trunks, (i) to (m) are 
concerned with stimulation of the cardiac inhibitor whilst 
recording from the scaphognathite (top) and heart (bottom).
See text for further discussion.
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Figure VI. 6 B and C. Extended low frequency stimulation 
of the circuooesophageal connective* Notice in these 
experiments, the ebb and flow rhythm of activity in the 
inhibitor during periods when stimulation has stopped*





Figure VI* 7



Figure VI. 7* A. Fhythmic ri: e and fall in the discharge 
frequenoy in the cardiac inhibitor (botton trace)• In this 
experiment, the accelerator was unusually active. B. A 
similar rhythm in the recurrence of pauses in scaphognathite 
.ictivity aftor prolonged hypoxia, but at a longer period 
length than that in A.





VI.2. relative coordination between the right and 

loft soauho nathltes

VI.2.1. Introduction

In the central nervous system it appears that in many contexts 

there might be loose coordination between systems that oscillate at 

approximately the same frequency (Wendler, 1966; Hoyle, 1964). This 

may be manifested as a locking of the phase relationship between the 

cycleo over certain ranges, and an overall preference for certain 

relative phase positions although the cycle frequencies may differ 

(V.endler, 1966)* This * magnet effoct* or * gliding* coordination was 

first described by von Holst (1934) in connection with fin beating 

in fish. It is well known that at least in the Macura, the right and 

left scaphognathites do not always beat at the same frequency (Segaar, 

1934; Johnson, 1936? Larimer, 1964). There has not however, been a 

detailed analysis of the relative coordination between the beating 

in the two appendages.

v£t£t£t.itethydp

The resistance method for monitoring scaphognathites activity was 

used in the present studies. The basic design has been described in 

Section II.2.3* The method provided a good means of monitoring 

scaphofjnathite activity in the intact animal. It interfered minimally 

with 8capho*;nathlte activity. In detecting reversals however, it was 

not so successful because one of the two electrodes on each side 

frequently did not give a clear signal. Figs. VI. 11 illustrates 

records from one of the more successful preparations. In the top two 

channels (right scaphognathite) it is particularly easy to see that 

changes in (a) the rate of beating and (b) the shape of the waveform 

in the monitor trace are associated with alterations in the relative



timing between the deflections in the anterior and posterior electrodes*

A similar but much less marked change alBO occurred in the opposite 

member (bottom channels) about four cycles after the change in the top 

channels, and persisted until one cycle after the return to the normal 

pattern in the top channels. Firaultaneous observations of the monitor 

activity and pumping direction confirmed that these changes were associated 

with incidence of reversals but it is not clear whether they may also 

accompany mere alterations in beat rate without reversal. These segments 

of the records may therefore be taken only tentatively to represent 

transient reversals.

;eguits

The present studies on Carclnus indicate that here, as in the case 

cited above, the right and left scaphognathltes do not necessarily 

maintain the same beat frequencies. Cne may go at 2-3 times the rate 

of the other, maintaining thie difference over many cycles (Fig^. VI.

Pib and 9A). t sually however, the frequencies are of the same order.

Glide coordination then can theoretically be demonstrated as a tendency 

towards equalization of the beat rates os the appendages pass through 

certain relative phase angles, so that these angles tend to be held 

preferentially to all others. Alternatively, adjustments of the 

relative beat frequencies towards integral multiples at certain phase 

angles will have the same effect. There will then be more than one 

‘preferred’ relative phase angle.

When the beat frequencies are very different on both sides the 

phase relationship between the beatB showB on the whole the typical 

drift of uncoordinated oscillators (Figs. VI. 8b and 9b) with no 

obvious changes in the rate of drift through any given phase angle. 

Occasionally the beats may become phase locked abruptly, this being 

accompanied by sharp equalisation of beat frequenoies (Fig. VI. 8 and 9)»
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the slower appendage speeding up in order to effect the equalization*

The faeter appendage may also show increased beat frequency (Fig* VI* 

9A). Cne suspects that this locking might be associated with the abrupt 

incidence of a common input to both sides from a source external to the 

immediate system, rather than simply with direct linkage between the 

two sides* In Fig. VI. f it can be seen that after the period of lil 

phase locking, there follows a sequence in which the beat in B may occur 

at three different phase angles in the cycle of A, these angles 

remaining roughly constant over a number of cycles, in which the beat 

frequencies on both sides differ* ihaae histograms in these runs 

indicate that there is no particular preference for any given phase 

angle (Fig. VI. fo and 9c) Bince periods of coordinated activity are 

relatively few and occur over relatively brief periods*

In experiments in which the relative frequencies are similar, 

marked preference for certain relative phase angles is indicated.

Fhase histograms show significant peaks (Fig* VI. 10c) and as mi^ht be 

expected, the phase plots Indicate that there is reduced relative 

drift about the corresponding phase angleB* The preferred phase angles 

appear to correspond largely with either alternation of the beats on 

either side (phase angle 0*5) but other relationships are frequently 

Been* The differences could be related either to true variability or 

to differences in the point in the beat oycle at which the monitor is 

affected* There does not appear to be a dominant side as such, whose 

beat frequency attracts and partially determines that of a subordinate 

side* lather, relative phase locking usually appears to be achieved 

by increased frequency of the slower appendage, or alterations in both*

7* i thin a given run the right appendage might sometimes beat faster 

and at other times, the left, but there appears to be a tendency for 

one side predominantly to beat at a faster rate than the other (Fig*
VI. 10c).



In Figs* Vi. T - 11 it appears that some periods of narked phase 

locking might be associated with simultaneous, transient reversals in 

both appendages (see VI.2.3. Methods). In such cases, the changes in 

frequency and locking are probably associated with synchronous, common 

input into both sides. In preparations with the branchiostegites 

partially removed it was observed that reversals especially when 

occurring spontaneously, may be synchronous in right and left 

scaphognathites. The appendages may also reverse independently, 

especially in response to unilateral, noxious stimuli. If for instanoe, 

2G-30 percent alcohol in sea water is applied to one branchial chamber, 

the ipsilateral scaphognathite may reverse while the contralateral 

continues to beat in a forward direction. These observations are in 

some respects consistent with the findings of Milkens and McMahon (1972) 

in the lobster Homarus.

VI.2.4. Interim discussion

The relationships described here confirm the suspicion that there 

might be some degree of relative coordination between the beats in 

right and left scaphognathites in Carcinus. The form of the relation

ship is typical of gilding coordination in that phase linkage tends to 

occur when the beat frequencies in the two scaphognathites are similar 

and might be associated with particular phase angles (Wendler, 1966)• 

Spontaneous reversal mif̂it occur simultaneously in both scaphognathites, 

and there might be associated equalizing of the beat frequencies and 

synchronizing of the beats on both sides. This would be consistent 

with the triggering of reversed beating by a common, synchronizing 

input into both sides from a hi ̂ ier order command system (see Chapter 

VI.1.3), Perhaps the hypothetical command system firstly, roughly 

equalizes the beat frequencies (and perhaps elicits reversal), with 

the result that a local ’glide coordinating’ system is able to effect



phase looking. Bearing in mind the fact that reversals in riĝ it and 

left seaphognathites might he independent, these propositions mi^it be 

summarised in a model as in Fig. VI.13. The model is not exclusive.

Having proposed this model it is necessary to say that the 

weaknesses of the data are recognised. The results and model must be 

evaluated in much the same way as those for the preoeding chapter.

They Indicate possibilities for further experiments which might be 

designed to test the hypothetical model.





Figure VI* f * The relationships between the ri^ht and left 
soapho nathltee when the rates on either side are markedly 
different (in this cast, of the order of 2«1)* (a) shows the
phase position of the beat in the left scapho nathite (5) in 
the cycle of the right soapho nathite (A), for successive beats 
in the left appendage* (V shows on a relative scale, the mean 
instantaneous frequencies over successive five beat periods in 
A, and over the most closely corresponding set of beats in B* 
The relationship is illustrated by the enclosing brackets at 
the start of the film strip, (d), from which the analyses 
were done* Notice that phase locking occurs between about 
beats 75 to 6 in ( )• Luring this period the beat rate on 
both sides were abruptly equalised, the right appendage (a ) 
increasing in frequency to boat at the same rate as B. The 
phase histogram (C) shows no significance since the period of 
locking was very brief* Further details in text.
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Figures VI. 9 - 11* Relationships between the ri^t and left 
scajtfiognathite when the beat rates are similar. The histograms 
have significant peaks and instead of the marked phase 
progression seen in Fig. Pt there are frequently occurring 
periods of reduced drift about the preferred phase angles.
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Figure VI.13* A possible raodel for the extra-systemic linkages 
of the soapho nathite. The suggested models were constructed 
bearing in mind the following points i

1• 1 he right and left soapho. nathite may show relative
coordination, and may become phase locked when the frequencies 
in both are closet . eak mutual inhibition between contralateral 
pattern generators could explain this.

2* Abrupt bilateral equalization may accompany ecuilteation 
of the beat rates on both sidesv and phase locking of the 
appendages*

3* The beats may become phase locked without any obvious 
overall excitation or inhibition, and there is a tendency 
towarde alternation (relative phase angle of 0.5) under such 
circumstances.

4* Ltimuiation of the oesophageal conmissure may induce 
simultaneous heart and scaphognathite stoppage, and may also 
excite the scaphognathite if applied during a pause, or at times, 
even when applied during normal activity*

5* Scaphognathite activity is strongly linked with activity 
in the cardiac inhibitor, stoppage occurring during high frequency 
inhibitor discharge*

b* In I ortunus at least, reversals may be accompanied 
by a transient period of acceleration followed by inhibition, 
and hi *h frequency discharge in the cardiac inhibitor is 
accompanied by similar changes in beat frequency*

7* According to Liersma and Novitski (1942) stimulation 
of fibres in the oesophageal commissures can influence heart 
rate via both ipsi- and contra- lateral cardiac inhibitors*
J* tllkens (1973, personal communication) has found similar 
fibres which influence both heart and scapho nathite rates*
The present study was concerned only with uni-lateral effects*

f. Ashby and Larimer (19 5̂) note a preponderance of 
coupled inhibitory responses between heart and soapho nathite 
rates•

9* Ltimuiation of the inhibitor nerve trunk may elicit 
persistent pauses in scaphognathite beating perhapiby triggering 
the normal command mechanisms*

10* The soapho ̂-nathi tea on both sides may show independent 
frequency variations, and may reverse independently*
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VT.1. The nature of reversals

VI. 1.1. Introduction

Cp to now a number of differences in scaphojnathite activity 
during forward and reveroed beating have been described, and some 
have been intimated. Irimarily, the process involves an inversion 
of the sequence in which the muscles are recruited, but there are 
numerous related changes including the appearance of activity during 
reversed beating, in a muscle (the accessory promotor) which is 
silent during forward beating. In the present chapter further 
differences, and the actual process of changing from one mode of 
beating to another will be examined in detail*

VI.3.2. ■esultB

The first obvious characteristic of the changeover either from 
reversed to forward or from forward to reversed beating is a transient 
accelexation of the beat rate. In the change from forward to reversed 
beating this acceleration tended to settle at a lower period length 
than chat for the preceding forward session (Fig. VI. 14). In the 
change from reversed to forward beating the opposite was true (Fi^s.
VI.14). Secondly, as already described, there is a change in the 
relative sequence of the bursts of activity in the different muscles, 
and in the temporal structure of the bursts at least in the flexor 
and sixtus.

The small accessory promotor muscle appears to be active only 
during reveroed beating (Fig. VI.15®) or at times, during pauses (Fig.
VI.15©} when it bursts tonically. During reversed beating its activity 
is phasic and may remain at a low level, consisting of only a few small 
ejp’s per cycle. Alternatively, the muscle may be strongly active,



with large ejp's, but at a relatively low frequency compared with that 
in the other muscles* There is evidence that strong activity in the 
promotor may be associated with changes in the relative duration of the 
burst in the primus (Fig. IV. 2P) and perhaps in the other levator 
musclee (Fig. VI. 15©)*

Change of beat direction is usually acoompanied by changes in 
efp eise and pattern in most muscles (Fig. VT. 14*15#16). Isually in
the levator muscles efp's during reversed beating were very small in 
relation to those during forward beating, but the opposite may occur 
(Fig. IV.14}. The reduction in ejp height may occur even when the 
frequency of the functional events appears to remain quite high. The 
reduction may therefore be associated (a) with peripheral inhibition 
of some sort or (b) with changes in the activating units. In Fig. VI.
16 for the secundus muscle it appears that during reversed beating some
of the units active during forward beating have been lost, and the
entire burst structure altered. There is no obviouB activity in the 
nerve trunks which might be associated with peripheral inhibition, and 
at least in the scaphognathite of Crconectes. lasztor (1968) found no 
evidence of peripheral inhibition. The second alternative therefore 
appears to be the more likely.

In Fig. VI. 16 the changes associated with going from forward to 
reversed beating are particularly well displayed. The first clear 
indication of incipient reversal here is the suppression of the burst 
in the fleror in the depressor session preceding the changeover point. 
Cne spike in the flexor unit appears in the normal position but the 
others are eliminated. The following sixtus burst in this session also 
fails to appear. The levator session following these changes in the 
depressor bursts assumes the form typical of reversed beating. In 
the next depressor session it can then be seen that not only do the 
sixtus and flexor occur at their usual reversed phases in the cycle,
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but the unite to these muscles are different from those active during 
forward beating. Curiously, in the flexor, there still occasionally 
occur in the reversed cycle bursts, single spikes of exactly the same 
size and shape as those in the forward cycle bursts. These spikes (arrowed 
in Pig. VI, 16) are perfectly entrained in the sequence of the smaller 
reversed unit spikes, appearing simply to replace one of the spikes in 
that unit. There then appears the typical acceleration of the beat 
rate, but no other obvious changes not perhaps attributable to the 
general excitation. The changes seen in recordings from the muscles 
only (Fig. VI. 15) are consistent with these observations. To 
generalize then, reversal of the beat appears to be associated with 
overall excitation and specific inhibition of the units activating the 
flexor and sixtus in the forward mode.

Unfortunately, records similar to that in Fig. VI. 16 were not 
obtained for the change from reversed to forward beating. In Fig. VI 15 
it can be seen that the changeover from reversed to forward beating is 
not exactly analogous to the opposite change. The reversed mode units 
to the flexor is apparently not inhibited before the forward unit 
resumes. Rather it seems, the flexor (and presumably the sixtus also) 
displays an extra session, the forward unit coming in shortly after the 
reversed flexor burst preceding changeover. It seems to be generally 
true that in the change from reversed to forward beating the inhibition 
on the forward unit to the flexor is first removed, and then the 
reversed unit inhibited. Certainly, the flexor does not as a rule 
* loose* a burst in going from reversed to forward beating. Cn the 
contrary, it usually seems to gain an extra burst.

Interim Dlscugalon

Bearing in mind the data presented in this and the previous 
chapters, there appears to be a good case for the proposition that the
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occurrence of chances in beat direction is not a random process, but 
is associated with a reasonably definable sequence of events. It also 
eeems likely that these events might be triggered by come sort of 
command system, at least under certain circumstances, and that activity 
in this system might appear directly or indirectly, in the cardiac 
inhibitors. These propositions are based in some cases on equivocal 
findings, so that further testing will be required before the model 
can be regarded as sound. 'he changes in the motoneurones activating 
the flexor and sixtus clarifies somewhat the differences in the 
relationships between the activity the two muscles in forward and 
reversed beating, however, the differences may be explained on other 
grounds so that the linkages between the forward unitB may well be of 
the same sort as those between the reversed unitB (Chapter V.2.2). The 
abolishing of activity in the flexor sub-group is in keeping with the 
finding that in homarus (-.likens and I d ahon, 1^72) reversed beats 
display incomplete depressor phases. ' H e  is interesting in relation 
to Pasztor's (1%£; demonstration of dual innervation of the muscles 
in homarus end Crconectos. but always, of activity in but one unit.
It raises questions concerning the comparative evolutionary developments 
in the motor and comnanO processes concerned with reversal of 
scaphognathite beat in the hacura and the brachyura. difficult to 
explain is the occurrence in the reversed flexor spike train of 
occasional single spikes resembling the spikes of the forward unit.
If these spikes are indeed produced by the forward unit, then one 
wonders what sort of arrangements could permit the escape of single 
spikes in this unit so that they replaced single spikes in the reversed 
unit spike train. Further consideration of these points will be 
taken up in the General Discussion.





Figure Vlt 14* Changes in beat frequency accompanying 
transition from one beat made to another. Filled circles 
represent forward cycles j open circles, reversed. a to d, 
for Carcinus. e, for Portunua. .
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Figure VI* 13* Muscular activity during changes of beat 
direction in Carcinus. Stripe in the sane series are continuous* 
(a) Shows a transient reversal* Note the ' I o g b '  of a burst in 
the flexor (expected approximately above the arrow) during the 
change from forward to reversed beating, and the relative high 
beat rate during reversed beating* Note also the change in burst 
structure and the dimunition of ejp size during reversed beating, 
particularly clear in the primus* This can also be seen in (b) 
in the quartus after the change from forward to reversed beating* 
In (c) there is on the contrary, intensification of the quartus 
burst on reversal* (b) and (c) are from the same experiment*
In the change from reveroed to forward beating, the flexor has 
an extra burst relative to the other muscles* It is not clear 
whether this means that the other muscles are Inhibited for a 
cycle, or that the flexor is excited* Note that in (d) the 
change from reversed to forward boating is accompanied by 
acceleration, contrary to the norm. In (•) the silencing of 
the accessory proraotor muscle durinj forward beating is seen*
The odd activity in the flexor at the changeover point appears 
to be a forward mode burst* This sort of activity along with 
that in the primus and quartus in (a) and (b) make it tempting 
to suggest that some peripheral inhibition may be acting*
The arrows indicate the changeover points*

rev « reversed beating*
fd m forward beating*
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Figure VI. 16. Continuous recording from the secundus muscle 
(mr2IIm) and the motor nerve trunks to the scaphognathite during 
the changes from forward to reversed beating. See Fig. IV.1. 
for the structure of the bursts and identification of the units 
in these records. Kote firstly the increased beat rate after 
the changeover point (large, upward arrow). Kote, above this 
arrow the incidence of a single spike in the flexor burst 
(under ruled} middle trace), after which, activity ceases in 
the flexor during that cycle. The quartus sub-group burst (upper 
traoe) becomes prolonged, and no activity appears in the Bixtus,
(under ruled; upper trace';. The activity in the sixtus .muscle
appears to have been inhibited prior to reversal. Kote the
change in the relative positions of the bursts of activity
to the muscles of the different sub-groups. It can be clearly
seen also that different units are active in the flexor and
sixtus sessions during reversed beating. Kote in the reversed
mode flexor burst however, that occasionally, single spikes
ars interposed (small, upward arrow) which are of identical size and shape
as the forward mode flexor unit. Kotice the change in the
burst in the secundus muscle. At least one of the activating
units (small, downward arrow) seen in the forward mode,
persists in the reversed mode (small, downward arrow). At
least one (dot above) does not. For further discussion, see
text.





Ia L DISCUSSION

SECTION VII



VIX. General -'.Iscusslon

The implications of the present findings havo largely been 
discussed in the respective chapters. The proble now is to synthesize 
and rationalize a large and variable body of data pertaining to the 
output characteristics of the neural system governing scaphognathite 
activity. In order to achieve one of the primary aims of the study, 
it will be necessary to discover from these data, what is likely to 
be the nature of the underlying organization. In contemplating this, 
one feels somewhat overwhelmed by the prospect of finding explanatory 
systems which will be consistent with the data in broad as well as in 
detailed terms. The approach therefore, was to construct a basic 
neuronal network on the basiB of the most obvious characteristics of 
the system, ignoring most of the fine details. The characteristics 
of this network were then determined by the use of a digital computer 
program* designed to simulate the properties of such small neural 
networks. By appropriate variations in the characteristics of the 
neurone and their interconnections, and by progressive elaboration of 
the netwefck one might then determine whether or not the model is 
capable of ’explaining* the characteristics of the system on a more 
detailed level. As a prelude to the description of the basic model 
it will be necessary to review the main characteristics of the system 
as they are applicable to its construction.

* iee appendix I.



VII.1. The main characteristics of 
Intern iterator.

VI1.1.1. rinlm-: eves

The results of the analyses on the starts of the bursts in the 
cycle are disappointingly variable. In general however, the starts 
of the bursts are clearly not determined by a set of latency 
dependencies as found, for example, in the coordination of activity 
in the ipsilateral flagellae of the brachyuran maxillipedes (Burrows 
and Willows, 1969)• The relative timing of the buret starts here is 
on the whole, a linear function of period. This is more in keeping with 
the type of organization found between contralateral legs of the same 
segment and between the protraction and retraction phases in single 
walking legs in the cockroach (Delcoqyn, 1973) and in the lobster 
(McMillan, ., personal communication)• The burst durations also, at 
least among the depressor muscles, tend to be linear functions of 
period length. In the levator muscles, particularly during forward 
beating, there is a tendency towards low or no correlation between 
burst duration and period length, especially in the promotor sub-group. 
The phase positions of the starts of the different bursts in the cycle 
and the phase angle of the burst durations at least in some instances 
tend to be independent of period length. In cases where there is a 
significant regression of phase on period length, the rate of change 
with changing period length is small, except again, in the levator 
muscles during forward beating. Principally in the muscles of the 
promotor sub-group, the phase angle of the durations tend to show 
marked regression on period. The relationship here is similar to 
that for the timing of the starts of the bursts in the muscles 
controlling swiEsmeret beating (Davis, 1969)* perhaps overly 
stressed already, there is an enormous amount of variability so that
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the relationshipe for none of the muscles could be assigned 
unequivocally to either category, trulv phase locked or phase variant* 
This night be interpreted as meaning that the moment to moment 
interrelationships are of little functional importance to the animalt 
but are allowed to vary 'freely* within limits. -hatever the nature 
of the timing mechanisms, it seems clear however, that there is the 
capacity for generating truly phase locked timing cues for both 
starting times and durations of the bursts, at least in some cases 
and at some times*

interactions between, mlts

A number of studies have tried to demonstrate lateral 
interactions between motor units by antidromic stimulation of motor 
axons* Although this has been successful in some instances, 
particularly in the flight muscle units in some insects (I'ulloney,
1970J Levine, 1971; it has given negative results in other insects 
(Bentley, 19^9) and in crustaceans (x*voy, Kennedy and ^ilson, 1967? 
Kennedy, .̂voy and Fields, 1906}, even though in some cases direct 
interaction was known to exist* Kegative results from such studies 
therefore are not meaningful* As pointed out by i.orriage (1966) even 
& 8light widening of an axon may so attenuate the spike depolarisation 
currents as to produce rectification* The present study has 
concentrated on determining the presence of lateral interaction 
between units by analysis of spike to spike interactions in overlapping 
spike trains in bursts from different motor units* These interactions 
wero easiest to study in the flexor and sixtus, but interactions between 
the flexor and quartus units have also been investigated* The results 
indicated a direct, positive interaction, perhaps electrotonic, 
between motor units from the same sub-group, and indirect, negative 
interaction between units from different, agonist sub-groups.
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Comparisons of the computed relative input 'waves of depolarization* in 
these units support these indications, and the variations in peak spiking 
frequencies in different units suggest a general, negative interaction 
between units from different sub-groups. These new methods of 
investigating interactions between motor units, in particular the 
comparison of interspike interval/latency histograms and the 
computation of the underlying input waves, are regarded as potentially 
very useful. In studying some of the more complex aspects of 
behaviour, an d in investigations on whole animal preparations using 
implanted electrodes, it is often not possible directly to observe 
intracellular events in the motor units. It is likely that much of 
the useful information which can be obtained from intracellular 
recordings can be reconstructed from analyses on the efferent spike 
trains. The present analyses represent two relatively simple ways in 
which this can be done, lore exhaustive methods have been devised 
(Gerstein and Ferkel, 1972), but partly because of the relative 
difficulty of these approaches, their general usefulness is limited.
The limitations of the present methods also are recognized, but used 
in conjunction with other analyses their usefulness might be extended.
Of interest in this context also are the methods of Wyman (1969)*

VTI.tl-«/it— ilateral coordination of scaphognathite rhythm

Glide coordination has been demonstrated between the beating of 
the right and left scaphognathites. Phase locking has not been 
observed at beat rate ratios other than 1:1. bv n when the ratios 
are closer to 1:2, locking is normally associated with equalization 
of the beat rates. The locking of the beats may be associated with 
the incidence of some common input to both sides. Lven when the beat 
rates are close, locking may at tines be accompanied by simultaneous, 
transient acceleration on both sides, and perhaps by synchronized

 . .



reversal. In extended runs with beat rates of approximately 1:1 ratio,
significant peaks may be obtained in phase histograms. As clearly 
described by Wynan (1?69) for phase looking between spike trains in 
dipteran flight motor units, phase locking night occur between identical 
units receiving common input, recurrent, transient disturbances will 
result in continued changes in the adopted phase positions, so that 
there should be no significant correlation in extended runs. There 
should be no preferred phase position. r he argument may be transferred 
to the coordination between the two pattern generators of the right and 
left scaphognathites, but it seems highly tmlikely that the 
characteristics of these two, obviously complex systems should be 
identical. It is hardly likely therefore that common input could 
effect exact equalization of the rates and phase locking for more than 
a few oycles if at all. It seems more probable that weak, direct 
interactions between the systems may effect lockin when common input 
brings the periods of the oycles close enough for the interaction to 
be effective. This then,was proposed to explain the significant phase 
histograms for somewhat extended runs. It is interesting that the 
interrelationships found here bear remarkable similarity to those 
between heart beat and ventilatory rates in some fish (Hughes, 1972).
The relationship between heart and scapho tnathite activity was 
unfortunately not investi ated in the same way as that between 
scaphognathites, and no studies were conducted on Care Ira-a. The 
results for Nephrons and . ortunus have a lr e ad y  been adequately 
discussed, and will not be treated here.

 S-YfiEftftis

The sequence in which the muscles of the four sub-groups are 
activated can be completely reversed. In this the system bears some 
resemblance to that controlling clockwise and counter-clockwise 
rotation of the tail spine in Limulus (Silvey, 1973) although Silvey



on the basic of the then existing data on scaphognathits activity, 
did not recognise the similarity. The muscle pairs assigned to each
cub-group continue to show near synchrony, but activity in muscles in 
some cases appears to shift in the different modes to different motor 
units perhaps with slightly different characteristics and connectivities, 
thereby altering the finer characteristics of the system. The gross 
changes on the whole hovever, appear to be explainable on the basis of 
the differing temporal juxtapositions of reciprocally interacting 
units. It may be therefore, that the primary pattern generator remains 
the same during forward and reversed beating, the changes being 
confined to units at a lower level where changes have minimal influence 
on the overall pattern. 'I’here is some evidence for a hierarchical 
system controlling the cueing of the burets in the different muscles, 
so that the intergroup cue*? might be generated at a hi her level than 
the inter-(agonist' sub-group cues, and these, in turn, at a hi h«r 
level than the intra-sub-group cues.

Scaphognathite beating tends to display different preferred 
frequency ranges during forward and reversed beating in the region 
of changeover. Perhaps the systems of connectivity in forward and 
reversed modes are sufficiently different to result in differing 
natural oscillation frequencies. If external factors (via higher 
order interneurones' demand oscillation frequencies too far removed 
from the natural frequencies (in the hypothetical absence of input) 
it may be that the interconnections in the system become altered in 
order to meet the demand. But why reverse? Initially, one might 
imagine, this was the result of the intrinsic properties of the 
organization. Benefits such as improved ventilation of the gills 
in crabs (Aradpragasm and Kaylor, 1964a,b;1966; Hughes, Knights and 
Scaamel, 1?69) may have led to its active incorporation into the 
animals’ behaviour, and the development of controlling, command
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systems to integrate and regulate its occurrence* It may be 
significant that sustained reversal has not apparently developed in 
macurans where reversals might not contribute greatly to improved gill 
ventilation (Y.iikens and McMahon, 1972)* In I^ephrops high frequency 
discharge in the cardiac inhibitor is often accompanied by disruption 
of the scaphognathite activity, followed by a pause. In ■ ortunue 
this pause is replaced by what may well be a transient session of 
reversed beating. It may be then that in view of the advantages, 
some crabs have developed the ability to cope with 'excessive demands 
on the system' by replacing certain units with others whose 
characteristics permit sustained reversed beating, at a hi her natural 
oscillation frequency. This would probably have been accompanied by 
parallel developments in the 'enabling* command system. The nacurans 
represented here by Kephrons. havin; less to gain, have failed to 
exploit fully the predispositions of the pattern generator. One might 
guess in addition, that the obvious structural advances in the 
brachyuran ccaphognathite might have been prompted by the deficiencfes 
of forward mode ventilation as mentioned above.

-omUdcratiom; for a mod.!

One system showing interesting analogies with the present has 
been described by Y«yrnan (19&5 » in single flight muscles in dipterans. 
Inite to a single muscle may fire in a statistically masked, phasic 
pattern for extended periods. The pattern will occasionally shift 
abruptly from one mode to another. 2 hase histograms of the position 
of one unit in the period of another may be uni-, bi- or trimodal. 
levine (1973) found only uni- and bi- nodal relationships in similar 
units in Jroconhila however, the recipiocal inhibition between the 
units appeared to be aoymnetrical. These interrelationships can be 
modelled readily by means of reciprocally inhibitory networks (Wilson,
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1966)* The general resemblance to the system governing scaphognathite
activity is clear. This therefore seemed to be a good starting point 
in constructing a model for the present system.

In spite of the similarities, there are marked differences between 
the organization of the scaphognathite and of the insect flight 
muscle. Firstly it should be noted that it is the relationships 
within a single flight muscle that resemble the relationships between 
the four sub-groups in the scapho nathite. Secondly, the interrela
tionships in the flight muscle were between single spikes, and not 
between bursts of spikes. In adapting the model of ’ ilson (1966) to 
the present system, the initial problem was therefore to find if it 
is possible for a four cell, reciprocally inhibitory network with 
physiologically feasible parameters to generate overlapping bursts of 
spikes rather than single spikes. Secondly, it was necessary to 
introduce sufficient asymmetry into the network to produce a bimodal 
rather than a multimodal system. It t eemed desirable also, to attempt 
to reconcile some of the characteristics of the system with the 
observation by I'endelson (1971) of sinusoidal oscillations associated 
with the respiratory rhythm in a number of crustaceans. The 
development and characteristics of the model therefore, will now be 
described.



VII.?. The development and Tee tin/? of a Todel 
for the Pattern Generator Controlling 
; carhogriathite /ctivity.

The starting point for the model consisted of four identical 
’neurones’ having equal inhibitory connections with each other (Pig.
V11.1A)• All the cells are pacemakers, since the thresholds are set 
below the membrane resting potentials, (i.e. on their own would fire 
continuously) • Fatigue ia simulated by very weak self-inhibition of 
very long time constant ( eiss, 1962; Wilson, 1966). In order to 
determine whether this system could produco alternating bursts of 
spikes rather than single spikes per cycle ( -ileon, 1966) an analog 
model was first used. The basic unit (’neurone*) of this model is 
shown in Fig. VII.13 and an example of the output in Fig. VII. 1C.
The relative values of the relevant parameters (threshold, cross and 
self-inhibition, membrane resting potential etc.) were determined and 
fed into the digital simulation program (Appendix 1). With appropriate 
adjustment of the parameters, the network produced overlapping bursts 
of spikes. The strengths of the cross inhibitions were then adjusted 
as shown in Fig. VII.2 so that the cells formed two groups with 
greater overlap between members of the same <?roup than between members 
of different groups• There is no pause in the cycle. As shown in 
Fig. VII.2, the basic network has been extended also, by the addition 
of an upper 'layer* of cells. These may be regarded here as simulating 
the non-spiking cell bodies found in the crustacean central nervous 
system. If so, then the lower ’layer* car. be regarded as the spike 
generating zones. The thresholds of the upper layer cells, the driver 
cells, are set at a very high value so that they do not Bpike. They 
are connected electrotonicelly to the corresponding lower layer ceils, 
the follower cells. The electrotonic connections are such that the



membrane potential o f  the follower cell always ;asymptoticly approaches 
a voltage equal to the average of the membrane resting potential of the 
follower cell and the membrane potential of the non-spiking driver cell*
The time-constant of this assymptotic approach is the time-constant of 
the membrane potential of the follower cell* Changes in the membrane 
potentials of the follower cells will have no effect on the driver 
cells* From the arrangement of the connections in this network - all inter 
sub-group inputs go onto the driver cells - it can be seen that the 
variations in the membrane resting potentials of the follower cells will 
reflect the variations in the membrane potentials of the corresponding 
driver cells. The membrane potentials (of the follower cells) will 
follow the membrane potentials of the driver cells but they cannot 

^ exceed their threshold} at the threshold spiking activity will begin.
' he situation is analagous to that shown in Fig. *

It can be seen in Fig. VII.2 that there is now but one symmetrical 
path of lowest inhibition. The cells should fire with equal
likelihood in the order 5-o-f-7-5--  or 5-7-f-o-5----. Fig. VII. 3
shows how inliibition on to one of these units can result in reversal 
of the beat direction. Excitation (Fig. VII*4) can also result in 
reversal of the sequence. Fig. VII. 5 shows the variation in inter-spike 
interval during the burst in some typical bursts. These might be 
compared with the results for the actual system (Fig. V. 4)* Fig.
VII. 6 shows the fluctuations in the membrane potentials of the 
non-spiking portions of the cells in a series of cycles* The 'waves' 
of depolarization and repolarization are roughly sinusoidal, and are 
reminiscent of "endelson's (1971) sinusoidal oscillators. Depolariza
tion of one? of these cells by setting the membrane resting potential 
to -40.0 mv results in tonic activity in that cell whilst all activity 
ceases in the others. Assuming an logy with the system in the



scaphognathite, this would be equivalent to tonic firing in the units
of one sub-group and stoppage in the other three sub-groups. 
Hyperpolarisation of one cell in the simulated network does not abolish 
rhythmic activity, but silences the activity in the hyperpolarised 
cell only. The burst durations in the other cellB increases markedly, 
but the period length is not greatly affected. Cn the whole, these 
observations might be reconcilable with Mendelson's (1971) findings 
(see Section 1.2). However, JTendelson (1971) also observed in the 
silent, non-bursting system, that hyper- and de-j>olarization of the 
'oscillator' resulted in respective tonic dischargee in the nerve trunks 
bearing antagonist units. This is more difficult to explain away, 
and more difficult to simulate.

In the scaphognathite, the activity in each sub-group is composed 
of recurrent, overlapping spike trains from different unite. From the 
records, it appeared that different units within each muscle may be 
active for a variable portion of the burst or not at all, without 
disruption of the overall pattern. One might attempt to simulate this 
at the present level by using each 'upper layer' cell to drive two 
follower cells which are reciprocally inhibitory (Fig. VII.7A). When 
this is don<! the upper layer of cells can be regarded as separate inter
neurones or alternatively, It would be possible to use two driver cells 
for each pair of follower cells and still obtain the same result. The 
overall burst duration will be determined by the total activities in 
each of the units, whilst the relative durations of the respective 
units in the pair will depend largely on their thresholds, and on the 
strengths of the cross inhibition. The output from a typical run is 
shown in Fig. VII.7B.

In Fig. VII.7A, the cell 9 represents an input cell which may 
inhibit or excite equally, all the driver cell i. The period of the 
cycle is dependent upon the frequency of input, paradoxically increasing
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as the level of excitation increases (Fig. VII.8). In Figs. VII.9 to 
13 some of the frequency dependent parameters of this system are 
exhibited. These may be compared with the corresponding plots for the 
real system (lection IV). There are clearly elements of similarity 
even at this crude level of the simulation. The ‘shapes’ of some of 
the burstf, axe displayed in Fig* VII.14. In addition to the resemblances 
to sore aspects of the scapho jnathite activity, the present system in 
a number of ways is reminiscent of the activity in the swiraraeret motor 
output system (Davis, 1%9)* This will not be discussed here.

In order to obtain output that more closely resembles that of the 
Ecaphognathite, the system need not be extended greatly, but some 
alterations in Ihe interconnections will bo necessary. At the time of 
writing, the simulation lags eonewhat behind the understanding of the 
actual system, and some of the inferred characteristics of the real 
system have not been built into the model. The final state of the model 
is shown in Fig. VII*15A and the typical output in Fig. VII. 15B.
"here is clearly a strong resemblance between the outputs of the real 
system during forward beating and the model, cell 5 being analogous to 
the flexor, end cell 15 to the sixtus; cell 7 to the quartus/tertius 
and 17 to the quintus; cells 6 and 16 to the primus and secundus and 
cells r and 1T to the promotor and remotor. The cells 10 and 20 are 
necessary to simulate the sharp truncation of the flexor burst shortly 
before the start of the levator session, and the pause after the 
termination of promotor/remotor activity before the start of the 
depressor session. Cells 5 and 15 (flexor and sixtus analogues) are 
in a positive feedback loop, ae indicated by analyses on the actual 
system; however, the interconnections in the model are synaptic rather 
than electrotonic. Contrary to the indications in the real system, the 
quintus analogue does not form a part of a similar positive feedback 
loop. There is weak reciprocal inhibition between the quintus and



quartus analogues, Shortcoming as such as these and a few others, need 
updating in the model, but they will probably not greatly influence the 
overall characteristics.

As it etands the model displays several characteristics which 
are different from the simpler versions. The tendency towards reversal 
for example, is diminished, and attempts to induce reversal tended to 
result In disruption of the pattern and eventual settling back into the 
initial sequence. If the actual system functions in a similar way, 
this might 'explain' the necessity to change the units active In the 
sixtus and flexor as a prelude to reversal. The failure of the model 
as it stands to reverse is probably also connected with the persistence 
of the terminating burets in the ' intemeurones' 10 and 20. From the 
absence of pauses between the levator and depressor sessions in the 
actual Bystem during reversal, one might suspect that these 'terminating' 
units either are inhibited during reversal, or the unitB inhibited by 
them are replaced by other uninfluenced units, axperiments are now in 
progress in which two additional cells with slightly different 
characteristics aro placed in parallel with cells 5 and 15» Their
thresholds are slightly lower than those of cells 5 and 15, and they
are strongly inhibited by cells 5 and 15* They should therefore 
presumably remain inactive unless cells 5 and 15 are inhibited by input 
from an external source. It should be interesting to see how this 
affects the characteristics of the system, and to see if input 
inhibition on to cells 5» 15* 10 and 20 can effect reversal in a manner
analagous to that seen in the actual system.

In addition to its reluctance to reverse, the model appears to show 
diminished sensitivity to input excitation. The reasons for this are 
not clear, but again the answer may lie in the terminating effects of 
the intemeuroneB 10 and 20. It may also be that with relatively low 
inhibition between cells in agonist sub-groups, increasing overall



excitation simply results in greater overlap, and more extensive 
truncation of the hursts, so that the period length is not so markedly 
affected. Fig. VII.16 shows how period length varies with input 
excitation, and Figs. VTI.17 - 20 illustrate some of the frequency 
dependent parameters of the model. An interesting point to note in 
these plots is the marked deviation of the intercepts from zero. This 
would be consistent with earlier speculations on the effect of 
truncation of the bursts on the regressions of relative latencies and 
burst durations on period length in the real system. Also, with 
reference to the statistical analyses, it might be noted that in the 
present model, the period length clearly cannot be considered as a 
truly independent variable, and must be determined by factors suoh as 
burst durations, extent of overlap, and relative latencies. It might 
in fact, best be regarded as the dependent variable, determined on the 
basis of a number of independent variables. Perhaps this possibility 
should be taken into account in future analyses on similar systems.
In cases with a controlling sinusoidal oscillator the period length 
might more reasonably be considered as an independent variable.

One important point not yet tested, concerns the relative variances 
of the intra-sub-group, inter-agonist sub-group, and inter-antagonist 
sub-group latencies (Table V). This was taken to imply a hierarchical 
organization (Fig. IV.22B). The model, except in the case of intr&- 
sub-group relationships implies no hierarchy. Thus, one might expeot 
reduced variance in the latency between the starts of bursts in the 
same sub-group. But it is not clear Y/hether the variance of the 
starts of the bursts in agonist sub-groups should be expected to be 
less than between the starts of bursts In antagonist sub-groups.
'"his may well be so, as a result of weaker reciprocal inhibition 
between units in agonist rather than between those in antagonist 
sub-groupt;, but the hypothesis remains to be tested. Another one 
possibility Is illustrated in Fig. VII.21. This hinges on the concept



that the period is not a true independent variable, but has been 
treated as euch. The variance at each stage, and the variance of the 
period length, would be affected by the variances at each preceding stage. 
The cumulative effect might not be a simple arithmetic sum, as there 
might be significant covariance due to subtle interactions, and 
compensations. However, untangling such Interrelationships would 
appear to demand somewhat abstruse and sophisticated statistical 
procedures. For the present, one might simply state that intuitively, 
such a system seems capable of explaining the observed rise in the 
variances of the relationships at the different levels.

One of the main difficulties in building a hierarchical model 
with reciprocal interactions is the difficulty of coordinating the 
lntrinelo frequencies of oscillation at each level, so that the period 
of the oscillation (cyole time) at eaoh succeeding level is reasonably 
close to that in the preceding level. Each level tends to have a 
different intrinsic cyole time, and a different response curve to 
input stimuli. It was difficulty of this kind that defeated attempts 
to integrate a reciprocally interacting pool of followers with a 
sinusoidally oscillating driver, whose activity would determine the 
period length. Problems arise also, in effecting a reversal of the 
system. It would not however, be impossible to construct a reasonable

j.
qualitative faodel alon r these lines.

Altogether, it is believed that the present model, with the 
previously indicated extensions, and a few other minor alterations, is 
the best apjrroxiraation to the pattern generator in the scaphognathite 
as we now understand it. J»'ore detailed analyses of the characteristics 
of the model are dearly required, and perhaps even a reanalysis of the 
characteristics of the actual system. The finer details of the 
interrelationships in the model are apparently very susceptible to 
alterations in input frequency. Felative latencies burst durations



and period lengths seem to require several cycles to settle at a 
given value when the Input is altered. There is a great deal of 
quasi-random scatter, even though the model Is fully deterministic 
(i.e. there is no randomness in the connections, thresholds and 
membrane resting potentials). It might not be surprising therefore, 
that the analyses on the actual system should yield such variable 
results. Y/ith this in mind however, perhaps future experimental 
procedures could be so designed as to yield greater reproducibility 
and more meaningful characteristics of the different aspects of the 
system. Simultaneous monitoring of the activity in all the muscles 
would certainly be helpful.



The usefulness of overt modelling is now quite well accepted*
Many workers use overt models to express clearly, concepts which in 
abstraction might be more difficult to state or to grasp, and to 
summarize succintly, extensive and unwieldly sets of data concerning 
the characteristics of various systems* But the usefulness of 
modelling extends beyond precis* Models, by giving form to ideas can 
serve as nucleii for the crystallization of ideas which might otherwise 
have escaped notice* Models may even suggest the existence of previously 
unsuspected mechanisms, and might so prompt a search for these 
mechanisms. This has so far been rare in the biological sciences.

Static models can fulfill all of the above requirements, but have 
inherent deficiencies, in that they remain intuitive, and are not 
subject to immediate testing. Functional models on the other hand, 
provide immediate tests for the intuition (v.ilson, 1%6), and display 
a greater range of measurable characteristics* A given output might 
quite conceivably be generated by several basically different models*
But the larger the number of points of agreement found, the smaller 
must be the number of possible alternatives• In the present oase, 
the suggested model resembles the real system in many respects, but 
the points of deviation are numerous* This is almost inevitable in 
so complex a system, in which various parameters are assigned arbitrary 
values, and other parameters are completely ignored. By their nature, 
all mo dels are approximations, and in particular, neural network 
models, in dealing with systems whose characteristics are only poorly 
understood, and in many cases can only be guessed at, are particularly 
imprecise (Harmon, 1964)*

But how many systems, constructed on completely different bases, 
one might ask, could give as reasonable an approximation to the 
scaphognathite motor pattern as found here? r.ilson (1966) points out



that systems based on excitatory couplings, either synaptic or 
electrotonic, produce output in which phase separations are strongly 
dependent of frequency, or in which events are synchronous. Mutual 
inhibition produces relationships in which phase separations tend to 
be independent of frequency. With the indications of mutual 
interactions between units found in the present study, this would seem 
to imply that any model for the pattern generator is likely to be 
based, necessarily, on reciprocally inhibitory couplings. That the 
relationships in the real system need not be truly phase locked is 
consistent with the observation in the model that intercepts of 
relative latency and burst duration plots against period length need 
not pass through the origin. V.'ith the pattern of reversal seen in 
the four sub-groups in the real system, it seems likely that the model 
will not be hierarchical.

It remains then tc test more rigorously the characteristics of 
both the real system, and the model, and to improve the model through 
less speculative determination of the more detailed parameters. This 
will probably not be possible without intracellular experiments on the 
motor and inter-neuronal elements involved In the pattern generation.
With the present knowledge of the system, such experiments, if at all 
possible, are likely to be more successful than hitherto. It is 
believed that one of the more serious drawbacks in previous intracellular 
experiments on similar systems (tfendelson, 1971; Wyse, 1972) has been 
a lack of detailed understanding of the relationships between the 
individual elements, and their integration into the whole pattern.
The availability of a testable hypothetical network, should in addition, 
allow more telling experiments to be performed at the unitary, 
intracellular level.





Figure VII



Figure VII. 1. A. The four cell reciprocally inhibitory 
network of Wilson (1966)* All the 'cells* are identical 
pacemakers and the reciprocal interconnections are equal*
B* Analog circuit used to determine the basic characteristics 

required in a system such as that shown in A, in order to 
generate alternating bursts of activity in the four 'cells'*
The triggering level of a cathode ray oscilloscope (Cp0) 
horizontal scan was used to simulate threshold* When the input 
exceeded the triggering level ('threshold') the beam scan was 
triggered, along with the 'gate out* pulse (G)* This was used 
to trigger in turn, an electronic stimulator* The variable 
resistor (V) and capacitor (C) couplings were used to shape 
the square wave produced by the stimulator, and to regulate 
the time constant of the output pulse ('ipsp'} decay* The 
outputs from each 'cell* were led as required, to the other 
three .Veils'• The magnitude of the resistances R and V also 
determined the magnitude of the pulse* The positive outputB 
were fed into the negative input of the oscilloscope* The 
outputs from the four 'cells' were monitored on a four 
channel oscilloscope* The system was designed by Mr* F*R.
Balch.
C* Examples of the output from the four, reciprocally 

inhibiting analog 'cells* described in B, when the parameters 
were adjusted to allow 'burst' production* Each dot represents 
a 'spike' in the indicated 'cell'*
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Figure VII.2. A. Modified Wilson (1%6) network with inhibitions
between 1 and 3 and between 2 and 4 relatively weak. With the
network as indicated, the model should display an equal likelihood 
to fire in the order 5 - 7 - 6 - 8 — ; 5 - 7 - 8 - 6 — ;
8 - 6 - 7 - 5 — "5 7 - 5 - 6 - 8 If the reciprocal
connections between 5 and 4 6 and 1 and between 7 and 2 *0 and 3
are increased, then the sequences 5 - 7 - 6 - 8 —  and 6 - 6 - 1 -
are rendered less likely than the remaining two, arid the system 
becomes effectively bitaodal.

b. An example of the output from the network diagrammed 
in A. Kotlce that 'cells' 5 and 7 and cells 5 and 8 form two
strongly overlapping pairs with less overlap between members
from the opposite pairs than between members from within the 
pair.
T is the threshold resting potential of the respective cells, 
and K, the membrane resting potential. The voltages represent 
the 'ipsp' height and the times, the tine constants of the 
'lpsp's' for the respective connections.
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Figure VII. 3. The network of Fig. VII. 2, modified as suggested 
to restrict the number of likely modes to two, induced to reverse 
by means of a burst of inhibition. Inhibition is from cell 9 
(an •input* cell - see Appendix I) inhibits cells 3 and 4* The 
inhibitory connection to cell 3 was of -0.P mv with a time 
constant of 20 me. That to cell 4 was -0.3 mv with time constant, 
20 ms. The input cell fired for 705 ms at a frequency of 200 H2. 
The effects of this are firstly to delay firing of cell 7 bo 
that the burst in 5 is prolonged (see Fig. VI. 16)| secondly, 
cell 6 gets a very short session. This seems to prevent 
accumulation of fatigue, so that when the inhibition stopped, 
cell P got another abnormal session. This results in reversal 
of the sequence (see Fig. VIT. 15d).
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* Figure VII. 4.



FIjure VII. 4* reversal caused by excitation. Network as in 
Fig. VII. 3* but cell 9 (input cell) excites cells 2 and 3 
Instead of inhibiting them. This causes cell 7 to start earlier 
than normal* shortening the burst in S  Cell 6 also appears 
where cell P would be scheduled* and over-rides the burst in 
cell P. This causes 6 to fire after* instead of before 6.
Having become quite fatigued* cell 7 fails to appear* and 5 
gets a session in spite of the strong inhibition between P and 
1. 7 follows* but the strong inhibition between 7 and 2
now prevents 6 from firing. f is apparently still fatigued, 
and has also been receiving relatively strong inhibition from 
7, so 5 gets an extra session. A reversed sequence proceeds 
from this point. This changeover ic clearly less like 
anything seen in Fig. 15 than is the changeover in Fig. VII.3. 
Clearly many other ways of achieving reversal are possible* 
one of the most obvious being inhibition on to one of the 
four cells only (see Fig. VI. 16). This however has not been 
tried.
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Figure VII. %  The structure of the bursts in the 8 cell 
network. In (a) the membrane resting potentials of the 
follower cells were set at -70.0 nrv; in b and c they were 
set at -65.0 nrv. As models for the bursts in the 
scapho nathite nrutcles these clearly leave much to be 
desired* but show promise when compared with the bursts 
in Fig. V. 4.
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Figure 711. 6A.



Fijure VII. 6A Variations in the membrane potentials of the 
driver cells in the 8 cell reciprocally inhibitory network.
If one considers the existence of spatial attenuation and the 
smoother tine oourse of psp's in a real system, as compared 
with the simulation, it can easily be envisaged that these 
variations could assume the form of 'sinusoidal oscillations'. 
The membrane resting potential of the follower cells (5* b*
7, 8) follow with a lag, the membrane potentials in the driver 
cells. Khen threshold is exceeded, the follower cells spike. 
The driver cells membrane potentials never exceed their own 
threshold and bo these cells never spike.







Figure VII. 6B.
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Mgure VII. cB. The effect of hyper- and depolarising 
cell 1 on the firing pattern of the P cell network, (a) 
shows the basic pattern. It is continuous with lb; in 
which, at the upward pointing arrow, the annabrane resting 
potential of oell 1 was raised to - 40 rav and held there, 
as a result of this, cell 1 takes over completely and the 
other cells remain silent. In (cj the cell (1) has been 
hyperpolarised to a atabrane resting potential of -99 rav# 
..hythaic activity doss not stop, but cell 5 ie silenced.
Cell f shows little change compared with its characteristics 
in (a), but ceils t and, especially 7# show abnormally long 
bursts. Lee text.
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Figure VII# 7A# Twelve cell reciprocally inhibitory network# 
By adding a second follower cell to each driver cell, the 
system is made more closely to resemble that in the 
scaphognathite# The two follower cells (5 and 15 in the 
illustration) make identical connections, except with each 
other. Cell 15 has a threshold resting potential of -79*0 
mv, and places on 5# ipsp of -3.0 mv and 50 ms time constant. 
Cell 5 has a lower threshold resting level of -80.0 mv, and 
its 'ipsp* on to 15 are of 0.7 mv and 60 ms time constant.
All four units are updated in this way, so that, for instance, 
the relationship between cells 7 and 17 will be equivalent 
to that between 5 and 15* and b o  on. With suoh strong 
inhibition between them, the two followers do not really 
sisulate the individual scaphognathite muscles very well.
They do however show some resemblance in behaviour to single 
units in a given muscle. B. Typical output from this 
network. Because of the strong total cross inhibition, 
there is very little overlap. Cell 19 is an input cell 
which placeB equal excitation of 0.5 mv and 100 ms time 
constant onto cells 1 to 4# In the example shown, the 
input frequency is 250 HZ*
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Figure VII* 8* The dependence of period length on input 
frequency in the 12 cell network* Negative input values 
indicate inhibitory input*



input frequency





Figure VII. 9* Relative latency (L) and 0 , for the starts of 
the bursts in cells 5 end 6 against period. This is the 
correlate of the inter-group relationships for the real 
systea. Note that there is true phase locking.





Figure VII. 10.



Figure VII. 10. Relative latency and for the starts of 
the bursts in cells 5 and 7 against period. There may be a 
slight tendency towards diminished phase angle at longer 
periods. It is difficult to Bay without an analysis, whether 
this relationship is linear or asymptotic. This relationship 
is the correlate of inter-agonist sub-group relationships in 
the real system, and shows interesting similarities with the 
relationships for the flexor and quartus during reversed 
beating (Fig. IV. 1$B).





Figure VII



Figure VII, 11, The relationship between period length and 
total duration (L~) and (2L9 f°r bursts in cells 5 and 15* 
Here again the relationship shows phase constancy.







Figure VII, 12, The relationships between burst duration 
on period length in cell 1% These two muscles, because of 
their connections, divide the full session for the leader 
cell number 1 between themselves. The exact nature of the 
individual relationships will depend on the relative 
thresholds, and strengths of mutual inhibition. For cell 
5 (open circles) a hyperbolic relationship would seem 
possible here. Bearing in mind the linear relationship 
between number of spikes per burst and burst duration (Fig. 
VII. 13B) the relationship between period length and 
number of spikes per cycle might be similar to that in Fig, 
V. 11G for the promotor.
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Figure VII



Figure VII, 13* A. Total number of spikes per cycle in cells 
5 and 15 as a function of period length - a linear relationship. 
B. A similar, but more defined relationship between number 
of spikes per burst and burst duration. This corresponds to 
the condition found here in most of the scaphognathite muscles 
but differs from that found in lobster swinmeret muscles 
(Davis, 1969).
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Figure Vll. 14. The ‘shapes* of some of the burete in 
the neurel analogue for the final state of the model.
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Figure Vll* 15# (A) Diagram of the final state of $he model.
The network and connectivities are essentially the same as in 
Fig. Vll. The representation here is more chematized however, 
for clarity. Cells 5 and 15* 6 and 16, etc., are the analogues 
of the units active in the four different subgroups. Notice 
that there is a closed excitatory loop between cells 5 and 15 
(flexor sub-group analogue)). Thus arrangement could be replaced 
by an electronic connection between the two cells. Between cells 
7 and 17 (quartus sub-group analogue) there is weak reciprocal 
inhibition, and between the units inthe levator sub-group analogues 
there are no interactiqns. . For sub-group C, the relative thresh- 
holds of the motofc unit analogues and the burst-terminating 
’interneuron1 (cell 10) are diown. The effect of this arrangement 
is to terminate the burst in the antagonist group before the start 
of activity in either group, giving rise to a pause. In the 
case of sub'group B, cell 10 inhibits cells 5 (flexor analogueJ[ 
very strongly, but gives very weak inhibition to well 15 (sixtus 
analogue), which continues firing into the levator phase of the 
cycle.
(B) The output pattern of the network with input excitation of 
77 Hz (top) and 333 Hz (bottom) from a 1 command1 cell (19) onto 
cells 1 to 4« The bursts in the different units have been bloeked 
in for clarity. The 'interneurone 1 bursts are enclosed by broken 
lines.
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Figure Vll, 16. The dependence of period length in the final 
network (Fig. Vll. 15) on input frequency. Negative input 
represents inhibition; positive, excitation. There is a break 
in the relationship between +50 to +150 Hz input frequency, but 
otherwise, the relationship is similar in fbrm to that for the 
simpler network. The break is probably related to the point at 
which the bursts in the different groups no longer one self
terminated, but are terminated by the inhibition from the 
• in te-neurones*, cells 10 and 20 (see Fig. Vll. 15.).
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The approach of this thesis has been to examine in detailt the 

activity in the scaphognathite and to some extent, its integration 

with peripheral systems, the aim being to construct a picture of how 

the rhythmic beating is generated, coordinated and controlled, A 

degree of progress has been made on all of these fronts, but the 

findings are subject to some qualifications. The main findings are 

listed below, along with some qualifying remarks where necessary,

(1) The brachyuran bcaphotnathite iB composed of two main segments, 

one internal (anterior) and one external (posterior). The two segments 

are joined along the radial axis of the appendage by a flexible hinge. 

There are three main axes for movement. One is longitudinal, and about 

it, the whole appendage, in particular the external se^ent, can be 

raised and lowered. The other two are radial and pass through the 

internal and external segments, allowing twisting (pronation/supination) 

of the respective segments.

(2) The beating of the scapho&iathite in Carcinus is effected primarily 

by nine muscles, five ventral and four dorsal. The dorsal and ventral 

groups of muscles can each be separated in to two sub-groups on the 

basis of their activity (two muscles to each dorsal sub-group and two 

and three in the two ventral sub-groups), The muscles in each sub-group 

show nearly synchronous bursts of activity in each beat cycle. There

is a variable degree of overlap between the bursts of activity in the 

different sub-groups.

(3) • By virtue of the coordinated activity in the musoles of the four 

sub-groups, the internal and external tips of the scaphognathite 

execute movements which might be described roughly by two trapezoidal 

wave-forms, about 90° out of phase. The hinge region simultaneously



displays an approximately sinusoidal movement, the maxima and minima 
corresponding with the points of intersection of the waves described 
by the tips.

(4) By a peculiar skeletal arrangement, a * click* mechanism is 
established, which assists in the timing of the movements of the 
different parts of the scaphognathite, and which might enhanoe the 
degree of acceleration iBplayed during the rise and fall of the 
external tip of the scaphognathite.

(5) Reversal of the beat direction is effected by inversion of the 

sequence in which the four sub-groups of muscles are activated.

The effect of this on the movement is to shift the sinusoidal wave-form 
for hinge movement through about 1P0°, and the trapezoidal wave-form for 
the movement of the hind end through a smaller angle, about 90°, with 
respect to the wave for the front end. By these changes, the direction 
of pumping is reversed.

(6) In the changeover from forward to reversed beating, the single 
units active in the two flexor sub-group muscles appear to be inhibited 
and replaced during reversed beating, by different units. There may
be a change in the relative extents of c-otivity in different units 

active in the other, multiply innervated musoles. During the process 

of reversal, the flexor sub-group muscles appear to * loose* one burst, 
relative to the other muscles. The changes during changeover from 
reversed to forward beating are less olear, but usually the muscles 

of the flexor sub-group seem to gain an extra burst. In the region 

of the changeover, there appears to be a tendency towards longer period 

lengths during forward, and shorter during reversed beating. The 

changeover from forward to reversed beating may therefore be accompanied 
by specific inhibition of the forward mode flexor and sixtus units, and 
overall excitation. I eversal would perhaps be associated with release



of the inhibition to the flexor sub-group forward units (which might 

in turn be envisaged to inhibit the reversed inode units), and overall 

inhibition.

(7) The relative timing of the starts and durations of the bursts in 

the different muscles are in general, linear functions of the period 

of the beat cycle. This indicates that the cueing of the starts and 

terminations of the bursts is not dependent on a sot of latency 

dependencies. In fact, there appears to be a tendency towards phase 

constancy, although there are several cases in which the phase relation

ships change slightly with changing frequency, and some even, in which 

the phare relationships change quite markedly. The timing of the 

relative starts and lurations of the bursts might best be described 

by the relationship 1 *= a + b (period) in which a may or may not be 

significantly different from zero. Vhen a is not significantly different 

from aero, truly phase locked relationships result; when it is, there 

will be a significant regression of phase on period. The muscles of 

one of the levator sub-groups, the promotor sub-group, may not conform 

to this relationship during forward beating. There is a great deal 

of variability in the finer aspects of the timing of the bursts. It 

was difficult to obtain reproducible results on a given muscle in 

different animals, and there is indication that even in a given animal, 

the relationships may vary from time to time. This variability mnkes 

some of the above generalizations only tentative, and subject to a 

degree of doubtfulness.

(P) There is some indication that the variance of the relative latencies 

between muscles of the same Bub-group might be less than that between 

muscles of different sub-groups. In turn, the latencies between 

muscles from different sub-groups in the same group may show lower 

variance than those between muscles from different groups (levator and



depressor). This might he consistent with a hierarchical system of 

cueing, hut other systems could also explain the differences#

(9) Comparisons of (a) the changes in spiking frequencies in the 

bursts in the different musoles at different phase angles in the cycle 

of the flexor burst (b) the computed, underlying * waves of depolariza

tions' in some of the units, and (o) spike to spike interactions in 

overlapping units from different bursts, strongly suggest that there 

might be reciprocal, negative interactions of some sort (reciprocal 

inhibition) between units from muscles of different sub-groups, and

at least in some cases, positive interactions (reciprocal excitation) 

between units in muscles from the same sub-group.

(10) Digital computer simulations of models based primarily on 

reciprocally inhibitory neuronal networks, indicate that several 

aspects of the patterning of the activity in the scaphognathite 

muscles may be consistent with a pattern generator of this type. The 

model implies no hierarchy between group and sub-group levels, but the 

organization into sub-groups occurs at a higher level than that for 

the individual muscles. The output of the final model can, at least 

qualitatively, mimic that of the scapho^nathite pattern generator. 

Further development of the model on a fine scale is clearly required, 

and further testing of its characteristics is necessary. However, it 

is believed to give the best approximation to the system controlling 

scaphognathite activity as we know it.

(11) Clide coordination has been demonstrated between the right and 

left scaphognathitet in Carclnus. The appendages may beat at widely 

differing frequencies, and show no phase locking. Equalization of 

the beat rates and phase locking may be abruptly initiated, and this 

might possibly be associated in some cases, with transient simultaneous 

reversal on both sides. In other cases it may not be. Phase histograms



of extended runs show significant peaks. It appears then, that phase 
locking may he effected by two mechanisms, which may act together.
Firstly, common input perhaps from command elements, may bring the 
rates of beating on both sides close together. Weak inhibitions 
between the pattern generators on both sides could then aid in
equalization of the rates, and phase locking.

(12) There is strong correlation between activity in the scaphognathites 

and in the cardiac inhibitor, in Nephrons and i ortunus. Abrupt high 

frequency tonic discharge in some medium to large units in the cardiac 

inhibitor in N enhrops is accompanied by pauses in heart and scaphognathite 

beating. Heart beats tend to resume within 4 - 6  seconds in spite of 

sustained inhibitor discharge. The scaphot̂ iathite tends to remain silent

until the discharge rate returns to normal. Stimulation of the ipsi-

lateral circumoesophageal connective can elicit a similar sequence of 

activity in the heart, scaphognathite and cardiac inhibitor.

Paradoxically similar stimulation during the ventilatory pauses described 

above, can also oause disruption of the inhibitor activity, and may be 

followed by burstB of activity in the scaphognathite. The opposing 

effects are ascribed to activation of different command units due to 

stimulation of the whole connective. Abrupt phasic bursts in a large 

unit in the inhibitor are frequently accompanied by disruption of the 

burst pattern in muscles of the scaphognathite. High frequency tonic 

discharges in the cardiac inhibitor in Portunus are accompanied by a 

complex, but reproducible sequence of changes in beat frequency and EMC 

amplitude in the scaphognathite. It is suspected that these changes 

might be associated with transient reversal.

(3) There is some indication that in Nephrons the heart via the cardiac 

inhibitors and accelerators may receive phasic information concerning 
the scaphognathite beat. It is not known whether this information is



used, or if it is, under what circumstances it may be used.

(14) The systems studied here offer interesting possibilities for 

further study. The inherent variability and the poor survival rates
i

of the preparations are disadvantages. However, these might be overcome. 

V<ith the present knowledge of the organization of and the interrelations 

between the motor units, and with the functional model as a testable 

hypothesis, it is believed that intracellular studies if possible, 

might be extremely rewarding. The findings concerning the linkages 

between the heart and right and left scaphognathites in Kephrops and 

I ortunus are of some interest. They indicate that these systems might 

provide interesting material for a more detailed study of the 

integration between separate behavioral units on a local as well as a 

command level. There are also, interesting implications concerning 

the evolutionary development of motor and command processes. The 

!. aoura do not as a rule show sustained reversal, whilst the Brachyura 

may. Increased activity in the cardiac inhibitor results in a 

sustained ventilatory pause in Nephrops, while Portunus responds in a 

more complex fashion, probably including a transient period of reversed 

beating. A comparative study of the organization and control of the 

pattern generators in these two types of animal should be of some 

interest.
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APPENDIX I

"he Pain Features of a id, ital Computer I iciulation 

resigned by Mr. P.P. .Dalch% to L imulate the 

Characteristics of imall Neuronal Networks.

The characteristics of the model (Chapter VII*2) were studied 

by means of a digital computer program designed, and kindly loaned to 

the author by Mr* P.R. Balch of the Catty Marine Laboratory. The 

program enables simulation of neuronal characteristics and inter

connections. Up to twenty neural analogues may be specified and 

interconnected to give rise to an interacting network. The usefulness 

of the program lies in the fact that beyond the simplest networks, 

it is difficult, if not impossible, to predict with any certainty what 

the resultant output of such a network might be. By the use of such 

a simulation, one is given a means of evaluating the characteristics 

of a particular network.

The simulation is basically similar to that of Ferkel (1965)* 

but includes a number of extensions and modifications which make it 

more flexible and, to some extent, more realistic. Each neural analogue 

is identified by a number from one to twenty, and is defined by a set 

of specifiable constants, and two main state variables, threshold and 

membrane potential. 7/henever membrane potential in a given ’neuron* 

exceeds threshold, the ’neuron* spikes, andafter a specifiable delay, 

the synaptic and axonal delay a wave of specified starting height, sign 

and time course is added to the membrane potential of each ’neuron* to 

which the spiking cell is connected via a "chemical” synapse. The 

firing cell enters an absolutely refractory period followed by a 

relatively refractory period, and return to normalcy. This in brief 

is the principle of the simulation. A more detailed description is 
given below.

Each ’neuron* in the simulation has the following properties*



(1) A membrane restinr potential which Is continuously approached, 

exponentially by the (a) membrane baseline rotential at any given time*

(2) A threshold resting potential which is exponentially approached 

by the (b) threshold at any given time. The (c) membrane potential 

is equal to the algebraic sum of the baseline potential and the input 

EFSP's and IJ'SP's from other connecting cells. Whenever the membrane 

potential exceeds threshold the cell fires. V/hen the cell fires, the 
membrane baseline potential rises to a fixed value, the (3) erlke-helght. 
and after (4) the absolutely refractory period falls to a fixed value, 

the (5) post-spike undershoot■ returning exponentially towards the 

membrane resting potential at a rate determined by the (6) time constant 

of the membrane base line return. On spiking the threshold also rises

to a very high level (infinity), and after the absolutely refractory 

period, is set at a fixed value above its prespike level, from which it 

falls exponentially towards the threshold resting potential at a rate 

determined by the (7) time constant of threshold return. The values of 

the time varying parameters (a, b and c) are calculated at discrete 

intervals or (P) time ctePB. The parameters with numeric Indices are 

specified at the beginning of the simulation run and remain fixed 

throughout the run.

The interconnections between cells are specifiable, and may be 

excitatory, inhibitor:/ or electrotonic. For synaptic connections, when 
a cell spikes, FSP's of specified magnitude, time constant and b I p t i 

(positive for excitatory and negative for inhibitory) are added to 
the membrane baseline potential of the cells to which the firing cell 
is connected, after a specified delay, the synaptic raid axonal delay.
The rise time of the PSP's is instantaneous, and the decay exponential, 
towards zero. A single cell may connect with several other cells and 

each connection may be different. A single cell therefore may 

simultaneously make excitatory, inhibitory and electrotonic connections



(3) Regular - in which the cell spikes at a regular, specified

frequency.

Input cells may be used to simulate higher order command activity, or

may be used simply as an electronic stimulator.

The state of the various cells may be obtained at desired intervals 

in terms of

(a) whether or not the cell is spiking

(b) the membrane potential

(c) the interspike intervals

(d) the reciprocal interspike intervals (instantaneous

frequency)•

(a) is routinely printed for each of the cells in use. If the cell is 

silent, its state is represented by a hyphen at the stated printout 

interval. If it is spiking, then the number of spikes which occurred 

during the printout interval is printed. Corresponding plots of 

membrane potential, interspike intervals or reciprocal interspike 

intervals at the stated printout times may also be obtained.

In the essence of the computer simulation is the absence of 

random variability, characteristic in biological systems. This randomness 

may be introduced by specifying a standard deviation for the membrane 

baseline potential. This will cause a random factor to be added at each 

time step, to the membrane baseline potential. This parameter was not 

used in the present study as its computation proved to be somewhat time 

consuming.

The computer simulation described is more flexible than most 

earlier simulations of similar design. It is also easy to use. However, 

it possesses certain deficiencies shared by such simulations, which are 

imposed by restrictions of the algebra, of our understanding of intra- 

and inter- neuronal activity, and of availability of computing time.

For example, a ’neuron* is treated as a dimensionlese point, so that



of differing magnitude, time constant and sign (in the case of synaptic 
connections). After a cell fires, the actual magnitude of IPSP will 
be determined by the difference between the membrane base-line potential 
and an arbitrary, fixed value equal to 1.5 times the post-spike 
undershoot. As the baseline potential returns towards the testing 
level, the height of the PSP approaches the set value. Similar 

adjustments apply for EFSF. These computations may be improved, since 
the adjustments are made only after the cell spikes. A more accurate 
approach would permit continuous adjustments depending on the time since 
the last input from hat source (see Ilartline and Cooke, 1969)*

Electrotonic connections may be rectified or two way, and of 
differing strengths. The strength of the connection is a weighting 
factor between 0 and 2. In the case of the rectified connections used 
here, the connecting cell is uninfluenced by the connected cell. In 

the connected cell however, the membrane baseline potential, instead 
of approaching the resting potential, now approaches the mean of the 
membrane potential of the connecting cell times the weighting constant, 
and its own membrane resting potential. In the present simulations the 
strengths of the electrotonic connections (the weighting constants) 
were always 1•

Cells may be specified as input cells as opposed to the standard 
cells described above. As input cellB, the neurones may make 
connections, but may not receive them. Their activity is specified 
in separate statements determining the timing and the nature of the 
activity. The activity may be

(1) Sinusoidal - in which the membrane potential varies 
sinusoidally with specified amplitude, about a specified origin, and 
with a given frequency.

(2) Random - in which the cell spikes randomly at specified 
average frequencies during the times of specified activity.



there ie no opportunity for differential spatial attenuation and 

euimnationj the cable propertieo of the neurone are particularly difficult 

to simulate. To some extent the use of a non-spiking driver neurone, 

electrotonically oonneoted to a spiking follower, and receiving all the 

input, simulates a spatial effect. It tends to integrate, and smoothe 

the input onto the spiking cell, but some of the more subtle properties 

of spatial summation and dendritic integration would be impossible to 

simulate at this level. The rise time of R;P*s, also, is instantaneous. 

This and many other similar difficulties arise as a result of 

difficulties in establishing readily computable approximations of 

non-linear relationships. However, the simulation does provide a 

reasonable approximation of neuronal activity and interconnections as 

we know them.



ilT-JTDrc II

Derivation of the expected random latency distribution for 

the occurrence of a teat opike in the interspike intervals 
of a reference spike train, given the frequency distribution 
of the reference intervals*

If two spike trains overlap as shown in Fig. II. 1, then in the 
region of overlap, interactions between the units mi ht be expected 
to influence the relative dispositions of the spikes in each train, 
with respect to the spikes in the other, ^uch interactions might be 
revealed therefore by inspection of the frequency distribution of 
histograms for the latencies of say, spikes in B with respect to spikes 
in A, and vice versa, in the region of overlap. In order to determine 
whether the resulting histograms are indicating significant interactions 
or no interactions, it is first necessary to determine the distribution 
which might be expected if there were no interactions between the 
units. The significance of the deviation from this 'expected* 
distribution can then bo tested using statistical procedures such as 
the chi squared or the i olmgorov-Lmirnov tests. The 'expected* 
distribution for the case of no interaction may be derived from the 
frequency distribution histogram for the inter-spike intervals in the 
'reference* train. he derivation devised for the present purposes is 
described below.

For the uncorrelated condition, whenever a spike occurs in the 
A train (a reference spike), a spike in the B train (a test spike) 
is given the opportunity to occur, equally, in all latency categories 
below that for the minimum reference interval. Opportunities for the 
occurrence of longer test spike 1 tencies arise only when sufficiently 
long reference intervals permit it. If for instance, a reference 
interval falls into the tenth category of the histogram, then test



spikes have been /riven the chance to occur in any category from 1 to

9* Spikes in the tenth category may occur shortly before the 

reference spike, when they would be allocated to category 10, They may 

also coincide with, or come shortly after the reference spike, when 

they would be assigned a different reference interval. Cn the whole then, 

test spikes would have been given the chance to occur in about 9.5 

categories. If the number of reference spikes in a category n is 

designated r , the total number of options given to a test spike will 
therefore be,

n =» N

rn(n-0.5),

n a 1

where N in the category of the longest reference interspike interval.

The distribution of these opportunities differs in the different 

categories. As above, if a reference spike occurs T: times in category

n it may in fact, fall anywhere between the upper or lower limit of 

the class mark. The chance of a test spike occurring in that category 

will therefore, to the best approximation, be H^/2. In each category 

below the n there will simultaneously be opportunities, so that the 

total number of opportunities for a spike to occur in a  category n 

rrust include the total number of reference intervals which occurred in 
categories greater than n. This is given by

N
n so that the total number of chances

n + 1
will be

< V « *  Kn .

IM-1

The fraction of the opportunities occurring in each category then, will 
be given by,



(K„/2 + Rn) / Rn (n-0.5)
n+1 1

In order to obtain the expected frequency for the occurrence of test 

spikes in each category, this proportion is multiplied by the total 

number of test spikes that occurred. A Chi squared test may then be 

applied to the observed and expected distributions.
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